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INTRODUCTION

In [1], the results of high-speed anodic dissolution
of heat-resistant chrome–nickel alloys containing tung-
sten and rhenium in chloride solutions are described.
For processing of the above materials, electrochemical
dimensional processing (ECDP) is widely used and
nitrate solutions or their mixtures with chlorides are
used as electrolytes [2–4].

Use of nitrate solutions may be expedient for a num-
ber of reasons. First, the cathode process in the condi-
tions of ECDP in nitrates may proceed without gas
release or with its considerable decrease since, in
nitrates, the cathode reaction of gaseous hydrogen
release may be replaced by the reaction of reconstruc-
tion of nitrate ions up to products that do not produce a
gas phase, which is fundamentally important in the case
of use of small interelectrode gaps and, therefore, for
increasing the process localization [2–4]. Second, for a
number of metals and alloys in nitrate solutions, an
increasing dependence of current yield on current den-
sity is typical, which is also important for increasing
process localization in the conditions of ECDP [2–4].
Moreover, on dissolution of heat-resistant chrome–
nickel alloys containing the hardening 

 

γ

 

 phase in nitrate
and chloride electrolytes, its decomposition is possible,
which decreases the power intensity of an electrochem-
ical treatment process [5].

A distinguishing feature of anodic dissolution of
metals of the iron subgroup (including nickel) in nitrate

solutions is the destruction of surface oxides at high
current densities and, as a result, transition from the
reaction of oxygen release to the reaction of anodic dis-
solution on an increase in current density [2, 3]. A con-
sequence of this effect is the increasing dependence of
current yield on current density, which provides the
conditions for increasing localization of the process of
ECDP of these metals [2–4].
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Abstract

 

—Anodic dissolution of two heat-resistant chrome–nickel alloys containing 12% (weight) tungsten
and 8% tungsten with 6% rhenium in a 2 M NaNO

 

3

 

 solution was investigated using the rotating disk electrode
method at current densities up to 30 A/cm

 

2

 

. It is shown that anodic dissolution of these alloys occurs in the trans-
passive region of potentials with transition of the components in solution to forms with the highest oxidation
level. Various mechanisms of alloy dissolution determining the processing speed (together with electrochemical
dissolution) are proposed, including disintegration of the hardening phase, chemical oxidation of low-valence
intermediates by solution components, and electrochemical formation of surface oxide layers. The results of
change in the chemical composition of surfaces depending on the processing regimes are presented. Some vari-
ants of control by regimes of electrochemical dimensional processing (ECDP) of details from these alloys to
achieve the optimal parameters of ECDP are proposed.
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Fig. 1.

 

 Typical dependences of the dissolution potential on
time for alloys I (

 

1

 

–

 

3

 

) and ZhS-6U (

 

4

 

) in 2 M NaNO

 

3

 

 at cur-
rent densities (A/cm

 

2

 

) 1.0 (

 

1

 

), 3.0 (

 

2

 

), 5.0 (

 

3

 

), and 10.0 (

 

4

 

)
and RDE speeds (rpm) of 260 (

 

1

 

, 

 

3

 

) and 1260 (

 

2

 

, 

 

4

 

).
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Table 1.  

 

Composition of surface layer after anodic dissolution of alloys at 

 

i

 

 = 2 A/cm

 

2

 

 in 2 M NaNO

 

3

 

 (wt %)

Place
in Fig. 3

Ni Cr W Re Co Ti Al C Si O

Alloy ZhS-6U

Initial com-
position 56.5 

 

±

 

 0.8 9.1 

 

±

 

 0.7 12.1 

 

±

 

 2.0 – 9.5 

 

±

 

 0.4 2.6 

 

±

 

 0.5 5.5 

 

±

 

 0.1 4.5 

 

±

 

 0.6 – –

(e) Basic 
phase

53.1 8.7 14.2 – 9.1 1.8 4.4 4.5 – 3.5

(d) Boundary 
phase

49.2 6.6 6.7 – 6.1 2.8 3.2 21.0 – 4.3

(f) Phase 
enriched 
with Ni (

 

γ

 

')

66.0 3.3 5.5 – 6.9 4.8 6.4 4.4 – 2.8

Alloy I

Initial com-
position 62.1 

 

±

 

 0.1 4.8 

 

±

 

 0.1 7.8 

 

±

 

 0.5 5.6 

 

±

 

 0.7 10.1 

 

±

 

 0.4 – 5.0 

 

±

 

 0.3 3.7 

 

±

 

 0.2 0.9 

 

±

 

 0.1 –

(a) Basic 
phase

59.4 4.5 9.3 5.2 9.0 – 5.8 3.5 1.0 2.2

(c) Boundary 
phase

62.9 2.4 9.7 – 7.3 – 7.8 5.9 – 4.0

(b) Oxidized 
phase

42.6 3.2 22.4 2.7 4.8 – 4.2 4.4 1.6 14.3

 

Table 2.  

 

Composition of surface layer after anodic dissolution of alloy I at 

 

i

 

 = 5 A/cm

 

2

 

 in 2 M NaNO

 

3

 

 (wt %)

Place
in Fig. 5

Ni Cr W Re Co Al C Si O

Initial
composition 62.1 

 

±

 

 0.1 4.8 

 

±

 

 0.1 7.8 

 

±

 

 0.5 5.6 

 

±

 

 0.7 10.1 

 

±

 

 0.4 5.0 

 

±

 

 0.3 3.7 

 

±

 

 0.2 0.9 

 

±

 

 0.1 –

(b) Basic phase 68.8 

 

±

 

 1.5 4.4 

 

±

 

 0.5 9.8 

 

±

 

 1 – 10.1 

 

±

 

 0.6 7.0 

 

±

 

 0.6 – – –

(a) Oxidized phase 59.2 

 

±

 

 5.7 2.4 

 

±

 

 0.3 10.4 

 

±

 

 2.0 – 7.2 

 

±

 

 0.7 7.0 

 

±

 

 1.3 6.2 1.7 6.3 

 

±

 

 3.0

Average 64 3.4 10.1 – 8.7 7.0 3.1 0.9 3.2

 

Table 3.  

 

Composition of surface layer after anodic dissolution of alloys I (

 

i

 

 = 29 A/cm

 

2

 

) and ZhS-6U (

 

i

 

 = 24 A/cm

 

2

 

) in 2 M
NaNO

 

3

 

 (wt %)

Place
in Fig. 6

Ni Cr W Re Co Al Ti O Others

Alloy I

(c) Basic phase 33.5 

 

±

 

 8.0 7.9 

 

±

 

 0.8 26.9 

 

±

 

 7.0 4.6 

 

±

 

 0.7 6.6 

 

±

 

 1.3 2.1 

 

±

 

 0.9 – 16.3 

 

±

 

 1.1 ~2.8

(d) Oxidized 
phase

4.0 

 

±

 

 0.4 5.3 

 

±

 

 0.4 50.4 

 

±

 

 3.8 ~2.0 – – – 30.3 

 

±

 

 1.9 ~7.0

ZhS-6U

(a) Basic phase 55.1 

 

±

 

 5.0 5.1 

 

±

 

 0.9 11.7 

 

±

 

 4.5 – 6.9 

 

±

 

 0.5 5.6 

 

±

 

 0.4 4.7 

 

±

 

 1.7 9.2 

 

±

 

 0.2 –

(b) Oxidized 
phase

39.0 3.2 27.7 – 3.8 3.1 6.1 17.2 –

 

In the case of high-speed anodic dissolution of
chrome–nickel alloys in nitrates, a similar effect is not
observed [2–5]. Electrochemical dissolution of alloys
of nickel with tungsten in nitrates depends to a greater
extent on the concentration of tungsten in an alloy, and,

at a high concentration (i.e., with the formation of a
solid solution of tungsten in nickel, ~(20–30)% W), the
alloy behaves similarly to chrome–nickel alloys, i.e., it
is dissolved with high speed, while, at low concentra-
tions of tungsten, its electrochemical characteristics are
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close to the electrochemical properties of pure nickel
[6]. High-speed dissolution of chrome–nickel alloys
with rhenium, as well as with tungsten in which tung-
sten is partly replaced by rhenium, in nitrate electro-
lytes was not investigated earlier. It is known, however,
that, in contrast to tungsten, rhenium at high current
densities is dissolved in nitrates with high speed, while
for tungsten a deep passivity is typical due to the forma-
tion of insoluble oxide WO

 

3

 

 [2, 3, 7]. Anodic dissolu-
tion of rhenium in nitrates at high current densities
takes place with the formation of the ion ReO

 

4

 

 [7].
The main task of the present work (as in [1] with ref-

erence to the dissolution of these alloys in chlorides)
was the investigation of the mechanism of formation of
surface covering layers on anodic dissolution of the
above-mentioned alloys in nitrate electrolytes in a wide
area of current densities and their role in the achieve-
ment of specific values of material removal speeds dur-
ing ECDP, as well as the influence of macroscopic
inhomogeneity of alloys in the formation of composi-
tion and surface properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

Anodic dissolution of two chrome–nickel alloys is
investigated, the composition of which is presented in
Table 1. The method of investigation completely corre-
sponded to the method described in [1], with the only
difference that the maximum current densities achieved
in the present paper were less than those described in
[1] (~30 A/cm

 

2

 

) and the dissolution occurred in 2 M
NaNO

 

3

 

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 

Results of polarization measurements.

 

 It is seen
from the results of galvanostatic polarization measure-
ments presented in Figs. 1 and 2 that (i) dissolution at
relatively low current densities takes place at potentials
substantially exceeding the potentials of dissolution of
the investigated alloys in chlorides, i.e., at potentials of
so-called transpassive dissolution; (ii) hydrodynamics
does not influence the dissolution speed up to the high-
est measured current densities; (iii) in the vicinity of the
measurement error, the current density dependence on
the potential follows the Tafel dependence with an
incline of ~100 mV/order for alloy I (with rhenium)
taking into account the correction of the ohmic voltage
drop between the capillary end and the surface of disso-
lution performed by the method described in [8, p. 54];
and (iv) the Tafel incline for the alloy ZhS-6U, contain-
ing more tungsten, is higher, which is indirect evidence
of the fact that partly a charge is lost on oxidation of a
surface and for the alloy ZhS-6U this contribution is
larger.

The data of EDX analysis (Table 1) demonstrate
that, even in the conditions of dissolution at relatively
low current densities (2 A/cm

 

2

 

), the oxidation of a sur-
face for both materials is observed. It should be stressed

that, due to macroscopic inhomogeneity of alloys, the
oxidizability of a surface was different in different
areas, as evidenced by the results of local EDX analysis
(Fig. 3). The analyzed areas, corresponding to basic,
oxide (oxygen-enriched), and boundary (nickel-
enriched) phases, are shown by crosses in Fig. 3 (see
also Table 1; here, the results of EDX analysis corre-
spond to the points on the respective microphotographs
in Fig. 3).

 

Influence of current density and composition of
alloys on specific dissolution rate.

 

 Despite the fact that,
in a nitrate electrolyte, dissolution takes place at poten-
tials ~1 V more than in chloride, the specific dissolution
rate 

 

ε

 

C

 

 (

 

ε is the current yield, and C is the electrochem-
ical equivalent) at i < icr (icr is the critical current den-
sity, the nature of which will be discussed below) is
higher than in a chloride solution for both investigated
alloys (Fig. 4).

At i > icr (also for the two alloys), the specific disso-
lution rate decreases with the current density, which is
also typical for dissolution in chlorides. In [1], it was

0 1

i, A/cm2

ϕ, V

10

62 3 4 5

4

1

0.1

5

3

1

2

Fig. 2. Galvanostatic polarization curves in 2 M NaNO3 for
alloys I (1, 3) and ZhS-6U (2) at RDE speeds (rpm) of 260
(1) and 1260 (2, 3). The dotted curves correspond to the
polarization curves for alloys I (4) and ZhS-6U (5) on pro-
cessing of these alloys in 2 M NaCl [1]. The white symbols
correspond to the potential values corrected taking into
account the ohmic component.
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80 µm 80 µm

80 µm80 µm

80 µm 80 µm

Spectrum 3
Spectrum 1

Spectrum 1
Spectrum 2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Electron image 1 Electron image 1

Electron image 1 Electron image 1

Electron image 1 Electron image 1

(e) (f)

Spectrum 2

Spectrum 3

Fig. 3. SEM microimages of the surfaces of alloys I (a–c) and ZhS-6U (d–f) obtained after anodic dissolution (0.023 A h) in 2 M
NaNO3 at an RDE speed of 1260 rpm and a current density of 2 A/cm2.

shown that the reason for the effect observed is con-
nected with intensive oxidation of a surface.

It seems obvious that the higher specific dissolution
rate at i < icr is connected with decomposition of the γ '
phase in nitrate solutions, a fact that is quite well known
for ECDP in these solutions [2–5]. And, despite the fact
that this cannot be confirmed quantitatively in the given
specific case since the concentration of the γ ' phase in
alloys was not determined, there is no reason to exclude
such a mechanism of material removal during the pro-
cessing of the investigated alloys.

The value i = icr was estimated in a similar manner
as in [1], but only with reference to nitrate solutions on
the basis of the data of [9] (see also [8, pp. 86–90]). The
estimation carried out showed that the attainment of the
saturation concentration for dissolution products of a
basic component—nickel in a nitrate solution—is
observed at a concentration of 2 M and a rotation veloc-
ity of 1260 rpm for alloy I at a current density of
~4 A/cm2 (Fig. 4).

Comparison of the experimentally observed values
of εC in the area close to icr(a similar value for the alloy
ZhS-6U is observed at i ≈ 15 A/cm2 (Fig. 4)) with the
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values calculated taking into account only electrochem-
ical dissolution (0.95 and 0.89 g/(A h) for alloy I and
0.89 and 0.79 g/(A h) for the alloy ZhS-6U under the
assumption of dissolution of chrome of the type of
Cr(III) and Cr(VI) accordingly, which is represented by
horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 4) shows that, in the area
of i ≈ icr in both cases, the dissolution speed is exceeded
in accordance with the Faraday area.

Change in the composition of surface layers in the
treatment process. It is seen from the results presented
in Table 1 that, already at relatively low current densi-
ties, the oxidation of the surface layer takes place, while
the presence of macroscopic inhomogeneity (a mul-
tiphase state) of an alloy leads to inhomogeneity of the
dissolution speed distribution (Fig. 3). However, in the
conditions of etching at i ≈ icr, the dissolution speed of

different phases of an alloy is equalized, which follows
both from data of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Fig. 5) and from the results of the surface analysis pre-
sented in Table 2 for alloy I. This is caused by the cir-
cumstance, following from the above evaluating calcu-
lations of the value of icr for the used speed of rotation
of a disk electrode (RDE), that in these conditions the
dissolution takes place through the salt surface film of
the products of dissolution of alloy components, the
existence of which provides for equalization of dissolu-
tion speeds of different phase components. However,
the equalization effect is achieved due to the fact that
part of the surface is dissolved in the regime of polish-
ing (the area “spectrum 2” in Fig. 5b), which is pre-
sented in Table 2 as the “basic phase,” but a porous oxi-
dized surface layer (the area “spectrum 1” in Fig. 5a,
the “oxide phase” in Table 2) is formed on the other part
of the surface. Actually, the dissolution at i ≈ icr takes
place in the regime of an anodic limiting current caused
by salt passivation, which as a rule leads to the polish-
ing of a surface. Comparison of the results presented in
Tables 1 and 2 shows that, even if insignificant oxida-
tion of a surface takes place, it does not exceed the oxi-
dation observed at lower current densities.

The value of icr is determined by the hydrodynamic
conditions and should be displaced into the area of
higher current densities with an increase in the speed of
electrolyte flow.

At i > icr, significant oxidation of a surface is observed
(Fig. 6, Table 3). It should be noted that, for alloy I, it is
noticeably greater than for the alloy ZhS-6U. Special
analysis of surface oxide formations (Fig. 6b; Table 3,
the “oxide phase” of alloy I) shows that it is a practi-
cally pure oxide of tungsten WO3 contaminated by
oxides of nickel and some alloying components. From
the results of analysis of the surface formations (Fig. 6b,
analysis point “spectrum 2”), it follows that they con-
tain ~75 at % oxygen, which corresponds to the oxide

0.75
1

εC, g/(A h)

i, A/cm2

1.05

10

1.00

0.95

0.90

0.85

0.80

icr

icr

1

3

2
4

Fig. 4. Dependence of the specific dissolution rate of alloys
I (1) and ZhS-6U (2) in 2 M NaNO3 on the current density
at a rotation speed of 1260 rpm. The dotted lines correspond
to the analogous dependences for alloys I (3) and ZhS-6U
(4) obtained on processing in 2 M NaCl.

30 µm

Electron image 1 Electron image 1

Spectrum 1

Spectrum 2

30 µm(a) (b)

Fig. 5. SEM microimages of the surface of alloy I after processing in 2 M NaNO3 (0.023 A h) at a current density of 5 A/cm2 and
a rotation speed of 1260 rpm. Explanations in the text.
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Electron image 1 Electron image 1

20 µm

Spectrum 1

(a) 20 µm

20 µm 20 µm

Spectrum 2

Spectrum 1
Spectrum 2

(c)

(b)

(d)

Electron image 1 Electron image 1

Fig. 6. SEM microimages of the surface of alloys I (a, b) and ZhS-6U (c, d) after processing in 2 M NaNO3 (0.023 A h) at current
densities (A/cm2) of 29 (a, b) and 24 (c, d).

WO3. But the basic surface is also very oxidized
(~50 at % oxygen, Fig. 5a).

An analogous picture is observed for the alloy
ZhS-6U, with the only difference that the oxidation of a
surface is less than for alloy I. There are at least two rea-
sons for this. The first of them is that the data for this
alloy are obtained at lower current densities, and the
second follows from the fact that this current density
slightly exceeds icr (i.e., the area of salt passivation) for
this alloy (Fig. 4). In this case, a substantially smaller
decrease in εC caused by the oxidation of a surface
layer is observed.

Thus, even despite the fact that there is a signifi-
cantly higher concentration of a basic passivating alloy
element, tungsten, in the ZhS-6U alloys, negligible
exceeding of the value of icr leads to substantially lower
oxidation of the surface at the current density of elec-
trochemical treatment used.

An important conclusion for the practice of ECDP
follows from the presented results, implying that the
electrical and hydrodynamic regimes of treatment are
interrelated (for a given composition and concentration
of electrolyte) and, evidently, the conditions corre-
sponding to treatment at current densities close to icr

should be optimal. They provide for not only the maxi-
mum specific dissolution rate, but also a better surface
quality, while the surface composition after the treat-
ment practically does not differ from the initial compo-
sition (Table 2).

The data shown in the diagram in Fig. 7 in the form

of the relation Ks =  (Cs is the mean concentration of

elements in a surface layer after treatment, and Cm is the
mean concentration in the alloy before treatment) show
how noticeably the concentration of alloying compo-
nents may change, especially at high current densities.
This is a consequence of the process of its oxidation at
i > icr.

Processing rate. Role of different electrochemical
and nonelectrochemical mechanisms determining it.
The analysis conducted shows that, in the conditions of
electrochemical processing at high current densities in
nitrate electrolytes, there can be not one (electrochemi-
cal) but several mechanisms determining its speed.

1. Electrochemical dissolution of the components of
the alloy, which is inhomogeneous due to the difference
in the dissolution speeds of different components.

Cs

Cm

------
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2. Partial decomposition of phases (most probable is
the decomposition of the hardening γ ' phase).

3. Chemical oxidation of intermediate low-valence
particles (ILVPs) by an oxidant (or components of the
electrolyte, which may play the role of oxidants), lead-
ing, as in the case of dissolution in chlorides (see [1]),

to an anomalously high dissolution rate in the condi-
tions of salt passivation (Fig. 4).

4. Surface oxidation. It is observed to a greater
extent the greater the current density of dissolution in
comparison to the value of icr due to the achievement of
salt passivation.

The critical current densities are determined by the
hydrodynamic conditions of treatment, and the higher
the intensity of an electrolyte flow (hydrodynamic
depassivation), the higher the optimal current density of
treatment can be.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigation of the electrochemical peculiarities of
the high-speed anodic dissolution of heat-resistant
chrome–nickel alloys containing tungsten and rhenium
in a nitrate solution showed that the ionization of alloy
components takes place in the transpassive area of
potentials with the formation of dissolution products of
the highest oxidation level. However, together with
electrochemical dissolution, a whole series of other
mechanisms determining the total speed of the process
takes place: chemical oxidation of ILVPs, partial
decomposition of the hardening γ ' phase, and formation
of insoluble oxides.

The maximum treatment speed is achieved in the
area of formation of a salt film from the dissolution
products (Fig. 8, area III). It is obvious that this area of
current densities is optimal for ECDP of the investi-
gated alloys in nitrates since (1) an increasing depen-
dence of current yield on current density in area I is
observed (Fig. 8), which increases the localizing capa-
bility of the electrolyte (see, for example, [8, 10]); (2)
the composition of resulting surface layer is close to the
initial composition; (3) the transition to area III is
accompanied by a substantial change in the composi-
tion of the surface layer in comparison to the initial
composition due to the oxidation of the surface.

An increase in current density and, therefore, treat-
ment speed with optimal ECDP conditions being main-
tained should be achieved by intensification of the
hydrodynamic regimes of electrochemical processing.
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INTRODUCTION

There are few papers on the heightening of corro-
sion resistance of materials and equipment during
electrochemical shaping that uses aggressive solu-
tions of sodium chloride or sodium nitrate as an elec-
trolyte [1–5]. In a number of cases, potassium iodide or
Rochelle salt serves as an inhibitory component of elec-
trolyte [1]. A combined additive of 100 g/l NaNO

 

2

 

 and
1 g/l sodium benzoate decreases the corrosion rate of
low-carbon steel in a water solution of sodium chloride
by approximately 80 times [2]. However, the concen-
tration of the environmentally dangerous component
NaNO

 

2

 

 is very high. Addition of KNO

 

2

 

 and NANO

 

2

 

 in
10% solution of sodium chloride decreases the corro-
sion rate of carbon and austenitic steels in electrochem-
ical dimensional processing (ECDP), while NaOH,
which decreases corrosion, substantially deteriorates
the quality rating in ECDP of these steels [3]. Sodium
gluconate or potassium gluconate, or oxalic acid or
sodium oxalate hinder the formation of insoluble resi-
due of Fe(OH)

 

3

 

 on a treatment surface or an instrument
during ECDP in NaCl, thus decreasing the possibility
of local corrosion [4].

The electrolyte containing sodium nitrate, sodium
nitrite, and kerosene is also known [5]. Its disadvan-

tages are a comparatively small increase in corrosion
resistance of the metal of treated components and
equipment at increased power inputs due to the intro-
duction of kerosene into the electrolyte, as well as the
presence of a great deal of toxic NaNO

 

2

 

. Moreover, the
presence of kerosene in an electrolyte and release of
hydrogen in the treatment process create dangerous
working conditions by an explosive gas mixture in the
chambers of electrochemical machines.

For electrochemical marking of noncorrosive steels,
the electrolyte on the basis of a water solution of
NaNO

 

2

 

, NaNO

 

3

 

, triethanolamine, and ferricyanic
potassium is used [6]. Its deficiency is the high content
of NaNO

 

2

 

, which complicates the use an equipment and
deteriorates working conditions. As well, the electro-
lyte does not provide for complete protection of a treat-
ment surface or equipment. Moreover, the electrolyte in
[5] and the electrolyte in [6] do not permit protection of
the treated parts during storage.

Owing to the introduction of a combined additive
consisting of sodium nitrite and urotropine into the
electrolyte on the basis of NaCl or NaNO

 

3

 

, as a result
of synergistic interaction of inhibitor components, it is
possible to completely suppress the corrosion of treated
components and equipment (both in the process of
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Table 1.  

 

Chemical composition of treatment steels

Steel
Content of elements, weight %

C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo V Zr Nb Fe

 

ëÚ

 

. 10 0.07–0.14 0.35–0.65 0.17–0.37

 

≤

 

0.15

 

≤

 

0.25 – – – – basis

 

ëÚ

 

. 45X 0.41–0.49 0.50–0.80 0.17–0.37 0.8–1.1

 

≤

 

0.30 – – – –

 

″

 

30X

 

ç2åîÄ

 

0.27–0.34 0.30–0.60 0.17–0.37 0.60–0.90 2.00–2.40 0.20–0.30 0.10–0.18 – –

 

″

 

3X3M3

 

îÅñÄ

 

0.27–0.34 0.30–0.60 0.17–0.37 ~3.0 – ~3.0 ~1.0 ~1.0 ~1.0

 

″
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ECDP and during storage) [7]. The efficiency of anodic
treatment slightly decreases. However, the disadvan-
tage of this composition is the presence of very toxic
sodium nitrite in it.

The aim of the work is to find an environmentally
safe inhibitor that decreases corrosion losses in ECDP
and which changes the anodic dissolution rate of steels
as little as possible.

METHOD

After preliminary experiments (as in the case of pro-
tection of carbon steels in natural water [8, 9]) calcii
borgluconas was chosen as an additive in electrolyte.
This is an environmentally safe substance, and its solu-
bility in water electrolytes is substantially higher than
gluconate calcium. In water of different salt contents, it
protects the steel sufficiently well even at small concen-
trations during both natural and forced convection of a
solution. Further, we carried out optimization of the
composition of inhibition components.

The investigations were performed according a
method close to [7]. Corrosion tests were carried out for
total submersion of samples in a solution on equal
depth with access to air. Samples of 50 

 

×

 

 25 

 

×

 

 3 mm
were fabricated from steels the chemical composition
of which is presented in Table 1. The side surface of
samples was isolated by lacquer. The initial roughness
of a surface corresponded to treatment by polishing.
Before the test, the samples were thoroughly degreased
by Viennese lime, washed by distilled water, and
drained by filter paper. After the tests, they were taken
out, drained first in air and then in a desiccator above a
layer of calcined CaCl

 

2

 

. Removal of corrosion products
from steel samples were carried out a 0.5 M solution of
hydrochloric acid with the addition of 0.5% urotropine.
The losses from corrosion were detected by gravimetric
analysis. Time of testing was 120 h. The temperature
was kept at 20

 

 ± 

 

0.5

 

°

 

C. The effect of inhibitor action
was estimated by the criterion of the level of protection
determined by the formula 

 

Z

 

 = (

 

k

 

 – 

 

k

 

1

 

)/

 

k

 

, where 

 

k 

 

and

 

k

 

1

 

 are the corrosion rates of a metal with and without
the use of an inhibitor. The level of protection charac-
terizes the fullness of corrosion suppression. To esti-
mate the efficiency of inhibitors we also used the brak-

 

Table 2.  

 

Influence of inhibitors on the area of corrosion
(S, %) in a solution of 150 g/l NaCl (

 

τ

 

 = 120 h)

Composition
of corrosion media, g/l

Steel 
30X

 

ç2åîÄ

 

Steel 
3X3M3

 

îÅñ

 

A

NaCl 150 88 77

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + kerosene 15 + 
NaNO

 

2

 

 10
14 13

NaNO

 

3

 

 10 + NaNO

 

2

 

 50 + 
three-ethanolamine 6 +
ferricyanic potassium 25

6 6

NaCl 150 + calcii
borogluconas:

1 10 8

2 7 6

5 5 3.5

10 1.5 1.0

15 c.a.* c.a.

20 c.a. c.a.

30 c.a. c.a.

40 c.a. c.a.

50 c.a. c.a.

 

* Corrosion is absent.

 

Table 3.  

 

Influence of inhibitors on the corrosion process of steels in solution 150 g/l NaCl (

 

τ

 

 = 120 h)*

Composition of corrosion media, g/l Corrosion rate 

 

k

 

,
g/(m

 

2

 

 day) Protection level Z, % Braking ratio 

 

γ

 

NaCl 150 3.77/3.5 – –

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + NaNO

 

2

 

 10 + kerosene 15 1.45/1.2 61.5/66.4 2.6/2.92

NaNO

 

3

 

 10 + NaNO

 

2

 

 50 + three-ethanolamine 6 +
ferricyanic potassium 25

0.1/0.08 91.3/92.5 37.7/43.75

NaCl 150 + calcii borogluconas:

1 0.5/0.45 85.0/86.2 7.54/7.77

2 0.4/0.36 88.1/89.3 9.43/9.72

5 0.15/0.12 91.5/93.0 25.13/29.17

10 0.03/0.01 0/0 98.0/99.0 125.7/350.0

15 0/0 100/100 –

20 0/0 100/100 –

30 0/0 100/100 –

40 0/0 100/100 –

50 100/100

 

* In the numerator, the values for 30X

 

ç2åîÄ

 

 steel are shown, and in denominator, for 3X3M3

 

îÅñ

 

A.
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ing ratio 

 

γ

 

 = 

 

k

 

/

 

k

 

1

 

, which shows how many times the cor-
rosion rate decreases from the action of the inhibitor.
The estimation of the results of corrosion tests were
carried out on the area affected (%).

We determined the energetic parameters of the
ECDP process on specially designed table equipment
imitating broaching operations as in [7]. A cylindrical
electrode instrument with an external diameter of the
working end of 10 mm and a hole diameter (for electro-

lyte supply) of 5 mm was used. The interelectrode gap
was set equal to 0.2 mm; consumption of electrolyte
was up to 10 l/min. The side surface was isolated by
lacquer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The influence of the concentration of electrolyte
components, test conditions on the area of affected by
corrosion, corrosion rate, braking ratio, level of corro-
sion protection, and parameters of ECDP are presented
in Tables 2–6.

The positive effect of the introduction of calcii boro-
gluconas in electrolyte for electrochemical shaping is
seen from the data presented in the tables. Already at a
concentration of the addition of 1.0 g/l in the most
aggressive electrolyte containing 150 g/l of sodium chlo-
ride, the affected area of corrosion for 30

 

ïç

 

2

 

åîÄ

 

steel deceases from 88 to 10%, and for 3

 

ï

 

3

 

å

 

3

 

îÅñÄ

 

steel, from 77 to 8% (Table 2). The braking ratio 

 

γ

 

 is
7.54 and 7.7, respectively, and the level of protection
reaches values of 85 and 86.2%, respectively (Table 3),
which is a little lower than when an optimal composi-
tion of multicomponent electrolytes is used [5, 6]. A
decrease in the concentration of calcii borogluconas
below 1.0 g/l is undesirable, since it hardly gives any
positive effect, although in tap water, already at an
inhibitor concentration of 0.3 g/l, corrosion losses
decrease almost five times [8].

Though the electrolyte containing 150 g/l sodium
nitrate is less aggressive than the electrolyte on the
basis of sodium chloride, the area of low-carbon struc-
tural steel 

 

ëÚ.

 

 10 affected corrosion by is 100% at a cor-
rosion rate of 2.6 g/(m

 

2

 

 day) (Tables 4 and 5). Doping
by chrome (steel 45X) leads to a decrease of in the area

 

Table 4.  

 

Influence of inhibitors on the area of corrosion
(S, %) of steels in a solution of 150 g/l NaNO

 

3

 

 (

 

τ

 

 = 120 h)

Composition
of corrosion media, g/l

 

ëÚ.

 

 10

 

ëÚ.

 

 45X

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 100 85

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + NaNO

 

2

 

 10 +
kerosene 15

20 16

NaNO

 

3

 

 10 + NaNO

 

2

 

 50 +
three-ethanolamine 6 +
ferricyanic potassium 25

18 15

NaCl 150 + calcii
borogluconas:

1 16 15

2 12 10

5 8 6

10 4 3

15 2 0.5

20 Absent Absent

30 Absent Absent

40 Absent Absent

50 Absent Absent

 

Table 5.  

 

Influence of inhibitors on the corrosion process of steels in a solution of 150 g/l NaNO

 

3

 

 (

 

τ

 

 = 120 h)*

Composition of corrosion media, g/l Corrosion rate 

 

k

 

,
g/(m

 

2

 

 day) Protection level Z, % Braking ratio 

 

γ

 

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 2.6/2.48 – –

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + NaNO

 

2

 

 10 + kerosene 15 0.42/0.45 83.8/81.8 6.19/5.51

NaNO

 

3

 

 10 + NaNO

 

2

 

 50 + three-ethanolamine 6 +
ferricyanic potassium 25

0.33/0.35 87.3/85.9 7.88/7.09

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + calcii borogluconas:

1 0.47/0.43 80.1/79.7 5.53/5.77

2 0.35/0.32 86.2/87.0 7.43/7.75

5 0.20/0.18 90.0/91.2 13.0/13.78

10 0.12/0.10 95.1/96.0 21.67/24.8

15 0.06/0.04 98.2/99.0 43.33/62.0

20 0/0 100/100 –

30 0/0 100/100 –

40 0/0 100/100 –

50 0/0 100/100

 

* In the numerator the values for 

 

ëÚ.

 

 10 are shown, and in the denominator, for the steel 45X.
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Table 6.  

 

Influence of the conditions of ECDP on the removal rate of steel 45X

Electrolyte composition, g/l Current
density 

 

i

 

, A/cm

 

2

 

Voltage between
electrodes, V

Removal rate,
g/min

NaCl 150 30 5.8 0.201
40 9.3 0.240
50 14.5 0.342
60 17.1 0.361
80 19.2 0.480

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 30 6.4 0.195
40 10.0 0.231
50 15.1 0.324
60 18.0 0.385
80 20.2 0.462

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + NaNO

 

2

 

 10 + kerosene 15 30 11.6 0.160
40 20.4 0.199
50 29.2 0.250
60 35.6 0.289
80 40.0 0.361

NaNO

 

3

 

 10 + NaNO

 

2

 

 50 + three-ethanola-
mine 6 + ferricyanic potassium 25

30 10.2 0.171
40 17.1 0.200
50 20.0 0.268
60 27.5 0.298
80 32.0 0.370

NaNO

 

3

 

 150 + calcii borogluconas 30 30 6.8 0.192
40 10.3 0.221
50 15.5 0.315
60 18.4 0.322
80 20.7 0.450

NaCl 150 + calcii borogluconas 30 30 6.2 0.196
40 9.7 0.230
50 14.9 0.338
60 17.4 0.350
80 19.8 0.467

NaCl 50 30 6.1 0.201
40 9.6 0.239
50 14.65 0.341
60 17.20 0.362
80 19.5 0.480

NaCl 50 + calcii borogluconas 1 30 6.15 0.200
40 9.60 0.237
50 14.7 0.339
60 17.2 0.361
80 19.6 0.478

NaCl 50 + calcii borogluconas 50 30 6.65 0.198
40 9.8 0.237
50 14.8 0.339
60 17.5 0.359
80 19.8 0.476

NaCl 150 + calcii borogluconas 1 30 5.9 0.199
40 9.4 0.235
50 14.65 0.340
60 17.2 0.356
80 19.3 0.475
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Table 6.  

 

(Contd.)

Electrolyte composition, g/l Current
density 

 

i

 

, A/cm2
Voltage between

electrodes, V
Removal rate,

g/min

NaCl 150 + calcii borogluconas 50 30 6.4 0.194
40 9.8 0.228
50 15.0 0.335
60 17.5 0.346
80 19.9 0.463

NaCl 200 30 5.5 0.200
40 9.0 0.241
50 14.1 0.340
60 16.7 0.361
80 18.9 0.482

NaCl 200 + calcii borogluconas 1 30 5.6 0.195
40 9.1 0.236
50 14.2 0.336
60 16.9 0.357
80 19.1 0.473

NaNO3 50 30 6.85 0.194
40 10.3 0.232
50 15.4 0.320
60 18.3 0.336
80 20.5 0.460

NaNO3 50 + calcii borogluconas 1 30 6.95 0.193
40 10.4 0.230
50 15.5 0.317
60 18.45 0.331
80 20.6 0.458

NaNO3 50 + calcii borogluconas 50 30 7.3 0.189
40 10.6 0.226
50 15.7 0.312
60 18.6 0.324
80 20.8 0.451

NaNO3 150 30 6.45 0.195
40 10.1 0.230
50 15.2 0.323
60 18.1 0.333
80 20.3 0.460

NaNO3 150 + calcii borogluconas 50 30 6.85 0.190
40 10.4 0.219
50 15.6 0.313
60 18.5 0.320
80 20.8 0.447

NaNO3 300 30 5.8 0.192
40 9.1 0.230
50 14.1 0.320
60 16.8 0.332
80 19.1 0.460

NaNO3 300 + calcii borogluconas 1 30 5.9 0.191
50 14.2 0.316
80 19.2 0.456

NaNO3 300 + calcii borogluconas 50 30 6.1 0.187
50 14.3 0.310
80 19.4 0.448
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of corrosion of up to 85%, and a decrease in the corro-
sion rate of up to 2.48 g/(m2 day). With the addition of
the inhibitor up to the concentration of 2–5 g/l in the
electrolyte based on sodium chloride, the process of
corrosion suppression is strengthened and the area of
corrosion of alloyed steels decreases by 3.5–5.0%. The
braking ratio is increased to 25–29%, and the level of
protection is increased up to 91.5–93.0% (Tables 2 and
3). At a concentration of calcii borogluconas of 10 g/l,
the corrosion losses are decreased 126–350 times and
the level of protection reaches values of 98–99%.
Finally, at a concentration of the additive of 15–50 g/l,
the corrosion process on alloyed steels is completely
stopped. It is not possible to increase the concentration
of an additive above 50 g/l due to its insufficient solu-
bility.

Introduction in electrolyte of only 1.0 g/l calcii
borogluconas decreases the area of corrosion of steels
to the values quite comparable with the results using
multicomponent inhibitors [5, 6]. The corrosion losses
decrease almost six times, and the level of protection
reaches 80%. With the increase in the concentration of
the additive of calcii borogluconas of 2–15 g/l, corro-
sion losses decrease 43–62 times, and the level of pro-
tection of steels increases up to 86–99%. At a concen-
tration 20–50 g/l, the corrosion of steels is completely
stopped.

The results of experiments show that the optimal
concentration of calcii borogluconas depends both on
the nature of anions (Cl– and N ) and on the level of
alloying of steels used.

The introduction of the inhibitor in electrolytes for
electrochemical shaping shifts the stationary potential
of steels into the positive region the more, the higher the
concentration of the additive. In addition, the potential
changes very fast, which most likely indicates adsorp-
tion of an organic inhibitor on an active surface, which
causes the braking of corrosion process. As with corro-
sion in tap water [9], the formation of complexes with
the participation of an inhibitor and iron ions takes
place. In the presence of several hydroxyl groups and
variable valency of iron ions, there is the possibility of
the formation of different intermediate complexes on
the surface of corrodible metals that differ in composi-
tion, solubility, and character of the action of metal
transfer into a solution. The film formed on the surface
protects a metal against corrosion more efficiently and
stabilizes the ionization process of a metal at a lower
rate. Namely, the observed decrease in the anodic dis-
solution rate and the increase in energy consumption
when the inhibitor is added into electrolyte can be
explained by the presence of this film (Table 6).

The process of inhibition by calcii borogluconas is
weakened by competitive participation of complexes of

salts dissolved in a medium. Therefore, for ECDP, the
amount of the inhibitor should be introduced into the
electrolyte in order to receive the same level of suppres-
sion of the corrosion process observed in water.

On the basis of investigations, the electrolyte [10]
was developed, which ensures complete termination of
the corrosion of treated materials and equipment (both
in the process of electrochemical shaping and during
storage). The efficiency decreases slightly, and the
energy consumption increase by 2–7% (Table 6), which
is satisfactorily compensated by the safety of parts and
equipment.

It should be noted that calcii borogluconas is non-
toxic, and its use allows toxic sodium nitrite to be com-
pletely removed from the electrolyte for ECDP at the
same or even a higher level of protection.
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INTRODUCTION

In some discharge pulse technologies, the electric
discharge is performed directly on the object of treat-
ment [1]—for example, for removal of residual stresses
in joint welds [2]. In these cases, between the object
under treatment and the electrode, there appears a cav-
ity filled with plasma, i.e., the discharge channel. The
pressure in the cavity significantly exceeds the pressure
in the surrounding liquid. Hence, the discharge channel
broadens intensely, generating compression waves in
the liquid. Therefore, the object being treated is
affected by both the load due to the discharge channel
and the hydrodynamic load. In the present work, the
effect of these loads on stressed–strained state of a joint
weld is estimated.

Numerical methods were used in the investigation.
First, the hydrodynamic problem of a plasma-filled
cavity expanding in a liquid half-space restricted by an
absolutely rigid surface was solved. The pressure on the
surface obtained by its solution was used as a boundary
condition for the solution of the problem of dynamic
strain of a joint weld.

HYDRODYNAMICS OF UNDERWATER SPARK 
DISCHARGE

In solving the hydrodynamic part of the problem,
we assume that the joint weld is an absolutely rigid
unrestricted flat surface. At the initial moment of time,
the discharge channel has the form of a straight circular
cylinder, its height is equal to the distance between the
electrode and the surface, and its radius is determined
by the formulas of [3]. The discharge channel is filled
with an ideal low-temperature plasma. The liquid sur-
rounding it is an ideal compressible one.

The mathematical statement of the problem and its
solution are given in [4].

DYNAMIC STRAIN OF JOINT WELD UNDER 
PULSE LOAD

The object of investigation is a joint weld of two
rectangular plates having a length of 300 mm, width of
100 mm, and thickness of 6 mm each, being butt-
welded with their long sides. The obtained welded sam-
ple material is steel St3 with a flow limit of 220 MPa.
The initial characteristics of the stressed–strained state
of the sample under study were determined according
to the recommendations of [5, 6].

It was assumed that, before treatment, the object of
study was at rest and it freely rested on the surface of a
plate of the same material. From its opposite side, per-
pendicular to the joint weld surface, an electric dis-
charge was produced creating a load on this surface.
The other surfaces of the sample were considered load-
free.

The dynamic processes are described by the equa-
tions of motion of a continuous medium [7]

where 
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 are the components of the velocity
vector, and 
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The relation between strains and stresses is deter-
mined by the generalized Hooke’s law [7]

and the relation between the mean stress 

 

σ

 

 and volume
strain 

 

ε

 

 was found by the differential ratio  = –

 

K

 

 [7].

Here, 

 

S

 

ij

 

 is the stress deviator, 

 

G

 

 is the shear modu-
lus, 

 

ε

 

ij

 

 are the strain tensor components, 

 

δ

 

ij

 

 is the Kro-
neker symbol, and 

 

K

 

 is the bulk modulus. Dots above
the symbols denote the time differentiation operation.

On the boundary between the welded sample and
the plate, the conditions on the free surface (

 

σ

 

zz

 

 = 0)
when the contact is absent or the condition of pulse
preservation when it is present was given. On the sam-
ple surface under load, the corresponding normal
stresses are equal to the pressure, and its distribution
over the surface during the entire time of observation is
taken from the hydrodynamic problem solution. On the

Ṡij 2G ε̇ij 1/3ε̇δij–( ); σij Sij σδij,–= =

σ̇ ε̇

 

load-free surfaces, the corresponding normal stresses
are equal to zero.

The characteristics of the initial stressed–strained
state of the joint weld were considered initial condi-
tions.

For solution of the given system of equations, the
method of final volumes was applied [8].

Calculations were carried out up to equilibrium in
the sample.

EXAMPLE OF PROBLEM SOLUTION

Let us give results of numerical study of the
stressed–strained state of the joint weld under two
modes of its loading.

Figure 1 shows the electric power supplied into the
discharge channel. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively,
time dependences of pressure in the discharge channel
and liquid pressure on the rigid surface at a distance 
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 Electric power supplied into the discharge channel.
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 Pressure in the discharge channel.
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 Liquid pressure on the plate surface at a distance of
0.01 m (curves 

 

1

 

), 0.025 m (curves 

 

2

 

), and 0.05 m (curves 

 

3

 

)
from the discharge channel symmetry axis.
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Fig. 4.

 

 Distribution of normal stresses along the joint weld
(mode 

 

1

 

).
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equal to 0.01 m (curves 

 

1

 

), 0.025 m (curves 

 

2

 

), and
0.05 m (curves 

 

3

 

) from the discharge channel symme-
try axis. These dependences were obtained by solving
the hydrodynamic part of the problem. In all the figures,
the solid lines correspond to the first mode and the dot-
ted lines correspond to the second mode.

Figures 4 and 5 show distribution of normal stressed
along the joint weld before loading (curves 

 

1

 

) and in the
moment of time when after the pulse load an equilib-
rium was achieved. Curves 

 

2

 

 in the figures were
obtained taking into account the load due to the dis-
charge channel only, curves 

 

3

 

 were obtained in the case
of the hydrodynamic load. Figures 4 and 5 correspond
to the first and the second mode of the electric power
supply, respectively.

The given results show that the main contribution to
the change in the joint weld stressed–strained state is
made by the load created by the discharge channel. The
effect of the hydrodynamic load is significantly less.

CONCLUSIONS

Studying numerically the stressed–strained state of
joint welds described in the present work by a mathe-
matical model, one may take into account only the load

on the surface due to the underwater spark discharge
channel, because it renders a considerably stronger
influence on the processes in the joint weld than the
hydrodynamic load.
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INTRODUCTION

Formation of nanocrystalline structures most of all
depends on the kinetics of nucleation, which includes
the thermodynamics of the nucleation process only as
an elementary step or event. Thus, the most probable
dimensions of the particles in various physicochemical
processes are also determined from simple thermody-
namic relationships involving thermodynamic func-
tions. For a specific statistical model, we managed to
derive these functions in our previous research [1, 2].
The nucleation is usually treated as a chain of sequen-
tial processes; that is, the 

 

N

 

-atom nucleus is formed by
addition of one atom to an (

 

N

 

 – 1)-atom cluster or by a
similar loss of atoms. Constructing a chain of Markov
processes, one can obtain the Einstein–Fokker–Planck
equation. Then it is worth noting that the kinetics of the
nucleation process is simplified if the process of steady-
state nucleation is examined [3]. Therefore, we shall
further evaluate the possible dimensions of the particles
and their correlation with the energy parameters using
the simple ideas and thermodynamic functions
obtained in our previous research.

The further analysis of the kinetic phenomena
reduces to a semiquantitative Frenkel description where
the velocity of the steady-state stream of formation of
the most probable nuclei is defined as [3]

(1)

where 

 

∆

 

E

 

cr

 

 is the activation energy of formation of the
nucleus. In formula (1), the preexponential factor is
omitted (see [3], p. 135 for more details).

The solution of the problem further reduces to cal-
culation of the magnitude of the free energy.

Since an impression may be created that we have not
analyzed other possible ways to solve the problem, let
us discuss in detail why the proposed theoretical model
was chosen.

J ∆Ecr/kT–{ },exp∼

 

CALCULATION
OF THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

Earlier, we used a nonlinear equation to solve the
formulated problem [1, 2]:

(2)

where 

 

θ

 

 and 

 

ρ

 

 are the polar coordinates (

 

ρ

 

 is a reduced
quantity that varies from 0 to 1), and 

 

a

 

2

 

 is defined as the
ratio (

 

B

 

 + 1)/

 

A

 

, where 

 

B

 

 is the energy of anisotropy and

 

A

 

 is the constant of the exchange interaction.
The solution to Eq. (2) with the boundary conditions

that we also discussed earlier [1, 2] has the form [1, 2,
4–7]:

(3)

If 

 

a

 

 = 1, there is no anisotropy in the system, and if

 

a

 

 

 

�

 

 1, the external anisotropy exceeds the exchange
interaction in the system.

To compare the results for the two cases, we present
the calculated variation of the angle 

 

θ

 

 from the coordi-
nate origin (where 

 

ρ

 

 = 0) of the cylindrical particle to
its surface (where 

 

ρ

 

 = 1). At the same time, let us limit
our examination to the two extreme cases of the value
of the parameter 

 

a

 

:
(1) curve 

 

1

 

 corresponds to the case 

 

a

 

 = 1, which
relates to the condition when microscopic anisotropy is
absent;

(2) curve 

 

2

 

 corresponds to the case 

 

a

 

 = 10, which
refers to the condition when microscopic anisotropy
exists.

It is shown that, in the first case, it is difficult to iso-
late the volume of the cylinder that can be attributed to
the surface energy, since the angle 

 

θ

 

 changes smoothly
as a function of 

 

ρ

 

. In the second case, when 

 

a

 

 = 10, a
range can be chosen whose volume amounts to the sur-
face energy of the cylindrical particle. In the framework
of our qualitative examination, we may conventionally

θ'' θ'/ρ a2 θ( ) θ( )/ρ2cossin–+ 0,=

θa/2{ }tan 1/ρa.=
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assume, for example, that the surface layer is counted
from the value 

 

ρ

 

 = 0.8. We make this choice using only
the shape of curve 

 

2

 

, which sharply decreases for 

 

ρ

 

 >
0.8. The volume that defines the surface energy of the
cylinder amounts to 36% of the cylinder’s volume in
this case. When 

 

a

 

 increases further (for example, by a
factor of 2), this volume will amount to less than 10%
of the cylinder’s volume.

Then we shall investigate the physical nature of the
examined anisotropy for the case of electrochemical
nucleation. This anisotropy can be generated using the
distribution of the electric field in the near-electrode
layer, because the dimensions of the particles become
comparable with the dimensions of the layer.

Let the surface energy change in the nucleation pro-
cess according to the Lippman equation [8, 9]:

(4)

where 

 

q

 

 and 

 

ϕ

 

 are the charge and potential on the sur-
face. In the approximation of the constant capacity of
the double layer

 

 C

 

(5)

we obtain for the change in the surface energy 

 

∆σ

 

(6)

The change in the surface energy may be due to the
anisotropy introduced above. Actually, if we assume
that an asymptotic functional dependence occurs,

(7)

then we finally obtain for the parameter 

 

a

 

2

 

(8)

where 

 

r

 

c

 

 is the equilibrium value of the nanoparticle
dimension (we evaluate the 

 

r

 

c

 

 value as 10

 

–5

 

 cm > 

 

r

 

c

 

 >
10

 

–7

 

 cm).
For the evaluation, we take the capacity of a mer-

cury electrode that is known to be on the order of [9]

(9)

If we confine ourselves to the upper limit of the 

 

r

 

c

 

value, then we obtain for the evaluation of the dimen-
sionless quantity 

 

a

a

 

 ~ 10.

This leads to the conclusion that, with the aim of
creating equilibrium particles of nanoscale dimensions,
one needs to increase the electric capacitance of the
system where the particle is being formed.

Further, we assess how the free energy changes from
the center of the particle to its surface. The layer-by-
layer change of the free energy of the cylindrical parti-
cle is examined. The formula for the energy that was
used to obtain the equation of motion has the form

(10)

dσ– qdϕ,=

q Cϕ,=

∆σ C∆ ϕ2( )/2.=

∆ ϕ2( ) 1/ρ2,∼

a2/rc C/2,=

CHg/2 107 pF/cm2 107 1/cm in CGS units( ).∼ ∼

E ρ( ) T W ,+=

 

where 

 

T

 

 = 

 

A

 

(

 

θ

 

')

 

2

 

/2 is the exchange interaction energy
(defined in [1, 2]) that represents the analog of the
kinetic energy of a quasiparticle, and 

 

W

 

 = 

 

B

 

(sin

 

θ

 

)

 

2

 

/2

 

ρ

 

2

 

is the anisotropy that in this case represents the poten-
tial energy (see [1, 2] for more details).

Substituting the solution to Eq. (6) in the form (7)
into the expressions for 

 

T

 

 and 

 

W

 

, we obtain

(11)

(the consequence of the virial theorem) and

(12)

Let us analyze expression (12). In a particular case
where there is no anisotropy, 

 

a

 

2

 

 = 1, we obtain

(13)

and the energy on the cylinder’s surface tends to 

 

A

 

 (at

 

ρ2 = 1). In the case where B > 0, the energy on the cyl-
inder’s surface tends to Aa2, and the change is more dra-
matic for greater B values. Hence, we may consider that
precisely this parameter is the corresponding parameter
to the thermodynamic surface energy that in this case
plays the role of a peculiar activation barrier that phe-
nomenologically enters formula (1). Note that, in our
model, the case is realized where it is difficult to divide
the total energy into the surface energy and the bulk
energy, and below it will be determined as an effective
surface energy.

The energy inside the particle tends to 2A in the case
of (13), but in the same passage to the limit, it tends to
zero in the case of (12). This specific step of the free
energy is characteristic of a phase transition that occurs
in the system when an infinitely small anisotropy arises.
Similar phase transitions are known (see, for example,
[7]), and here they are obtained as a result of the analy-
sis of rather simple expressions.

To find the total energy of the particle (related to the
unit length of the cylinder), we need to take the integral
of E(ρ) over the volume. For a particular case a2 = 1,
this integral is equal to A because there is no other kind
of energy in the system. In the general case of suffi-
ciently large a2, the total energy tends to the energy of
anisotropy B. A more accurate expression for the
energy has the form

(14)

(hereafter the factor 2π is omitted),
where

(15)

It is easy to demonstrate that D(a) for a = 1 and
D(1) = 0.5. In the general case, we may consider that

T W=

T W+ 2A a2/ρ2( ) ρ( )2a/ 1 ρ2a+( )2[ ].=

T1 W1+ 2A/ 1 ρ2+( )2
,=

E E ρ( )ρ ρd

0

1

∫ 2Aa2D a( ),= =

D a( ) ρ ρ ρ( )2a/ ρ2 1 ρ2a+( )2[ ].d

0

1

∫=
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this formula will also qualitatively describe more com-
plicated models, where integral D means the linear
(radial) ratio of the fraction of the surface to the volume
that corresponds to the figure shown above. Further, we
shall present the generalization of the formula to the
anisotropic models.

We can also show that, for our model,

(15a)

We shall consider this quantity to be the magnitude
of the activation energy of the instanton E, and it is sig-
nificantly less than the value of the surface energy.

CALCULATION OF THE KINETICS
OF THE NUCLEATION PROCESS

In the framework of the case where formula (1) is
applicable, we obtain the formula for the velocity of the
steady-state stream of formation of the most probable
nuclei in the form

(16)

where V is the volume of the particle.
We shall not discuss here the problem related to the

preexponential factor (it is described in detail in [3],
p. 135). Let us consider the physical meaning of for-
mula (16). The factor

(17)

represents the specific surface anisotropy having an
electrochemical nature, and D(a) is the fraction of the
surface with the given energy. Thus, we come to for-
mula (1), where ∆Ecr has the meaning of the surface
energy of the nanoparticle (which dominates in the
given case).

E AB( )1/2.=

J 2Aa2D a( )V( )/kT–{ },exp∼

Aa2 B∼

Let us discuss a possible variant of a high-tempera-
ture limit of the kinetic theory. With increasing temper-
ature, the processes of growth of a stationary stream
due to temperature transitions over the energy barrier of
the instanton are possible. The energy height of the bar-
rier (by analogy with micromagnetic problems) is
defined in this case by the magnitude from (15a) (accu-
rate to 2π):

(18)

For the potential energy of our topological model,
we introduce instead of the usual time a complex time
inversely proportional to the temperature [10]. Then we
obtain for the evaluation of the potential barrier

(19)

This demonstrates that the aforementioned effects
will be significant only for temperatures

(20)

Note that, precisely for such temperatures, the con-
ditions of steady-state kinetics are violated. In this case,
nonactivation processes that we do not examine here
will define the kinetics of the process. Therefore, we
shall consider the following expression to be the appli-
cability criterion of (16):

(21)

It is clear from simple physical reasons that, when the
temperature approaches the critical value Tc, the formed
particles will begin to be destroyed owing to the effect of
the temperature. To assess Tc, we assume that the volume
of the particle is on the order of 10–24 m3, and to find E,
we take the integral from 10–2 to 10–1 J m−3. Then we
obtain for Tc the range from 100 to 1000 K. Note that an
increase in the energy of anisotropy also leads to an
increase in the temperature limit at which the condi-
tions of steady-state kinetics are not yet violated.

CONCLUSIONS

In our research, the following new qualitative results
were obtained:

• the concept of the energy of anisotropy introduced
in theory acquires the meaning of the electrostatic
energy of a double electric layer. With the aim of creat-
ing equilibrium particles with nanodimensions, the
electric capacitance of the system where such a particle
is grown should be increased;

• for the velocity of the steady-state stream of for-
mation of the most probable nuclei, we obtain a result
that allows us to suggest that effective control is possi-
ble over the nucleation process by electrochemical
methods.

E BA( )1/2/rc.=

W B 1 EV /kT–{ }exp–( ).∼

kTc EV .∼

T Tc.<
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most widespread natural atmospheric
cycles is moisture circulation, which comprises the fol-
lowing sequence of thermodynamic processes: water
evaporation from the Earth’s surface, its rise in vapor
form to upper colder strata of the atmosphere, vapor
condensation in these strata and formation of clouds,
and water falling on the Earth in the form of precipita-
tion [1]. The whole cycle is more or less obviously
accompanied by electrical phenomena caused by sepa-
ration of electric charges and concluding with dis-
charges in the form of various types of lightning and
glows.

Study of these processes and phenomena in aggre-
gate is of current interest, at least, for the following pur-
poses: forecast and control of weather, and obtaining
water and electric energy from the atmosphere; this is
possible both directly from the natural phenomena
themselves and from physicomathematical (theoreti-
cal) and/or experimental phenomena in natural or labo-
ratory conditions.

At present, atmospheric processes are studied on a
global scale by virtue of artificial satellites orbiting the
Earth using computer modeling of relevant mathemati-
cal equations and their solutions. The results of these
investigations are widely applied, in particular, for
achieving the aforementioned goals, as well as in avia-
tion, navigation, agriculture, etc.

As to the processes of obtaining water and electric
energy, they require a local modeling of the atmo-
spheric moisture circulation and atmospheric electric-
ity accompanying it. The present work is devoted to
such a modeling; for obtaining water from the atmo-
sphere and soil, it is necessary to model the water cycle
only.

EXPERIMENTAL

 

Moisture Circulation Modeling in Natural Conditions

 

Obtaining water for practical needs directly, i.e., for
drinking, irrigation, etc., requires carrying out natural
modeling, not laboratory modeling. The solution of this
problem is stated in [2, 3] (first parts).

The solution of the problem consists in the follow-
ing. On the slope of a hill, a so-called solar vapor col-
lector (SVC) is built. It is, in essence, a hothouse
located along the slope (see the schematic diagram in
Fig. 1) in such a way that one of its edges is at the bot-
tom of the slope, in warmer strata of the atmosphere,
and the other is at the top of the slope, in colder strata.
For this purpose, the hothouse (SVC) must be suffi-
ciently long, on the order of tens or even hundreds of
meters. Then the pressure difference due to correspond-
ing differences of heights and temperatures, which
would lead to movement of moist air upwards inside
the SVC, may be appreciable.

There are two main requirements to the slope: it
must be situated on the sunny side and be sufficiently
moist; that is, the locality should be chosen near reser-
voirs, water springs, marshes, etc. Both of these
requirements satisfy the condition for obtaining a suffi-
cient amount of moist air in the hothouse. The moisture
itself is formed in the result of its evaporation from soil
at the base of the SVC (Fig. 1). As was already men-
tioned, a pressure difference appears at the ends; there-
fore, in the upper and lower parts of the SVC, adjust-
able windows for air going in and out are made. Thus,
moisture can come to the collector from both the soil
and the surrounding atmosphere.

Evaporation of moisture and its rise in vapor form
are modeled in the SVC. The condensation process is
realized in a vapor condenser (VC) specially built at the
top of the SVC, where vapor condensation in clouds is
modeled. The condenser is cooled from the outside
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owing to wind; therefore, the solar collector combined
with the condenser is called a solar–wind installation
(SWI). Reverse motion of condensate from the VC to
the collector through the faucet 

 

K

 

 would artificially sim-
ulate the natural cycle; however, for practical purposes,
the condensate goes into a special water reservoir (WR).
This completes the process of moisture circulation and
its use in the solar–wind installation (Fig. 1).

 

Obtaining Electric Energy

 

For solution of the second problem, an electrogas-
dynamic generator (EGDG) is designed [2–4], a simpli-
fied calculation of which is given in [5].

The principle of operation of the EGDG is the fol-
lowing. There is a system of electrodes of the “needle–
ring” type supplied with high dc voltage (

 

U

 

 

 

≥

 

 2–3 kV).
As is known, in such a system, there appears a corona
discharge [6] and, in turn, a unipolar space charge of
sign of the corona electrode, the needle in our case. If
wind blows on the corona system, the space charge is
blown off to the side of the third counterelectrode–col-
lector usually in the form of a metal net. Thus, the
charge from the corona electrode is “pumped” to the
counterelectrode, creating a potential difference pre-
venting “pumping” of charges by wind. This difference
is the emf of the EGDG.

However, in pure air, the effect of emf generation is
weak owing to low windage, high mobility of air ions
[7]; hence, it was proposed to use, as a working medium
in the EGDG, a water aerosol [2, 3, 4, 7] obtained by
mixing warm moist air from the SVC and cold sur-
rounding wind (Fig. 1) supplied to the EGDG through
a special branch pipe [2, 3]. In this case, the EGD effect
increases significantly.

It seems to us that something of the kind takes place
in atmospheric conditions; therefore, hypothetically,

some aspects of the process of charge separation in
clouds are modeled in the EGDG.

The solar–wind installation, shown inside the dotted
line, and the EGDG form the solar–wind energy com-
plex (SWEC). Practical realization of the given com-
plex obviously requires additional experimental
research under laboratory conditions.

 

Laboratory Modeling of Atmospheric Processes
of Moisture Circulation and Charge Separation

 

Design features of the experimental complex and
the physical processes taking place in it are described
below; the basic results obtained are discussed as well.

 

Solar Vapor Collector

 

An experimental model of the SWI is presented in
Fig. 2 showing a collector in the form of a gutter of
length 

 

l

 

 = 1.4 m, width 

 

b

 

 = 0.25 m, and controllable
height of moist air strata 0.02 m 

 

≤

 

 

 

h 

 

≤

 

 0.15 m. More than
half of the gutter is filled with soil, mainly a mixture of
sand and aglite, of thickness 

 

H

 

 = 0.2 m. In the middle of
soil layer 

 

1,

 

 in the longitudinal direction, drainpipes 

 

3

 

 are
installed for forwarding the obtained condensate back
into the soil and simulation of a moisture circulation
cycle. The gutter is covered with polyethylene film 

 

2

 

.
An electric floodlight 

 

S

 

 simulated the Sun. The tem-
perature on the surface of the soil and inside it was mea-
sured by means of thermocouple 

 

7

 

. Window 

 

9 

 

served
for regulation of external air forwarded to the SVC. In
addition to height 

 

h

 

, the angle of inclination to the hori-
zon 

 

α

 

 was an adjustable parameter that could be varied
within the range of 0

 

°

 

 

 

≤

 

 

 

α

 

 

 

≤

 

 45

 

°

 

. The soil was moist-
ened with water. The soil was heated by the floodlight;
however, it appeared that such heating quickly, in about
30 min, led to drying of the soil surface and to a sharp
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Fig. 1.

 

 Solar–wind energy complex. SVC is the solar vapor collector; VC is the vapor condenser; WR is the water reservoir; EGDG

is the electrogasdynamic generator; HVSL is the high-voltage supply line; K is the faucet; 
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 is solar rays;  is wind;  is vapor.
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decrease in vapor formation in the collector. Theoreti-
cal estimations have shown that, in natural conditions,
the drying time is much greater (

 

τ

 

~ 10 h); therefore,
heating by the floodlight did not simulate the natural
process; we had to mount a wire heater in ceramic elec-
trical insulation ~2–3 cm deep in the soil.

The problem of transport of moist air in the SVC in
the laminar mode is solved in [8], where discharge of
water in vapor form through the cross section of the
SVC channel is expressed by the formula

(1)

where 

 

γ

 

 is the moist air density; 

 

s

 

0

 

 is the average relative
humidity of the air at the level 

 

z

 

 = 0 (Fig. 2); and 

 

G

 

 is
its volume discharge, m

 

3

 

/s, determined by the formula

(2)

where 

 

∆

 

P

 

/

 

l

 

 is the pressure drop along the channel of
length 

 

l

 

, and 

 

η

 

 is the dynamic coefficient of air viscos-
ity. The parameter 

 

A

 

 characterizes the natural convec-
tion (NC) of combined origin (thermal 

 

βθ

 

s

 

 and mois-
ture 

 

β

 

s

 

r

 

s

 

) and it is equal to

(3)

where 

 

β

 

 = – ; 

 

β

 

s

 

 = – ; 

 

ν ≡ η

 

/

 

γ

 

;

and the differences of temperature 

 

θ

 

s

 

 and moisture 

 

r

 

s

 

 on
the lower and upper bases of the stratum are given by
the formulas
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(4)

Formulas (1) and (2)–(4) give a complete physical
picture of what must be done to increase the efficiency
of the SVC.

Dwelling briefly on the physical aspects of formula
(1), we should note that the first term describes the
vapor flow caused by the unbalanced gradient of pres-
sure 

 

∆

 

P

 

/

 

l,

 

 for example, wind head; and if the channel is
closed at the ends, then 

 

G

 

 = 0, and according to formula
(1), the vapor mass transport is realized exclusively
through NC,

(5)

and precisely the moisture factor (rs ≠ 0) leads to mois-
ture transport (Gv ≠ 0). The rate profile is cubic, ν ~ z3.
In the case of an open channel, the cubic profile is
superimposed by a parabolic quadratic one caused pre-
cisely by the pressure differential; however, under lab-
oratory conditions with small l, the differential is low
and we will neglect it at first, confining ourselves for
calculations to formula (5). The convective moisture
transport, in contrast to the hydrodynamic one (∆P ≠ 0),
is one of the peculiarities of the solar collector function-
ing under laboratory conditions.

Let us note that one-dimensional convective flow is
unstable at the Grashof numbers

(6)
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Fig. 2. Solar vapor collector: (1) soil; (2) film; (3) drainpipe; (4) condenser; (5) ventilator; (6) condensate; (7) thermocouple; (8)
faucet; (9) window; (10) support.
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being close to the critical ones Gr* ≤ 104 and at α ~ 30°
[9]. Assuming in (6) βθs + βsrs ~ 10–3 and ν ~ 10–4 m2/s
[10], we find the critical height h* ~ 20 cm, above which
the flow is reconstructed into a cellular one, that is, cells
of the Benar type [10] rolling up and down in the longi-
tudinal direction; upon a further increase in the Gr num-
ber, the flow becomes turbulent [9]. The critical values
of h do not exceed tens of centimeters according to
more accurate estimates. However, at first, as was
already mentioned, we will confine ourselves to for-
mula (5), which is justified under two conditions:

(7)

(8)

The second one is not connected with stability of
motion, but is a condition of the plane-parallel flow. It
goes without saying that, between two values of h sat-
isfying jointly conditions (7) and (8), one should
choose the smaller one.

Vapor Condenser

The flow of moist air from the collector comes to
vapor condenser 4 (Fig. 2), which is a thin-walled metal
cylinder having height hc = 880 mm and diameter dc =
70 mm. From the outside, air was blown on the con-
denser from a typical room ventilator, which not only
simulated wind, but in fact cooled the condenser. It
should be noted that cooling also occurred by natural
convection.

The condensate discharge on the basis of [11] was
determined by the generalized formula

(9)

where GCO is the vapor mass discharge at the condenser

inlet; Π ≡ ; Re ≡ ; Pr ≡ v/a; S is the lateral

area of the condenser; d is the diameter; ν is the venti-
lator blow rate; and θ0 is the difference of the tempera-
tures of the condenser surface and the surrounding air.

Electrohydrodynamic Generator

The EGD generator designed for a natural energy
system where aerosol was formed as a result of vapor
mixing with cold air at the EGDG inlet was in a general
outline described above. The first experiments with this
method of obtaining aerosol showed insufficient effi-
ciency of the EGDG operation; therefore, another vari-
ant was used where the corona electrode, in the form of
a pinned spherical surface, was sprayed with water and
simultaneously subjected to airflow. As a result, water
dispersion took place owing to both electrostatic forces

h h*< ν2Gr*
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of repulsion and hydrodynamic factors. This is another
peculiarity of the EGDG laboratory model.

This method of obtaining a coarse dispersion work-
ing medium for the EGDG appeared to be more effi-
cient, but it requires an autonomous source of high volt-
age for maintaining the corona discharge, which is
absent or converted in natural conditions. Such a solu-
tion of the problem is necessary when electricity “just”
appears; under laboratory conditions, it may be inge-
niously solved by means of a Kelvin generator (KG), a
schematic diagram of which is shown in Fig. 3.

The principle of its operation is the following. Let
the first drop, e.g., the one which has fallen from the
capillary a', have a random positive charge. This
charge, flowing into the metal vessel a isolated from the
ground, will charge it and the cylindrical electrode B
electrically connected to it (Fig. 3). Then the next drop
falling from the capillary b' will be charged by the neg-
ative charge induced from the electrode B, and this
charge will be transferred to the vessel b and the elec-
trode A. The next drops from the capillary a' will inten-
sify their positive charge and the ones from the capil-
lary b' their negative charge.

Thus, between the vessels a and b or the electrodes
A and B, there appears a potential difference, which
may be directly measured by an electrostatic kilovolt-
meter, and in this case it will in fact be the KG emf. If
the cylinders A and B are closed with a high-ohmic
resistor, being a load resistance, current will flow in it.

The system of the vessels and electrodes (a, B) and
(b, A) is a condenser, and the charge accumulated by it
will be determined by the formula

(10)

where C is the electrical capacitance and ε is the KG
emf.

Q Cε,=

a' b'

b

B

+–
A

a
+ –

kV

Fig. 3. Kelvin generator: a' and b' are the capillaries; A and
B are the cylinder electrodes; a and b are the vessels for col-
lection of charged water.
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Hence, the condenser charging current is equal to

(11)

Let us note that, as the dimensions of drops increase,
their merging occurs and the jet mode of KG operation
takes place when the generated potential difference
increases significantly. The simplest KG with dimen-
sions of the vessels a and b and the cylinders A and B of
about 10 × 10 cm can give an emf ε up to 10–15 kV for
several minutes. In the jet mode, charging is realized in
a matter of seconds.

A combined EGD generator is more effective. In it,
drops from the capillaries a' and b' are additionally
blown off by airflow by virtue of a special construction
in the form of the pipe C put on the droppers a' and b'
according to Fig. 4.

We do not dwell on details of the operation of the
Kelvin generator in thunderclouds. It is probable that
moist air jets in the combined variant in Fig. 4 will give
some explanations.

Connection of the foregoing components of the sys-
tem with the EHD generator is realized directly through
the condenser flow into the vessel D feeding the EHD
generator; a schematic diagram of the whole energy
system is shown in Fig. 5. The presence of the Kelvin
generator instead of an electrogasdynamic one is one
more difference of the initial variant of the system from
the considered laboratory one.

The system operates according to the following
scheme. Owing to solar heating, water evaporates from
the soil, forming moist air in the collector. Under favor-
able conditions, moist air penetration from the outside
of the SVC is admissible. The moist air owing to natu-
ral convection flows into the vapor condenser, from
where it goes, in the form of a condensate, to the EHD
generator or KG, or to a generator of combined type. If
necessary, the condensate may flow into the water res-
ervoir (WR) through the faucet K. From the EHDG, the

I
dQ
dt
------- C

dε
dt
-----.= =

process water goes to the WR, from where in organiza-
tion of a cycle it can again flow to the collector through
the drainpipes. The generated emf after relevant trans-
formations is fed to the high-voltage supply line for
consumers of electric energy.

In the laminar mode at h = 0.07 m and α = 27°, on
average GC ~ 10–4 kg/s and emf of ~15 kV at I ~ 1 µA
were obtained. In natural conditions, these effects are
shown to be tens of times stronger.

CONCLUSIONS

The possibilities of obtaining of water and electric
energy from the atmosphere and soil are considered,
and ways to realize them are discussed.

Physical considerations and formulas are given,
according to which an experimental installation simu-
lating natural atmospheric processes of moisture circu-
lation and separation of electric charges is designed.

The basic possibility of physical modeling of the
aforementioned processes under laboratory conditions
and their practical application is shown.

Along the complicated track of studying atmo-
spheric phenomena, including electrical phenomena,
for both scientific and applied purposes, only the first
steps have been done, which indicate that reserves exist
for improvement of the solar energy electrohydrody-
namic system.
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A lot of works [1, 2] are dedicated to EHD flow
properties and the methods of their modeling. In recent
years, an EHD [3] flow computer processing procedure
has been developed that permits reestablishing the dis-
tribution of velocities and accelerations in the interelec-
trode gap.

The goal of this work is to model the EHD flow
establishment process in an asymmetrical system of
electrodes of wire-plane type (Fig. 1) in order to study
the features of buildup, development, and movement of
the space charge in the interelectrode.

There are a number of investigations on modeling of
EHD flows in the given electrode system concerning
the stationary case [4, 5]. Work [4] is concerned with
the computer modeling of structural features of electro-
hydrodynamic flows in asymmetrical electrode system
of wire (blade)-over-plane type.

In [5] it is shown that at significant interelectrode
distances, the pressure along the majority of the gap is
constant. There are only local regions of underpressure
(near the active electrode) and overpressure at the flat
electrode and it is described the effect of these zones on
flow structure. The bands of acceleration and decelera-
tion being overlapped it is observed the decay of EHD
flow efficiency.

It is known as well that EHD flows appear with
some delay relative to the moment of voltage switch-
on. It is explained by the forming of a certain charged
layer near the electrode surface before the EHD flow
begins to build up [6].

The problem of space-charge distribution at the first
step of loading requires special discussion. It would
appear reasonable that at the initial moment the charge
is distributed in the layer, having the form of a circle.
However, as numerical experiments show [7], at such a

distribution the electric forces are symmetrical about
the cylindrical electrode and generated flows have no
certain direction. At the same time, under unipolar
injection, the developing distribution of the space
charge is nonsymmetrical relative to the cylindrical
electrode surface, but is elongated towards the flat elec-
trode (Fig. 2).

Hence, it is logical to define the charged region ini-
tial shape as slightly shifted towards the counterelec-
trode. From the stationary charged layer under the
effect of Coulomb forces, a stationary EHD flow arises,
shifting the electric charge along the streamlines. As a
result, the charged region assumes the form of narrow
strip extending from the wire electrode to the flat one.
Electric charge density distribution in the new region is
assumed uniform as well. Such assumptions are justi-
fied if the ions forming the space-charge region are con-
sidered frozen into liquid; that is, the electric Reynolds
number is well over 10.

The set of equations governing the modeled process
is essentially nonlinear. One reason for nonlinearity is,
for example, the dependence of electric field on the
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Abstract

 

—The object of this work is nonstationary EHD flow modeling in a wire-plane electrode system for
researching processes of space-charge formation and evolution, and the features of its movement in the inter-
electrode gap are investigated. The set of equations describing the modeling process is appreciably nonlinear.
The final-element modeling package ANSYS was used for solving this problem. A special algorithm was devel-
oped. It was realized as a package of programs based on the approximation that the charge is “frozen” in the
liquid. Results of calculations are represented as velocity vector plot evolution, pressure distributions, and EHD
flow traces. A typical feature of EHD flow is the formation of a charged thin stream that crosses the interelec-
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magnitude of the space charge. The method of finite
elements is the most effective for solving such mathe-
matical problems. Applied packages implementing this
method with the aim of solving different problems have
been widely used recently.

In order to solve this challenge, the modeling was
performed with the help of the finite-element package
ANSYS using electrostatic, thermal, and hydrody-
namic types of analysis, for which purpose the algo-
rithm, given below and realized in the form of a pro-
gram, has been elaborated. In spite of the rich potential
of the ANSYS/Multiphysics package, the solution of
the EHD problem with the aid of a standard program is
considered impossible. The basis for the algorithm is
the idea proposed in [7].

The electrostatic problem with the uniform distribu-
tion of space charge, designated in the limits of the ring,
and with a specific potential difference (25 kV) on the
electrodes is solved as the first step. From this solution,
the distribution of the Coulomb forces in the charged
region is found. The electric force field is calculated as
the product of space-charge density by electric intensity
in every net node. Then the computed force density is
carried into the hydrodynamic part of the analysis. The
principle distinction of the algorithm from similar ones
is that it allows one to model the flow development
under dynamic conditions, not only it is possible to
keep an eye on the movement of the charge deep into
the interelectrode gap, but on the variation of the thick-
ness of the charged area.

The problem is solved in the approximation that the
charge is frozen into liquid [2]; then under the laminar
flow conditions it is considered to have been transferred
only along the liquid flow lines. Migration of the charge
in its own and external fields is not taken into account,
which is why the configuration of the charged region’s
shape is determined with the help of construction of the
liquid flow line performed after the hydrodynamic part
of the problem has been computed. The velocity vector

field, pressure distribution, and flow lines proper are the
results of calculations of the hydrodynamic part of the
problem. The shift of the charged area and the shape of
the region occupied by space charge are computed at
the following step with the aid of a special procedure
set written in ANSYS interpreter language.

The forefront of the charged area is defined at the
first iteration. The front is a set of points, a curve. An
important feature is its width, a dynamic quantity, and
possible variations of its form are not limited by any-
thing, making it possible to select a sufficient number
of points at the first iteration. The forward boundary
movement is calculated as the product of the velocity
and iteration time at every point of the forefront. The
flow boundary lines could be determined from the fol-
lowing circumstances: the shape of the forefront is
known and it is considered that the initial form of the
charged ring located round the active electrode remains
unchanged.

Program algorithm

Organization of linking up of

Distinguishing nodes

Final-element models are built once,

Electrostatics with the

The initial step

modules is carried out by
the controlling file

and then are used in the program
in the form of saved databases

calculated volumetric load inside arbitrary bounds

Hydrodynamicsin electrostatics
solution

Calculation of the charged
region new boundary

 

Fig. 2.
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At the second iteration, the new distribution of the
space charge is carried into the electrostatic problem,
and the new electrostatic force density and electric
force distribution are calculated at the second iteration,
according to which the hydrodynamic problem is
solved. Thus, the iterative process is organized.
Between the iterations of the problem, the geometry of
the external boundary of the charged region is trans-
ferred. Such an algorithm allows one to obtain a com-
paratively high rate of program operation.

The elaborated program permits one to perform
numerical study for various initial distributions and
qualities of the space charge and voltage. After receiv-
ing all input data, it operates automatically during the
whole computation time. On completion of every step,
there is an automatic recording of the space charge dis-
tribution patterns and liquid velocities, permitting con-
trol of the solution process.

The universality of the proposed algorithm and its
module structure make it possible to modify it without
any difficulties in order to calculate other configura-
tions of the electrodes.

The voltage at the electrodes, the amount of density
of the space charge, and its initial distribution (the
shifted ring geometry around the active electrode and
the ring size) are the input data for automatic computa-
tion in the program. In the region of interest—the
space-charge distribution region—the network is con-
siderably truncated.

RESULTS OF CALCULATION

The calculation initial data are the electrode wire
above the plane, two-dimensional case, cell width of
0.09 m, cell height of 0.03 m, wire radius of 0.00035 m,
and an interelectrode gap length of 0.01 m. The space

charge initial density is 0.01 C/m, the initial charged
area radius is 1.3  (

 

r

 

 is the electrode radius), and the
applied voltage is 25 kV. Successive stages of the
charged streamline forming at time moments of 0.005,
0.055, and 0.090 s after voltage switch-on are presented
in Fig. 3. The time lag necessary for the charged ring to
form around the active electrode is not taken into
account. The flow lines inside the charged thin stream
are shown in the lower part of the figure.

The flow is of laminar parallel-jet nature. A signifi-
cant thickening of the flow lines under the electrode is
observed, leading to the propagation of a rather thin
charged stream.

At the first step, the liquid flow lines only slightly
penetrate into the depths of the interelectrode gap,
forming a strong narrowing (reminiscent of a funnel) in
the near-electrode region, permitting the charged thin
stream to start translative motion. As the charged thin
stream moves, the flow lines straighten, forming a sec-
tion with a parallel-jet flow. The time interval is chosen
so small that it is possible to trace in detail the variation
of flow lines as the charge moves. As the figure shows,
at the final stages, the region of the parallel-jet uniform
flow occupies the largest part of the interelectrode gap,
the charged thin stream thickness being only a fraction
of the charged ring thickness.

Diagrams of pressure distribution along the inter-
electrode gap are presented in Fig. 4 (on the left of the
figure, at the initial time moment; on the right, the
change dynamics during subsequent time moments).
Under the electrode, a local zone of underpressure
forms, followed by a zone of overpressure. This zone is
connected to the onset of flow development. It is seen
from the right part of the figure that as the charged thin
stream moves to the counterelectrode, the overpressure
zone shifts to it too. The peak of excess pressure corre-
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Fig. 3.
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sponds to the external boundary of the charged thin
stream. Under the active electrode, the charged region
is funnel-shaped; its front moves deeply into the inter-
electrode gap and near-electrode structure of flow lines,
and the underpressure region remains invariable. The
presence of a region of reduced pressure is the cause of
thickening of the flow line under the active electrode.
The reduced pressure under the active electrode is a
kind of “flow pump” and is characteristic for any
moment of flow development.

Figure 5 presents the distributions of velocities and
accelerations along the interelectrode gap at the center
of the charged thin stream for the following time
moments from the onset of movement: 0.06, 0.11, 0.16,
0.245, and 0.285 s.

It is seen from the velocity diagram that in the
immediate vicinity of the active and passive electrodes,
there are thin adhering layers of immobile liquid.

Three flow regions are clearly evident in the dia-
gram of acceleration and velocity. It is possible to iden-
tify the intensive acceleration zone, corresponding to
the funnel-shaped part of the flow (Fig. 3); a smoothly
varied flow zone, corresponding to the charged thin
stream parallel-jet part; and a deceleration zone.

At any flow development stage the acceleration zone
for the most part retains its structure and is situated in
the immediate vicinity of the active electrode in the
region of underpressure zone. The deceleration zone,
corresponding to the overpressure region (Fig. 4), prop-
agates deep into the interelectrode gap to the counter-
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Fig. 4.

 

 Pressure distribution near an active electrode (on the left) and propagation dynamics of the overpressure zone (on the right).
Pressure magnitude is normalized to the maximum, which occurs at the counterelectrode that charged thin stream approaches. Pres-
sure distributions are presented for the following time moments from the onset of movement: 0.06, 0.085, 0.185, and 0.285 s.
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 Distributions of velocities and accelerations along the interelectrode gap at different moments of time.
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electrode and corresponds to the external bound of the
charged thin stream. As soon as the charged thin stream
reaches the counterelectrode, the flow structure ceases
to change. The charged thin stream doubles and propa-
gates along the counterelectrode surface, some distance
from it. Here there occurs the charge recombination,
arrived from the active electrode with the counter-
charge, supplied from the plate electrode. So the
charged thin stream dimensions in the cross direction
are limited. In the calculations they comprise not more
than 10% of the interelectrode gap length.

The diagram shows the velocity longitudinal com-
ponent and its derivative of the cross coordinate. The
origin of the coordinates is situated in the middle of the
interelectrode gap, some distance to the left of the cen-
tral jet; the point of transition across zero is in the mid-
dle. It is evident that this magnitude exhibits a sharp
bend at the boundaries of the charged region. Inside the
force effect area, the derivative grows from the center
towards the boundary, and outside the charged zone it
falls, which corresponds to the transition to the passive
part of the central jet, where the flow forms under the
action of viscous forces.

CONCLUSIONS

We performed numerical modeling of the establish-
ment of the EHD flow process in the approximation of
the state of a frozen-in charge, based on the supposition
that at the initial stage of the process a charged ring-
type structure forms, from which at later stages there
stretches a charged liquid thin stream; and we deter-
mined the structure and properties of the EHD flow.
The modeling algorithm accounts for the width and
form of the charged ring. The velocity contour and vec-
tor fields, pressure distributions, flow lines at different
stages of flow evolution are obtained as the result of
numerical modeling.

The formation of structure EHD flow zone, which
was observed many times during the experiments, is
described and analyzed.

Under the wire electrode, there is a reduced pressure
region, and in front of the charged stream there is a
region of increased pressure, which causes the presence
of a liquid deceleration zone.
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The overwhelming majority of technical systems of
control and information acquisition are physically
inhomogeneous, i.e., consist of subsystems and objects
having different physical natures (electrical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, mechanical). Connection of these sub-
systems with each other takes place by means of con-
verters of the energy type of signals, as a rule, at present
with the use of movable mechanical and electrome-
chanical elements. The presence of movable mechani-
cal and electromechanical elements shifting with fric-
tion substantially decreases the operating speed of con-
verters (interface devices) and causes hysteresis, dead
belt, and dry friction, which makes the control ambigu-
ous and decreases the reliability of the system.

For qualitative improvement of the characteristics of
converters of the energy type of signals, it is necessary
first of all to remove the movable mechanical and elec-
tromechanical elements from the process of signal con-
version [1].

In this paper, we examine the electrophysical princi-
ples of the development of fundamentally new methods
of direct (without the use of movable mechanics) elec-
trogasdynamic (EGD) conversion of electrical signals
into pneumatic signals in electropneumatic systems of
control on the basis of hydrodynamic instability and
turbulization of jets of working gases by correspond-
ingly organized EGD influences—creation of unipolar
flows of ions of one sign or another in sharply inhomo-
geneous electric fields.

In electropneumatic converters with turbulization of
jets by ion flow (EPC TJs), the conversion of an electri-
cal signal into a pneumatic one is realized by an EGD
change in the regime of a gas flow—turbulization of a
laminar gas jet by a directed flow of ions between elec-
trodes in a sharply inhomogeneous electric field trans-
verse to the jet. Serving as an input electrical signal is
the voltage or current between the electrodes, and as an

output pneumatic signal, the change in pressure (expen-
diture) of a gas in the pickup nozzle of the EPC TJ,
which begins to decrease rapidly (at constant supply
pressure) with an increase in the voltage on the elec-
trodes due to the decrease in the average kinetic energy
of a flow falling into the pickup nozzle on turbulization
of a jet by an ion flow.

We estimate qualitatively the order of magnitude of
the electrical parameters necessary for realization of
EGD control on the assumption that the densities of the
electrical and gasdynamic energies should be commen-
surable:

(1)

Here 

 

l

 

0

 

 is the characteristic linear dimension (for
example, the distance between electrodes); 

 

ν

 

0

 

 is the
velocity of the gas jet; 

 

ρ

 

 is the gas density; 

 

ρ

 

e

 

0

 

 is the vol-
ume density of electrical charge in the ion flow; and 

 

E

 

0

 

is the highest possible value of the electric field at
which the spark breakdown of the interelectrode gap
does not yet occur (spark breakdown is a nonworking
regime of converters).

From (1) we find the necessary value of the volume
density of electrical charge that must be introduced into
the ion flow for effective EGD control:

(2)

We choose the value of 

 

l

 

0

 

 taking into account the
requirements for minimization of the sizes of EGD
devices and the limitation on the value of the voltage on
electrodes of converters. Let 

 

l

 

0

 

 = 10

 

–3

 

 m, 

 

ν

 

0

 

 = 1 m/s, and
the density of a working gas 

 

ρ

 

 ~ 1 kg/m

 

3

 

. Then it fol-
lows from (2) that the necessary volume density of
electrical charges in a gas at 

 

E

 

0

 

 = 10

 

6

 

 V/m will be 
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is the charge of an electron. Since approximately 10

 

25

 

molecules are contained in 1 m

 

3

 

 of a gas under normal
conditions, the ratio of charged to neutral molecules
(the degree of ionization) is on the order of 10

 

–8

 

%.
Therefore, for the realization of EGD control, a small
degree of ionization of a flow is sufficient.

Such values (of the degree of ionization) can be
achieved using x-rays, ultraviolet irradiation, radioac-
tive materials, the nonequilibrium ionization found in a
flame, electrokinetic phenomena, or the external area of
a corona discharge in gases and its analogue in liquids.
It is desirable that the chosen ionization source can pro-
vide (if necessary) a uniform distribution of ions in a jet
or flow, their sufficiently long lifetime, the possibility
of accurate control of available ionization, and work
safety for operating staff. This is achieved with the help
of a corona discharge in gases [1–4]. An interesting
property of a corona discharge is that the processes of
formation of electrons and ions as a result of collision
ionization of a gas take place only in a narrow corona
layer in immediate proximity to the electrode with a
large curvature radius, while a unipolar flow of ions of
the sign of the corona electrode potential directed to the
other electrode is observed in the so-called external
area beyond the corona layer of the corona discharge.

Note that, using a corona discharge, the volume den-
sities of charge necessary for EGD control may be cre-
ated during the development of an EPC TJ. Let the
equipment for imparting charge to flows of working
medium be presented in the form of concentric metallic
spheres of radii 

 

r

 

0

 

, 

 

r

 

1

 

 (

 

r

 

0

 

 

 

�

 

 

 

r

 

1

 

) to which the voltage is
applied. In this case, Poisson’s equation is written in the
form

(3)

where 

 

ε

 

0

 

ε

 

 is the absolute dielectric constant of the
working medium, 

 

ε

 

0

 

 is the dielectric constant, 

 

E

 

r

 

 is the
electric field intensity in the space between the spheres,
and 

 

r

 

 is the current radius.

Let us estimate qualitatively the order of the maxi-
mum achievable charge density on the external bound-
ary of the corona layer, for which, in the first approxi-
mation within the limits of the internal area of the
corona, we take 

 

E

 

r

 

 = 

 

E

 

max

 

 = const. Then we obtain from
Eq. (3)

(4)

The maximum value of the electric field intensity
will be at the electrode with the minimum radius of cur-
vature, i.e., at the corona electrode in the interior of the
corona, where bipolar conductivity takes place. How-
ever, we are interested in the flow of unipolar ions in the
external area of the corona; hence, in (4), 

 

E

 

max

 

 is the
intensity on the boundary of the internal zone of the
corona. Assuming 

 

r

 

 = 

 

r

 

c

 

, where 

 

r

 

c

 

 is the external radius
of the corona layer in which collision ionization takes

2Er/r dEr/dr+ ρe/ ε0ε( ),=

ρemax 2ε0εEmax/r.=

 

place, we obtain the expression for the maximum den-
sity of unipolar charge

(5)

For air, 

 

ε

 

0

 

ε

 

 ~ 10

 

–11

 

 F/m and 

 

E

 

max

 

 ~ 10

 

6

 

 V/m. At 

 

r

 

c

 

 =
10

 

–4

 

–10

 

–3

 

 m, which occurs as a rule in EGD converters,
we obtain from (5) that 

 

ρ

 

max

 

 ~ 10

 

–1

 

–10

 

–2

 

 C/m

 

3

 

, at which
the realization of EGD control by gas flows is possible.

In a number of cases, the thickness of the corona
layer may be neglected and it can be assumed in expres-
sion (5) in the first approximation that 

 

r

 

c

 

 

 

≈

 

 

 

r

 

0

 

. Then

(6)

Thus, to increase the efficiency of EGD converters
with the use of a corona discharge taking into account
expression (6), it is necessary to choose the smallest
possible bending radius of a corona electrode.

The charge densities obtained in this way corre-
spond to 

 

ρ

 

e

 

0

 

 found from condition (1) for the commen-
surability of gasdynamic and electrical forces, and
these densities are sufficient for control by EGD con-
verters.

The values of both the force created under EGD
control and the output gasdynamic power of an EPC TJ
are limited and depend on the nondimensional parame-
ter of the EGD interaction 

 

N

 

 introduced into the consid-
eration on the basis of (1), which is the ratio of the vol-
ume densities of the electrical and gasdynamic ener-
gies:

(6a)

In mathematical models of EGD converters, with a
change in the regimes of flow of fluxes, this parameter
enters the right part of an equation of the type of the
Navier–Stokes equation. The range of change in the
EGD interaction parameter (6a) for specific types of
converters depends on the electrophysical parameters
of working media (the dielectric constant, mobility of
ions of one or the other sign, and diffusion coefficient
of ions), the chosen characteristic linear dimension 

 

l

 

0

 

,
and the working range of electric field intensities 

 

E

 

0

 

between the electrodes in dependence on their configu-
ration.

The application of sharply inhomogeneous strong
electric fields (of the corona discharge) in the realiza-
tion of an EPC TJ allows the processes of imparting a
unipolar charge 

 

ρ

 

e

 

 to the gas and creating a controlling
volume force 

 

F

 

 = 

 

ρ

 

e

 

E

 

 to be combined in time; this sim-
plifies the construction and electrical scheme of an
electropneumatic converter. Here 

 

E is the average elec-
tric field intensity applied to the flow of working
medium (the field in the external area of the corona).

Let us estimate the limiting values of pressure and
temperature of the environment at which the capacity
for work of an EPC TJ with a controlling unipolar ion

ρemax 2ε0εEmax/rc.=

ρemax 2ε0εEmax/r0.≈

N
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flow created with the help of a corona discharge in air
is retained.

Within the framework of the Townsend–Rogovskii
theory, accepted at present, the number of collisions
carried out by electrons in a corona layer per unit path
along the electric field force lines is characterized by
the coefficient of collision ionization by electrons αe,
determined by the product of the mean number of col-
lisions per unit length and the probability of ionization
by electron impact on collision. In this case, the condi-
tion we > wi should be fulfilled, where wi is the ioniza-
tion energy of working gases and we is the energy of
electrons.

In electronegative gases and their mixtures, such as
an air, atoms and molecules may attach an excess elec-
tron, forming a stable negative ion. Therefore,

(7)

where αef is the effective coefficient of collision ioniza-
tion by electrons, determining the process of multipli-
cation of electrons on collision ionization, and αa is the
coefficient characterizing the process of electron
attachment. At αef > 0, collision ionization begins. In
this case, in an EPC TJ, the normal regime of function-
ing, connected with the fulfillment of the condition of
collision ionization and the obtaining of a stable flow of
ions in the external area of the corona, is determined by
the relationship

(8)

where c is a constant value for the chosen working gas.
For air, c = 23.8–26.3 V/(m Pa) [2].

At bending radii of needle-shaped electrodes of the
order of 10–5 m, the electric field intensity in the corona
layer is (3–5) × 107 V/m. Hence, it follows from (8) that
the ranges of pressures of the environment in which an
EPC TJ can work are relatively large and provide for
normal functioning of converters at not only atmo-
spheric but also increased pressures of the environment.

Let us determine the conditions providing for the
applicability of the EGD method and control by gas
flows on a change in its temperature. Effective coeffi-
cient of collision ionization (7) is a function of the elec-
tric field intensity E in the corona layer and the pressure
p of the environment. For the majority of gases near the
threshold value, in the first approximation, we can write
[2, 3]

(9)

where the coefficient a together with the power index
determines the rate of increase in αef/p with an increase
in E/p after the threshold value and ρ0 is the relative
density of the gas.

For the collision ionization by electrons to begin, it
is necessary that the coefficient of collision ionization
become more than zero. Assuming αef ≈ 0, taking into

αef αe αa,–=

E/ p c,≥

αef

aT0

ρ0 p0T
--------------- E c

ρ0 p0T
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---------------–⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

2

,=

account that aT0/(r0p0T) ≠ 0, we obtain from (9) the
condition of application of EGD control on a change in
temperature of the environment:

(10)

It follows from (8) and (10) that the method of EGD
conversion of the type of energy of signals used for con-
struction of an EPC TJ is applicable to a wide range of
pressure and temperature of the environment. For
example, for converters working on air, at E ≈ 107 V/m,
T0 = 293 K, ρ0 = 1 kg/m3, p0 = 101.3 kPa, and c =
23.8 V/(m Pa), from (10) it can be concluded that the
temperature of air may change by up to several thou-
sand degrees Kelvin. In this case, it is necessary to take
into account the thermoautoelectronic emission [2].
However, EGD converters, like traditional ones, require
known methods of compensation of an adverse influ-
ence of the temperature of the environment on their
characteristics to be applied.

To obtain not only impulse but also potential signals
at the output of an EPC TJ without their complication,
first of all, the flow of unipolar ions over the period of
existence of electrical signals at the input of the con-
verter should be provided. This is realized on fulfill-
ment of the condition of independence of the corona
discharge, under which no additional external ionizer is
required for its maintenance. This condition is written
analytically in the form [2, 3]

(11)

where lc is the length of a force line of the field within
the bounds of the corona layer and x is the path of the
electron avalanche (from the cathode in the case of a
negative corona and from the external boundary of the
corona to the anode in the case of a positive corona). In
this case, the values of K in (11) for different signs of a
corona electrode may differ by two to three times [2]:
for a positive potential (a positive corona), K ≈ 18–20,
while, for a negative corona, K = ln[(1 + γ)/γ] = 8–9.2.
Here γ is the generalized coefficient of secondary ion-
ization, characterizing the number of electrons formed
on average in a corona layer either in the process of ion-
ization by secondary electrons (secondary ionization)
released from the cathode on impact on the surface of
positive ions of the initial avalanche, or due to photo-
ionization on the cathode surface by radiation from the
initial avalanche, or due to photoionization in the vol-
ume of the gas by shortwave radiation of the avalanche.

When condition (11) is fulfilled in an EPC TJ, a sta-
ble flow of ions in the external area of the corona dis-
charge arises, to which the determined values of the
electric field intensity near the needle-shaped electrode
and the voltage on electrodes correspond, which are
referred to as the initial electric field intensity Ec and
initial voltage Uc of corona initiation.

ET0/ ρ0 p0T( ) c.≥

αef xd

0

lc

∫ K= const,≅
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Synthesis of EPC TJs presumes first of all knowl-
edge of the working range of changes in voltages on
converter electrodes and its dependence on the con-
struction parameters and the parameters of the working
medium. This follows from the physical peculiarities of
the work of EGD converters, the characteristic feature
of which is the restriction of the voltage U on electrodes
on the upper level by the voltage of spark breakdown
Ubr of the interelectrode gap. The lower, nonzero level
of Uc determines the origin of EGD phenomena (the
creation of a stable unipolar flow of ions on fulfillment
of (11)), placed at the basis of EPC TJ construction.
Therefore, Uc influences the static and dynamic charac-
teristics determining the moment of the beginning of a
change in the output signal. In turn, knowing the range
of change in the voltage on the electrodes, one can with
justification formulate the requirements for the design
of high-voltage amplifiers constituent in the structure of
an EPC TJ.

Thus, the working range of the voltage U on the
electrodes of an EPC TJ changes within the bounds

(12)

where Uc is the initial voltage of the corona discharge
in a working gas and Ubr is the voltage of spark break-
down of the interelectrode gap.

To soften the requirements on the electrical part of
an EPC TJ, it is desirable to choose the maximum pos-
sible voltage range (12). Optimal is such an EPC TJ in
which construction and other parameters provide for a
minimum value of the voltage Uc of corona initiation
and a maximum voltage for the spark breakdown Ubr.

The possible range of change in voltages on the
electrodes of the EPC TJ may be expanded first of all
due to design solutions with the corresponding choice
of polarity of a corona electrode.

The substantial difference in the values of the right
part of expression (11) for positive and negative coro-
nas influences insignificantly the value of Ec [2]. For a
negative corona, this value is less than for a positive one
[2]. Correspondingly, the value of Uc for a negative
corona will be less than for a positive one.

Since, at a positive potential of a needle-shaped
electrode, the bandwidth of high voltages is larger [2]
than at a negative potential, with an increase in the volt-
age on electrodes of EGD converters, the development
of streamers at a negative potential of a needle will take
place to a smaller length of the interelectrode gap. This
leads to the fact that, in the case of a positive corona, the
spark breakdown arises at a lower voltage Ubr on the
electrodes than in the case of a negative corona. In view
of the fact that the voltages Uc of initiation of positive
and negative coronas in the first approximation are the
same, a conclusion about the narrower working range
(12) of the voltage of a positive corona can be drawn.

By the choice of construction parameters of EGD
converters (first of all, the bending radius r0 of a needle-

Uc U Ubr<≤

shaped electrode), the working range of voltages can be
substantially changed.

The value of Ubr decreases faster than Uc with a
decrease in the distance h between the electrodes,
which leads to a decrease in working range (12). Hence,
with a further decrease in h, beginning from some crit-
ical distance h0 between the electrodes, a corona does
not appear, but a spark breakdown takes place immedi-
ately; i.e., the working range of voltages U equals zero.
Therefore, in EGD converters, the ratio h/r0 should be
greater than the determined value h/r0 > h0/r0. For
example, for coaxial electrodes, the relationship of radii
at which a corona discharge in air is formed should sat-
isfy the condition [6] R/r0 = (h + r0)/r0 > 2.718.

With an increase in the pressure p of the environment,
operating voltage range (12) on electrodes of the EPC TJ
at the defined geometrical sizes of the interelectrode gap
increases. This is explained by the fact that the value Ubr
increases faster than Uc with an increase in p.

The dynamics of the initiation of a corona discharge
in an EPC TJ, as in the other known cases (high-voltage
devices [3]), is determined by the statistical discharge
delay time ts on reaching Uc (characterizing the
moment of appearance of a free electron capable of
beginning collision ionization) and the time tf of forma-
tion of a corona discharge. Since, in an EPC TJ, there
are small distances between electrodes, then tf � ts and
the time of corona discharge initiation td = ts + tf ≈ ts. In
this case, td does not exceed several microseconds.
Hence, it can be neglected in an analysis of the dynam-
ics of an EPC TJ.

In the case of control by turbulization of a sub-
merged gas jet, in a number of cases, the free passage
through the other electrode of a gas flow caused by the
motion of ions from the needle electrode should be con-
sidered. Physically this is realized by the choice of the
other electrode in the form of a metallic plane with a
hole that is fixed in a dielectric frame in such a way that
the distance from the needle end to the metallic plane is
substantially (five to seven times) less than that to the
dielectric walls of the frame. To eliminate the influence
of surface charges adsorbing on the dielectric during
the work of such an EGD converter, the dielectric walls
in electropneumatic converters should stand relatively
far from the needle-shaped electrode.

In the other case, to eliminate the adsorption of a
charge on the walls of the frame and decrease the
dimensions, it is expedient to fabricate the internal
walls of the frame together with the metallic nozzle.
Thus, the side walls have the ground potential. To elim-
inate the initiation of a corona discharge from the nee-
dle to the side walls, it is necessary that the frame radius
also be larger than the distance from the needle to the
nozzle, but already not by 5–7 times, as in the variant
with dielectric walls, but by not more than 1.5–2 times.
In this case, the maximum output pressure in a nozzle
of such an elementary step amounts to 60–70 Pa. This
is two times less than in the case of “open” electrodes;
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however, in comparison to the previous variant, this
device is considerably more compact and differs by a
high stability of characteristics, owing to the fact that
the influence of the field of surface charges on the walls
of the frame is completely eliminated in it.

First of all, we analyze the influence of the hole in a
plane electrode on the distribution of a field in the vicin-
ity of a needle-shaped electrode. For this, the approach
of analogue modeling of electrostatic fields of real elec-
trode systems in an electrolytic bath developed by
Demirchyan [5] is used, which allows modeling of any
complex boundary contour of an area (including a hole)
on the basis of the expression for the Laplace operator
and is simple in realization. This method completely
excludes the idealization of a real electrode system,
ensuring the geometrical similarity of the needle and
plane electrodes and boundary conditions, as well as a
high accuracy (several tens of percent), in the case of
careful implementation of the model and good experi-
ence. Figure 1 presents, as an example, the typical
dependence obtained in such a way of U/U0, character-
izing the field distribution along the symmetry axis, on
the hole diameter d0 in the plane electrode, where U0 is
the potential in the vicinity of the needle electrode and
U is the current potential.

Therefore, for calculation of the initial voltage Uc of
initiation of a corona discharge in a system of elec-
trodes with dielectric solid walls relatively far from the
needle electrode, the general calculation model typical
for electrodes of the needle–plane (without a hole) type
may be applied.

The results of analogue modeling in an electrolytic
bath of fields of real electrode systems of an EPC TJ in
a metallic frame also showed that the presence of an
end hole in the metallic frame located on the axis of a
needle electrode practically does not influence the dis-
tribution of potential and electric field intensity in the
vicinity of the needle end. In Fig. 2, typical depen-
dences of the field distribution on the diameter of a noz-
zle hole dn in the end of a metallic frame are presented.
Hence, for calculation of Uc on the electrodes of an
EPC TJ in the case of such an organization of unipolar
ion flux motion, it is possible, as in the case of the loca-
tion of electrodes of the needle–plane type in a dielec-
tric frame, to aim at a unified calculation model without
taking into account the hole coaxial to the needle in the
end of the metallic frame.

To refine the electric field distribution for small
interelectrode distances (up to 5–6 mm) and changes in
the bending radius of a needle electrode r0 from 0.5 ×
10–2 to 9.0 × 10–2 mm (which occurs in EPC TJs), cal-
culations of the electric fields between electrodes of the
needle–plane type were performed up to the moment of
corona discharge initiation by numerical solution of
Laplace’s equation using the method of nonuniform
meshes and equivalent charges [4]. The conducted
investigations showed [6], that, in this case, practically
over the entire interelectrode gap, there is a nonuniform
electric field with a sharp strengthening in the vicinity
of the electrode with a small radius of curvature r0.

Moreover, the interior of the corona discharge xc
(where the effective ionization coefficient αef > 0; see
expressions (7), (11)) becomes comparable with the
distance between the electrodes. This confirms the
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Fig. 1. Influence of the hole diameter in a plane electrode on
the distribution of a potential in the needle–plane with hole
interelectrode gap in volumes of gas bounded by dielectric
solid walls at r0 = 0.05 mm: d0, mm: (1) 1; (2) 4.
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Fig. 2. Results of modeling in an electrolytic bath of the
influence of an end hole in a metallic frame on the potential
distribution in the vicinity of a needle in electrode systems
of EGD converters: dn, mm: (1) 8; (2) 1.4; (3) 0.8.
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expressions obtained in the first approximation for the
thickness xc of the internal area of a corona found from
the condition of equality to zero of effective ionization
coefficient (11) on the external boundary of the corona
layer using the Lamé method for different approxima-
tions of real electrode systems of EPC TJs by coaxial
hyperboloids of revolution (in the case of placement of
electrodes in a dielectric frame) and coaxial ellipsoids
of revolution (for placement of electrodes in a metallic
frame).

In the case of approximation of the electrode system
of an EPC TJ by coaxial hyperboloids of revolution
analogously to [7] we have

(13)

where h is the distance between the electrodes and c' =
cp0. Under normal atmospheric conditions for air [3]
c' = 24.11 × 103 V/cm.

In the case where the calculation model of the elec-
trode system is presented in the form of coaxial ellip-
soids of revolution, it is easy to obtain [6]
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where h = h2 – h0 is the distance between the electrodes,
h0 is the coordinate of the end of a needle electrode with
bending radius r0, and h2 is the coordinate of an elec-
trode of the type of a plane.

In this case, the second semiaxis of the internal
ellipsoid approximating the thickness of the needle is
found through the radius of curvature r0 of a vertex of
the ellipsoid in such a way that it corresponds to the

radius of curvature of the needle electrode b1 = ,
while the origin of coordinates up to the focus of the

ellipsoid is determined as a1 = .

Equations (13) and (14) are fulfilled at a voltage on
the electrodes equal to the initial voltage of corona dis-
charge initiation in the interelectrode gap.

Calculations according to (13) and (14) for the
above-indicated ranges of change in r0 and h show that
the thickness of the internal area of the corona becomes
comparable with the distance between the electrodes of
the EPC TJ.

Thus, the typical electrophysical specific feature of
functioning of electropneumatic converters with turbu-
lization of a jet by a unipolar ion flow in the external
area of a corona discharge is the commensurability of
the external and internal areas of a corona at small dis-
tances between the electrodes of an EPC TJ. In this
case, the electric field is nonuniform over the entire
interelectrode gap of the EPC TJ.

Hence, for determination of the initial voltage Uc on
the electrodes of an EPC TJ in expression (12) accord-
ing to the initial electric field intensities of a corona Ec,
the known expressions for Ec (the formulas of Peak,
Townsend, Lesch, Aleksandrov, Engel’ and Shtenbek,
etc. [2–4]) are unacceptable since they do not take into

r0h0

h0
2 r0h0–

account these factors and give large deviations from the
results of experiments [6]. To determine the working
range of the change in voltage on the electrodes (12)
and calculate the static and dynamic characteristics of
the EPC TJ, a more exact formula for Ec [6, 7] is used
that takes into account the dependence of Ec on the dis-
tance h between electrodes at small interelectrode gaps:

(15)

where A = cp0T/T0; B = ; the coeffi-
cients a and c are found from (9) near the threshold
value (E/p)a; K is determined from condition (11) of
independence of the corona discharge in the working
gas; and d is the empirical coefficient characterizing the
distance from the electrode with a small radius of cur-
vature r0 within the bounds of which up to the moment
of initiation of a corona discharge the electric field near
the threshold value E/p has pronounced inhomogeneity
along the length of the interelectrode gap (maximum
gain constant).

Thus, as a result of the studies performed:

(1) the electrophysical principles of development of
new methods of EGD conversion of electrical signals
into pneumatic ones for physically nonuniform systems
of control on the basis of hydrodynamic instability and
turbulization of gas jets by creation of a unipolar flow
of ions in the external zone of a corona discharge in the
case of small interelectrode gaps and different charac-
teristic configurations of electrodes have been formu-
lated;

(2) the electrophysical mechanisms of interconnec-
tion of the work of EPC TJs in static and dynamic
regimes and their influence on the working range of

Ec Aρ0 B hρ0/r0,+=

K p0T / adT0( )
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voltage change on the electrodes of an EPC TJ have
been generalized;

(3) the results of modeling and numerical calcula-
tion of distributions of sharply nonuniform electric
fields in electrode systems of the needle–plane type
bounded by solid walls (both dielectric and metallic) at
small interelectrode gaps occurring in EPC TJs have
been presented;

(4) on the basis of these results, a new formula for
determining the initial electric field intensity of corona
initiation has been proposed that takes into account
more completely the electrophysical mechanisms of
obtaining unipolar ion flows in small interelectrode
gaps; calculations according to the proposed formula
are in good agreement with experimental data [6];

(5) the conditions of obtaining a stable flow of uni-
polar ions in working gases (air) in a sharply nonuni-
form electric field for small interelectrode gaps of dif-
ferent configuration occurring in electropneumatic con-
verters with turbulization of jet by a flow of unipolar
ions have been formulated.
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The passive state of iron and alloys based on it is due
to formation of oxide layers, as a rule. Electrochemical
corrosion characteristics of oxidized samples are deter-
mined by a number of factors; some of them are
directly related to structure, thickness, and phase com-
position of oxides. In review [11], the results of theoret-
ical and experimental investigations of domestic and
foreign authors regarding various aspects of the passive
state of ferriferous systems are generalized. In the over-
whelming majority of cases, the iron state is related to
the presence on the surface of oxide modification of the

 

α

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

 type; its shielding properties do not depend on
the mode of formation (natural oxidation of iron in air,
thermal method of oxide growth, chemical method,
etc.). From the viewpoint of passive state stability, one
can mention its dependence on the composition of an
aggressive medium, especially on the presence of chlo-
rine ions. Thus, experimental data on the influence of
chlorine ions, temperature of the solution, its concen-
tration, and flow velocity on the passive state of low-
alloy steels are related to the multilayer structure of
oxides, the oxide inner layer directly adjoining the base
metal surface being responsible for the passive state. In
the inner layer, significant electric fields are produced,
the intensity in them achieving 10

 

6

 

 V/cm; they are the
cause of the passive state of oxidized iron.

Thus, layers of oxides naturally or artificially
formed on the surface of iron and low-alloy steels pos-
sess good shielding properties; they are characterized
by the passive state in some aggressive media; the best
shielding properties are shown by oxides having a
thickness of about 20–30 nm, according to the data of
foreign researchers.

In development of the basic propositions of [1] on
formation and properties of protective films on an iron
surface, a new, rather effective method for formation of
surface oxide layers on an iron surface was applied, i.e.,
treatment of the surface in a glow discharge in an atmo-
sphere of residual gases under pressures of about 0.1–

0.4 Pa. For the first time, a similar method was used by
the authors of monograph [2] as a mode of steel surface
preparation before vacuum coating deposition. Later
investigations [7, 9, 10] showed the possibility of
applying a glow discharge as a method for surface
oxide layer formation for improvement of adhesion of
condensation coatings obtained by methods of vacuum
technology.

In our investigations, an abnormal glow discharge
was used in a residual atmosphere of air under pres-
sures most often used for vacuum metallization [2–4].
A significant distinctive property of the abnormal glow
discharge is an increase in the cathode potential fall
with increasing applied external voltage. The cathode
potential fall determines the energy of ions coming to
the cathode and, therefore, it influences the intensity of
the cathode surface bombardment. It is precisely the ion
bombardment intensity on which the mode of passive
layer formation on a low-alloy steel surface depends.
According to the data of preliminary investigations, the
basic parameters of a glow discharge determining the
character of passive layer formation may be considered
the following: current type (direct or alternating), volt-
age value, discharge current density, pressure in vac-
uum chamber, form and material of electrodes and sur-
face under treatment, composition of residual atmo-
sphere, and treatment time. In our investigations, three
basic parameters were variable: voltage on electrodes

 

U

 

, discharge current density 

 

j

 

, and treatment time 

 

τ

 

.
The other parameters were maintained constant. As was
mentioned in [2, 4], precisely these parameters of pre-
liminary preparation of the surface of metallized prod-
ucts are governing for obtaining qualitative adhesion of
coatings and substrates.

 

Brief Characteristic of Each Studied Parameter

 

In the abnormal glow discharge region, the increase
in voltage on electrodes leads to an increase in energy
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of the ions bombarding the surface. It should be
expected that the surface treatment efficiency would
depend on the value of the applied external voltage.
However, as was noted by the authors of [2], the influ-
ence of accelerating voltage on the character of the pro-
cesses taking place on the surface must be studied in
combination with some other parameters, in particular,
the discharge current density. Thus, at high current den-
sities, the voltage change weakly influences the effi-
ciency of surface purification. At low densities, the
voltage increase leads to the purification effect increas-
ing. The authors of [2] also note a fairly wide range of
values of the accelerating voltage applied in engineer-
ing processes of substrate surface purification before
deposition of condensation coatings. Choice of the
accelerating voltage value is not substantiated, as a rule.
This gap is to some extent eliminated in [4, 5], however,
only for the processes of ion treatment of the surface.
As to the influence of the accelerating voltage value on
the character of oxide layer formation, it is still an open
question.

Analogous considerations are justified for the dis-
charge current density too. For practical use, one needs
to know only critical values of 

 

j

 

 at which destruction of
the surface of the sample under treatment occurs [4].

Choice of the surface treatment time is determined,
as a rule, by the goals of researchers, degree of substrate
contamination, values of accelerating voltage and cur-
rent density, etc. It is obvious that the maximum possi-
ble reduction of the surface treatment duration with
achievement of a desirable effect is positive from the
viewpoint of economic indices of the process. More-
over, prolonged treatment may result in repeated con-
tamination caused by sputtering of the glow discharge
electrodes. An unfounded increase in accelerating volt-
age and current density leads to the same effect. In this
connection, one of the goals of the present study was a
choice of optimal ratios of 

 

U

 

, 

 

j

 

, and 

 

τ

 

 at which the
expected effect, i.e., the best shielding properties of
oxide layers, will be maximal.

EXPERIMENTAL

Investigations on artificial growth of oxide layers
were carried out in a laboratory vacuum installation
assembled on the basis of a VN-2MG[Russian]
mechanical pump. The high-voltage source was an
HOM-10 high-voltage transformer; the voltage on the
electrodes was varied in the range of 0.4–2.0 kV. A nee-
dle leak valve provided a stable admission of air in the
processes of surface treatment and oxide layer growth.
The vacuum in the chamber was measured and con-
trolled by a VIT[Russian]-3 vacuum gage. In the pro-
cess of discharge combustion in the chamber, the volt-
age on the electrodes and the current in the secondary
winding were recorded. According to the known area of
the sample, the discharge current density was calcu-
lated. The discharge electrodes were made of alumi-

num, providing a lower rate of sputtering in comparison
with the materials under study.

Special attention was paid to the relative position of
the electrodes and the sample under treatment. It is well
known [4, 5] that nonconducting materials (glass,
ceramics, plastics, etc.) are placed in the cathode dark
space of the glow discharge, and metal samples are
placed on the electrodes, as a rule. This gives techno-
logical and structural advantages: electrode form is
simplified, and application of additional sample holders
is not necessary. The second electrode was placed sym-
metrically to the surface under treatment to obtain the
maximum possible uniformity of the electric field. For
selection of optimal modes of oxide layer growth, the
methods of planning the experiment and statistical
treatment of observational data were applied that had
been used earlier for studying regularities of formation
of multicomponent vacuum coatings [4]. In our case,
the experiments were carried out according to the
matrix of a three-factor experiment with variation of
factors on two levels; the planning matrix is given in
Table 1, which also contains basic data on regularities
of oxide film formation on the surface of ST3 steel sam-
ples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Depending on the goals of the experiment, the
lower level of factor variation corresponded to the fol-
lowing values: 600, 800, and 1000 V for 

 

U

 

; 1.7 and
2.5–2.7 mA/cm

 

2

 

 for 

 

j

 

; 5 and 10 min for 

 

τ

 

. The upper
level of variation corresponded to the following values:
1000 and 1500 V for 

 

U

 

; 3.8–4.0 and 6.2 mA/cm

 

2

 

 for 

 

j

 

;
15 and 20 min for 

 

τ

 

. The pressure in the chamber was
maintained constant at a level of 0.2–0.4 Pa of the order
of 5 

 

×

 

 10

 

–2

 

 mm Hg. After the process was completed,
the samples were kept in the chamber for 1.0–1.5 h to
prevent them from additional oxidation in air after the
chamber was opened.

The phase composition and thickness of the oxide
layers were studied by the method of electron diffrac-
tion for reflection geometry (layers of about 50 nm
were probed); the survey was carried out at accelerating
voltages of 100 kV. The film thickness (its change in the
growth process) was determined by the ellipsometry
method at two incidence angles 

 

ϕ

 

 = 60

 

°

 

 and 70

 

°

 

 of
polarized light, 

 

λ

 

 = 546.1 nm. Calculation of the ellip-
sometric data was performed by computer.

It is known that an oxide of the 

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

 type has a
structure similar to Fe

 

3

 

O

 

4

 

 magnetite; it appears, as a
rule, in late stages of iron oxidation at room tempera-
ture, when the oxide growth rate is high, and during
Fe

 

3

 

O

 

4

 

 oxidation in conditions free of water at a temper-
ature of 187–370

 

°

 

C. The optical constants of the steel
surfaces after impact of the glow discharge corre-
sponded to the detected phase oxide, achieving a thick-
ness of 20 nm. As the film grew further, the indices of
refraction 

 

n

 

 and absorption 

 

k

 

 changed and corre-
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sponded to an oxide with higher absorption than mag-
netite. It is apparent that, in our case, the oxide film is
two-layer and it contains hematite in its inner layer, and

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

 prevails in its external layers. Such a structure
of the oxide film differs from the known thermodynam-
ically more probable layer position under thermal oxi-
dation of steel [6, 7], when a magnetite layer must be
located under a hematite layer. This peculiarity in for-
mation of the oxide layer structure in our experiments
is apparently connected with the peculiarities of steel
oxidation under ion bombardment. These conditions
are far from equilibrium and are characterized by low
pressure of oxygen and facilitation of diffusion pro-
cesses, in particular, diffusion of iron ions in a growing
film.

Thus, using the data of ellipsometric studies and
phase analysis, one can state that the main component
of oxide films of a thickness up to 50 nm formed in the
plasma of an alternating current glow discharge is a
compound of the 

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

 type.

Studies of kinetics of electrode potentials and poten-
tiodynamic polarization curves allow the following
generalizations (Table 2). Values of the electrode poten-
tials at the moment of immersion do not allow us to
draw even a preliminary conclusion on the passive state
of the steel surface. More positive values of the elec-
trode potentials are fixed in the samples treated at
higher accelerating voltages (the experiment numbers
in Tables 1 and 2 are identical). However, upon further
holding of the samples in the medium, the influence of 

 

U

 

on values of the electrode potentials of the samples is
weakly expressed. According to the kinetic curves, it was
found that, at the initial moments of time (10–20 min), a
shift of the values of the potentials to the negative
region is observed in all the samples, and upon further
holding, a shift of the potentials to the negative region
is found in samples 3 and 5. This fact is related to a pos-
sible formation of surface films. An analogous shift of
the potentials to the positive region in the samples
treated by mode 2 is difficult to explain, since in 240 h
of testing its appearance testifies to the occurrence of
intense corrosion processes. Corrosion destruction on
the surface of the samples of mode 2 is more sharply
expressed than in the samples of modes 3 and 5.

The data of Table 2 show that the most favorable
mode of steel surface treatment is mode 5. Mode 3 is
close to it in the character of corrosion destruction;
however, mode 3 has a sufficient number of negative
potentials after prolonged holding of the samples in the
medium. The samples obtained by mode 5 have mini-
mal changes of the surface appearance under long tests,
up to 240 h, and they have positive values of the elec-
trode potentials, about +120 mV. This is a quantitative
index of high stability of the surface films formed. It
follows from the analysis of the polarization curves (see
figure) that the samples treated in modes 1–5 have
higher corrosion stability in comparison with modes 6–
8: the currents of corrosion elements are lower than on
untreated steel at similar potentials of polarization (see

 

Table 1.  

 

Matrix of three-factor experiment with factor variation on two levels

Experi-
ment no.

Modes of treatment in discharge
Change in oxide
film thickness

 

∆

 

L

 

, nm

Total thickness
of oxide after treatment, nm

Accelerating 
voltage 

 

U

 

, V
Discharge current 
density 

 

j

 

, mA/cm

 

2

 

Treatment
time 

 

τ

 

, min

Total thickness
of oxide after
treatment, nm

Composition
of 50-nm-thick layer

1 600 1.7 10 6.0 11.0

 

α

 

Fe + 

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

2 600 1.7 20 8.0 13.0

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

3 600 2.5 10 4.0 12.0

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

4 600 2.5 20 15.5 22.0

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

5 1000 1.7 10 11.4 16.6

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

6 1000 1.7 20 9.6 16.8

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

7 1000 2.5 10 15.5 20.0

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

8 1000 2.5 20 115.0 120.0

 

γ

 

-Fe

 

2

 

O

 

3

 

Table 2.  

 

Electrode potentials of steel samples treated in dis-
charge

Experi-
ment no.

Values of electrode potentials
of steel samples measured in mV

by chlorine–silver reference electrode after

0 min 30 min 60 min 96 h

1 –70 –120 –150 –200

2 +50 –95 –100 –245

3 –115 –190 –155 –210

4 +30 –100 –120 –270

5 –85 +90 +65 +120

6 +30 –210 –270 –280

7 +180 –85 –125 –130

8 +130 –55 –95 –270
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figure). The discharge influence on the character of cor-
rosion processes is the strongest in the samples treated
by modes 1, 3, and 5, sample 1 showing the passive
state. Despite some differences in polarization curves
of samples 1, 3, and 5, the absolute values of currents
are very low, fractions of 

 

µ

 

A/cm

 

2

 

. Therefore, the differ-
ences observed in the courses of the curves for these
samples are considered insignificant.

Hard modes of steel surface treatment (curves 

 

6

 

–

 

8

 

)
worsen the corrosion stability of steel: the combination
of high accelerating voltages and long treatment deter-
mines an increase in the steel corrosion rate by almost
two orders of magnitude. A decrease in the treatment
time at high specific discharge power also leads to
worsening of stability of the material under study. The
observed regularities are explained as follows. At high
values of the glow discharge specific power, corre-
sponding to high ion energies, on the surface there are
formed porous films, which are an effective cathode
with respect to the steel base in this medium. Efficiency
of the formed oxide film as a cathode in the electro-
chemical corrosion process is determined, apparently,
by its thickness, phase composition, and porosity. In
modes 6–8, the surface film thickness is larger than in
modes 1–5. One can judge this by both color scale
(annealing colors) and data of gravimetric analysis and
ellipsometric studies (Table 1). The generally known
character of porosity dependence on thickness, i.e.,
porosity decrease with thickness increase [2–4], is vio-
lated in our experiments. The samples possessing
thicker films treated by modes 6–8 have a much higher
number of corrosion pits than the samples with thin
oxide films. It is apparent that development of corro-
sion processes in the case of thick films is determined
by considerable inner tensions in the films leading both
to enlargement of corrosion pits and, probably, to
change from the electrochemical mechanism of corro-
sion to the mechanochemical one [4, 8].

A certain influence on the character of polarization
processes is exerted by preliminary holding of samples
in the medium before the start of polarization. A series
of tests on studying the influence of long sample hold-
ing on the character of the electrode processes has
shown that, before the start of polarization, surface
films are formed that increase the stability of materials
in the given aggressive medium. A sharp decrease in
corrosion element currents is found; in the samples
treated by modes 5, 6, and 8, the presence of the passive
region is fixed. However, despite a significant decrease
in the corrosion currents, corrosion pits can be seen on
the surface of the samples of modes 6–8. Therefore,
connecting the corrosion rate decrease with formation
of passive layers, one should not forget about possible
pore blocking by corrosion products and, as a result,
inhibition of anode dissolution of steel in the surface
film pores. In the aspect of corrosion, these modes may
be considered satisfactory, if there are no increased
requirements to the product’s outward appearance and
to the surface color.

Analysis of the cathode polarization curves has
shown that, irrespective of the treatment mode, corro-
sion currents are sufficiently low and one can talk about
the occurrence of the electrochemical corrosion process
with cathode control. Since in the cathode polarization
process the surface films are reduced, the identity of
cathode potentiodynamic polarization curves is qualita-
tive proof of similarity of the chemical and phase com-
positions of the surface films and is in agreement with
the data of ellipsometric studies and phase analysis
(Table 1).

On the whole, according to the data of electrochem-
ical investigations, the following conclusions may be
drawn:

(1) treatment of the surface of steel in an alternating
current glow discharge is accompanied by formation of
oxide films favoring a decrease in the base corrosion
rate in neutral liquid media;

(2) the highest quality films with respect to corrosion
are formed at accelerating voltages of 900–1000 V on
a substrate, at a discharge current density of 1.7–
2.0 mA/cm

 

2

 

, and for a treatment time of 8–10 min.
Certain experimental modes of oxide surface film

growth may be used for development of industrial pro-
cesses of preliminary protection of metal products in
conditions of product warehousing and mild modes of
operation.
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INTRODUCTION

In glow discharge physics, the main role is played
by the interphase boundary and the processes of
charged and neutral-particle transport through this
solution–plasma interphase. There exist literature data
on the measurement of the drop in cathode potential
under various conditions, such as the range of pres-
sures, currents [1], the nature of the plasma-forming
gas [2, 3], and solution acidity [4] when diluted electro-
lyte solutions are used as cathodes. In the present work,
we studied the influence of the initial acidity in solu-
tions of alkali metal chlorides on the drop in cathode
potential and the field intensity in the positive column
in the range of average concentrations of dissolved
salts.

EXPERIMENTAL

A double cell with a solution working volume of
250 ml was used in experiments. The cell form allows
us to avoid the interelectrode distance due to solution
evaporation. The scheme of the cell is shown in [5]. The
cell terminals are connected by a hose placed into a
peristaltic pump providing circulation of the solution at
a rate 60 ml/min.

The potential distribution in the positive column
was measured by the shifting-anode method. This
method assumes plasma properties independent of the
length of the positive column. The length of the dis-
charge gap varied from 0.5 to 1.5 mm; at a step of 0.1,
the shifts were controlled by a B 670 cathetometer.

The drop involtage in the discharge gap was mea-
sured by an F-30 digital ampere voltmeter. Solutions
of LiCl, NaCl, and KCl in the concentration range
0.05–1 mol/l served as liquid cathodes. The initial acid-
ity of the solutions varied in the range 1.5–12; the solu-

tions were acidified by addition of HCl and alkalified
by adding of a corresponding hydroxide solution.

Extrapolation of the potential dependence on the
length of the plasma zone in the discharge column to a
zero interelectrode distance made it possible to find the
drop in cathode potential, and the field intensity in the
positive discharge column was determined as the first

derivative of the voltage distribution 

 

E

 

 = .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical potential distributions at various initial val-
ues of the solution acidity are shown in Fig. 1. The
experimental data on the dependences on the initial
acidity of the electrolyte solution have shown that an
obvious dependence is not observed in the case of salts
LiCl and NaCl (Fig. 2), whereas the data for KCl pre-
sented in Figs. 3 and 4 show an antibatic behavior of the
drop in cathode potential and electric field intensity in
the positive column. In the region of acidic solutions, pH
increase is accompanied by a significant decrease in the
drop in cathode potential. The electric field intensity in
the positive column in this region increases. At pH ~ 4
both values change at in a jumpwise manner in the
direction opposite to the initial one; thereupon their
smooth change in the initial direction is renewed. Thus,
the increase in the cathode step in potential accompa-
nies the decrease in the electric field intensity in the col-
umn, and vice versa. It is known from the literature data
[6, 7] that, in comparison with water molecules, potas-
sium atoms have an ionization energy less by a factor of
3 and an ionization section being larger by a factor of 4.
This should lead to a constant of the potassium atom
ionization rate exceeding the constant of water mole-
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cule ionization rate by orders of magnitude. It is obvi-
ous that this mechanism is most clearly seen in the case
of a potassium salt solution, in contrast to sodium and
lithium, and it there should be even more contrast when
solutions of rubidium- and cesium salts are used.

From analysis, we can draw the conclusion that with
increasing concentration of metal atoms of a dissolved
substance in the plasma zone, there is a tendency to
antibatic behavior of the drop in cathode potential and
the field intensity in the positive discharge column,
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The field intensity dependence passes through a
minimum. On the one hand, the decrease in field inten-
sity occurs due to an increase in ionized metal atoms
and due to facilitated discharge burning; on the other
hand, with the increase of concentration of alkali metal
atoms of a dissolved substance, the rate of the charge
destruction increases due to recombination outside the

discharge, since the constant of recombination of ion-
ized atoms with electrons is higher than in H

 

+

 

 H

 

2

 

O

 

+

 

ions, etc.

The behavior of the drop in cathode potential is
mainly determined by two characteristics: the coeffi-
cient of ionization and coefficient of electron emission
from the electrolyte solution. The decrease in the drop
in cathode potential is explained by monotonic growth
of the ionization coefficient. Independent data on the
electron emission coefficient allowing accurate
description of the abovementioned behavior are still
lacking. We can only draw the conclusion that the
change in solution composition influences the emission
coefficient, and this dependence has the opposite sign.

The theory of discharge with electrolyte electrodes
differs as follows from the existing classical theory of
low-pressure glow discharge with metal electrodes. The
chemical composition of the plasma zone is determined
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Fig. 1.

 

 Potential distribution in the positive discharge col-
umn with various initial pH values of NaCl solution with a
concentration of 0.5mol/l and a discharge current of 30 mA:
(

 

1

 

) 1.54; (
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) 3.43; (

 

3

 

) 4.13; (
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) 12.34.
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Fig. 2.

 

 Dependence of the drop in cathode potential on ini-
tial acidity of LiCl (

 

1

 

) and NaCl (

 

2

 

) solutions with a concen-
tration of 0.5 mol/l and a discharge current of 30 mA.
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Fig. 3.

 

 Influence of initial acidity of potassium chloride
solution on the field intensity in the positive column of the
glow discharge with an electrolyte cathode. The salt con-
centration is 0.5 mol/l, and the discharge current is 30 mA.
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Fig. 4.

 

 The drop in cathode potential as a function of initial
acidity of KCl solution with a concentration of 0.5 mol/l and
a discharge current of 30 mA.
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by processes of solution-component transport and,
thus, it is formed by the discharge itself.

Discharge occurs when a voltage sufficient for
breakdown of the gas–discharge gap is applied between
the electrolyte solution and a metal anode that is in the
gas phase; its gas phase initial composition contains air
or another plasma-forming gas with water vapor, the
pressure determined by the system’s initial tempera-
ture. In the initial period, the drop in cathode potential
and field intensity in the column will set in. These are
determined by the coefficient of electron emission from
solution under bombardment of ions formed in the
plasma of the initial chemical composition, and by ion-
ization by impact of electrons of basic components in
the initial gas phase. The discharge initiates when the
solution component transport into the gas phase begins.
This changes the gas phase chemical composition and,
therefore, the conditions of the discharge balance in the
plasma and its properties. Since discharge burning is
also accompanied by a change in the solution’s chemi-
cal composition, the coefficient of electron emission
from solution may change in the burning process.

Analogously, interrelated changes in the plasma–
solution interphase properties and the plasma proper-
ties should be observed when the composition and
properties of the solution are changed in a specific man-
ner.

As is seen from the data in the table, alkali metal
atoms in comparison with water molecules have an ion-
ization energy less by a factor of 3 and an ionization
section larger by a factor of several. This should lead to
a constant of the alkali metal atom ionization rate that

exceeds the constant of the water molecule ionization
rate by orders of magnitude. This means that the contri-
bution of alkali metal ionization to the total ionization
rate may be great even at relatively mild conditions of
discharge, i.e., diluted solutions and low currents.
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of active polymer composite materials
with improved piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and electret
properties is stimulating experimental works on study-
ing the degree of polymer interaction with fillers and
relations between molecular mobility of macromole-
cules at the interphase with fillers and properties of
polarization processes in them.

Recently, for analysis of the dynamic structure of
polymers and composite materials on their basis, along-
side such traditional methods as mechanical spectrom-
etry, NMR, EPR, dielectric tests, electret–thermal anal-
ysis (ETA), etc., the method of radiothermolumines-
cence (RTL) has successfully been applied [1–4]. The
dynamic structure is considered in terms of molecular
mobility of structural elements playing the role of
kinetic units in relaxation processes.

As previous works have shown [5–6], one of the
effective methods for modification of structure and
properties of polymers is introduction of fillers of
organic nature. It is known that treatment of composite
materials with ionizing radiation opens new possibili-
ties in this direction [4]. On the other hand, stability of
the aforementioned electroactive properties of polymer
composites is determined by relaxation processes tak-
ing place upon heating of a sample and being connected
with the molecular mobility, including motion of sepa-
rate large and small kinetic units of polymers. In this
respect, from both theoretical and practical viewpoints,
it is interesting and important to study the effect of a
polar organic additive on the relaxation processes and
electroactive properties of composites. It is known that
characteristics important for polymers are formed dur-
ing synthesis [7, 8], so investigations should start from
the initial polymer.

On the basis the foregoing, ETA was employed for
investigation, because it is extremely sensitive to any
changes in the sample and allows information to be
obtained on intensity of the relaxation processes in
composite multiphase systems. The polymer RTL
curve is a row of luminescence peaks appearing owing
to recombination of discharges stabilized in the process
of radiation at low temperature. The luminescence
peaks appear as the discharge recombination rate
increases in the range of relaxation or phase transitions
in the polymer. Therefore, the position of the lumines-
cence peaks is closely related to the state of amorphous
regions in the polymer, in particular, to the position of
the relaxation and phase transitions [1–4].

In the present work, results are given of investiga-
tion of radiothermoluminescence and electret proper-
ties of HDPE and composites on its basis containing a
volume-distributed polar organic additive of natural
silk fibroin (up to 50 vol %) with the chemical formula
C

 

15

 

H

 

23

 

N

 

5

 

O

 

6

 

.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples in the form of a disk of thickness 100–
150 

 

µ

 

m were obtained from a homogeneous mixture of
polymer–fibroin powders. The polymer phase was
HDPE. The samples were placed on the bottom of a
stainless steel cup with a diameter of 8 mm and covered
with a stainless steel net for letting light out. Before
radiation, the samples in the cups were evacuated in a
glass ampule under a pressure of 1.33 

 

× 

 

10

 

–3

 

 Pa, and
then the ampule was soldered and cooled down to 77 K
by immersion into a Dewar vessel with liquid nitrogen.
The evacuation time 

 

t

 

 required for removal of gases dis-
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—In the given work, results of research of radiothermoluminescense (RTL) and electret properties of
HDPE and composites on its basis containing a polar organic additive distributed in the volume of natural silk
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solved in the samples was determined as a function of
film thickness by the formula

where 

 

h

 

 is the film thickness, and 

 

K

 

 is the diffusion
coefficient in polymer, 

 

≈

 

10

 

–3

 

 m

 

2

 

/s [4].
Irradiation was performed by 

 

γ

 

 radiation from 

 

60

 

Co
on the installation K-25 at liquid nitrogen temperature.
The dose rate was 3.3 

 

×

 

 10

 

3

 

 Gy/h. The RTL was mea-
sured by a TLG-69M device [1] at a heating rate of
12 deg/min in the temperature range from 77 to 273 K.
Reproducibility of the positions of RTL maxima was
2

 

°

 

–3

 

°

 

, as a rule. The sample illumination was recorded
in the range of 300–820 nm by an FEU-51 photomulti-
plier tube, and then it was transformed into an electric
signal and recorded on an electronic chart recorder. The
sample temperature was recorded by a copper–constan-
tan thermocouple.

For studying corona electrets, samples with a diam-
eter of 40 mm were used, being thoroughly degreased
before the experiment. Their polarization from the side
of the nonmetallized surface was realized by a negative
corona at a voltage of 7 kV on the base of a system of
metal needles positioned vertically at a distance of 1 cm
from the sample surface. The polarization time was
300 s. The electret difference of potentials was deter-
mined by the compensation method immediately after
polarization and stabilization, in 30 days.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the thermoluminescence spectra of
natural silk fibroin and HDPE (curves

 

 1

 

 and 

 

2

 

) and of
the composites obtained on their basis (curves 

 

3

 

–

 

6

 

)
with different volume content of fibroin irradiated
under a dose of 1 

 

×

 

 10

 

4

 

 Gy. In the temperature range
100–273 K, the RTL curve of initial HDPE containing
no dissolved oxygen has two maxima at 150 and 220 K
and an inflection in the region of 190 K. The transition
observed at 150 K, being a distinctly pronounced low-
temperature peak, is related by position and value of the
activation energy of 0.13–0.15 eV to the motion of sev-
eral methylene groups in amorphous regions of poly-
ethylene. A weakly pronounced high-temperature sec-
ond peak in the region of glass transition at 220 K is due
to the mobility of segments in different structural
regions, i.e., the amorphous phase, interphase layer,
and amorphous sections in rays of spherulites. In the
case of pure natural silk fibroin, a broad RTL curve with
a maximum at 168 K was observed, the intensity of 

 

J

 

luminescence being much less than the HDPE lumines-
cence intensity.

The HDPE modification by introduction of the nat-
ural silk fibroin leads to the following changes in the
RTL curves. A filler content up to 30 vol % in HDPE
significantly increases the luminescence intensity in the
low-temperature range, and the luminescence maxi-
mum temperature and the observed inflection shift to

t h2/4K ,=

 

higher temperatures: from 150 to 162 K and from 190
to 203 K, respectively. A content of natural silk fibroin
up to 50 vol % results in a decrease in the luminescence
intensity, the maximum temperature increases up to
168 K, and the inflection disappears. A filler content of
5 vol % leads to an increase in the glass transition peak
at 220 K; a high content of the filler results in suppres-
sion and shift of the glass transition peaks up to 241 K;
at 50 vol %, this peak almost completely disappears.

Introduction of a filler into polyolefins leads to
chemical and physical changes in the polymer molecu-
lar structure. In particular, macromolecules in filled
polyolefins may possess a certain quantity of over-
stressed bonds. The character of change in particular
properties in the composite depends mainly on the frac-
tion of the polymer found in boundary layers, on the
degree of intermolecular interaction in this system, and
on the flexibility of the polymer chains.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the peak intensity
on fibroin content in the polymer 

 

J

 

 = 

 

f

 

(

 

C

 

) for a low-
temperature maximum of luminescence. It is seen that,
after introduction of 30 vol % fibroin in the polymer,
the luminescence intensity of the latter increases and
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Fig. 1.

 

 Radiothermoluminescence of natural silk fibroin,
HDPE, and composites on their basis: (

 

1

 

) natural silk
fibroin; (

 

2

 

) HDPE; (

 

3

 

) HDPE + 5 vol % fibroin; (

 

4

 

) HDPE +
10 vol % fibroin; (

 

5

 

) HDPE + 30 vol % fibroin; (

 

6

 

) HDPE +
50 vol % fibroin. The absorbed dose is 1 

 

×

 

 10

 

4

 

 Gy.
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then decreases. Such a complex dependence of the
luminescence intensity on filler content is explained as
follows: the light intensity at a given temperature is pro-
portional to the electron recombination rate

Here 

 

Φ

 

 is the fraction of electrons causing the light
emission. The majority of electrons causing lumines-
cence of an irradiated composite are released when trap
cavities are broken. It appears that, at a filler content up
to 30 vol %, the number of traps for electrons increases,
and then breaking of the electron traps occurs and,
therefore, the number of electrons captured on the traps
becomes less, this leading to decreasing luminescence
intensity.

As the filler volume content and, hence, the polymer
fraction found in boundary layers increase, the molec-
ular mobility of polymer chains and their kinetic units
responsible for RTL formation decreases. This is the
reason for the low-temperature luminescence shift.

The shift of the glass transition peaks towards higher
temperatures at a high content of the filler is due to a
sharp increase in the number of overstressed chemical
bonds and to intensification of the decrease in segmental
mobility of macromolecules near the filler solid surface.
This causes a decrease in the electron recombination rate
and, as a result, at fibroin content 

 

C

 

 = 50 vol %, the glass
transition peak disappears.

Investigations of the electret properties of the com-
posite HDPE + natural silk fibroin have shown that
introduction of the filler monotonically decreases the
initial potential difference 

 

U

 

0

 

 and the stabilized poten-
tial difference 

 

U

 

 is of extreme character. That is, at first

 

U

 

 increases and achieves its maximum at a concentra-

J Φdn
dt
------.∼

 

tion of 5 vol % and then decreases and becomes even
less than 

 

U

 

 of the electret of the initial HDPE matrix
(Fig. 3, curve 

 

1

 

). It may be supposed that the electret
potential difference being a superposition of the field of
injected charges and field-oriented fibroin dipoles
increases at first, achieves its maximum, and then
decreases owing to the increase in concentration of ori-
ented fibroin dipoles in the composite. It is clear that, at
a high content of fibroin, the dipole-oriented polariza-
tion may completely compensate the field of injected
charges, i.e., homocharges, this being observed experi-
mentally. It should also be noted that, as the polymer
fraction in the composite decreases, the concentration
of localized charges, in the field of which the fibroin
dipole orientation occurs, decreases as well.

The time dependence of the electret potential differ-
ence 

 

U

 

 has shown that the electret of the composite
HDPE + 5 vol % fibroin is sufficiently stable and may
be of interest for practical application.

The dependence of the luminescence intensity in the
glass transition region of the composite HDPE + fibroin
also has an extreme character (Fig. 3, curve 

 

2

 

) with a
maximum at 5 vol % fibroin content. This shows that,
at volume content of fibroin 

 

C

 

 = 5 vol %, the structural
changes taking place in the polymer phase upon its fill-
ing, which determine the spectrum of localized levels in
the polymer quasi band gap, are optimal from the view-
point of charge stabilization, because sufficiently deep
centers of charge capture with relatively high activation
energy are formed. This explains the more stable elec-
tret properties of the composite HDPE + 5 vol %
fibroin.
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Fig. 2.

 

 Dependence of the low-temperature RTL peak inten-
sity on the volume content of natural silk fibroin.
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Fig. 3.

 

 Dependences of intensities of the glass transition peak
(curve 

 

1

 

) and stabilized difference of potential (curve 

 

2

 

) of
corona electrets of the composite HDPE + fibroin. The
absorbed dose is 1 

 

×

 

 10

 

4

 

 Gy; the polarization mode is 

 

U

 

n

 

 =
7 kV; 

 

t

 

n

 

 = 300 s.
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CONCLUSIONS

Thus, it is found that changes in molecular structure
of the HDPE caused by introduction of natural silk
fibroin into it and by radiation modification manifest
themselves in changes in the RTL spectra. Comprehen-
sive investigation of the RTL and electret properties of
HDPE + fibroin composites has shown that, by study-
ing RTL spectra of the composites, one may predict for-
mation of a high electret state in them.
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The majority of natural bodies and those used in
industry are moist solid disperse systems having a ram-
iform network of cracks, pores, and capillaries of vari-
ous forms and dimensions. If special measures are not
assumed, in these systems there is always water in the
liquid or vapor–air phase. Liquid water is an active sol-
vent; therefore, in pores and capillaries there are always
solutions of electrolytes and nonelectrolytes; that is,
moist solid disperse systems are multiphase and multi-
component systems. Therefore, external force fields
must cause motion of unfixed phases. In the case of
inhomogeneous electric fields, this has been clearly
proved theoretically and experimentally in the works of
A.V. Lykov, N.V. Churaev, M.K. Bologa, M.S. Pan-
chenko, and others.

The most essential component of volume density of
ponderomotive forces [1] influencing liquid from the

standpoint of external electric field is the term 

 

f

 

e

 

 = 

 

ρ

 

e

 

,
where 

 

ρ

 

e

 

 is the density of electric charges (ions and

other charged particles) in the liquid and  is the field
intensity in the given point of liquid or vapor volume.
Aquated ions acquiring an additional rate component
drift chiefly in one direction, entraining water outside
hydration walls and thus increasing the inner moist
transport in capillaries and pores. This component acts
in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous field.

Magnetic charges (Dirac monopoles) do not exhibit
themselves in nature, and there is no direct analog for

the force 

 

ρ

 

e

 

 influencing moisture as in the case of
constant homogeneous electric field. Therefore, proba-
ble force influence on water, such as diamagnetic force,
may be exerted by inhomogeneous magnetic field
alone. This was noted by Lykov in monograph [2],
where an expression for the water flow density 

 

j

 

m

 

 in

E

E

E

 

capillary–porous colloidal bodies in constant inhomo-
geneous magnetic field is given:

(1)

where  is the moisture magnetic diffusion coeffi-
cient, 

 

ρ

 

0

 

 is the density of the porous solid phase, 

 

π

 

m

 

 is
the sample magnetic polarization, and 

 

B

 

 is the magnetic
field induction.

The figure in [2, p. 431] shows that the presence of
constant inhomogeneous magnetic field significantly
accelerates the capillary absorption by both elementary
capillary and porous bodies. It is also noted in [2] that
at 

 

∇

 

B

 

 of about 1250, distilled water viscosity decreases
by a factor of 1.5; unfortunately, the unit of measure-
ment is not given. However, the height of the capillary

j m am
mρ0πm∇B,–=

am
m
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rise determined by the Jurin formula does not depend
on the presence of magnetic field. Therefore, the mag-
netic field only influences the capillary absorption
kinetics.

The given experimental data do not allow us to draw
an unambiguous conclusion as to which of the factors,
force or viscous, play the decisive role. It is shown in [3]
that inhomogeneous magnetic field influences the pro-
cess of water molecule diffusion in silica gel KCM-5,
potato starch, and cellulose. This influence is shown by
a certain increase in the moisture diffusion coefficient
in the mentioned microporous bodies. It is assumed that
the reason determining the character of these changes is
the force influence of the field on separate molecules of
water. In [4] it has been noted that coefficients of
molecular gas transport, heat conductivity in particular,
change in constant magnetic or electric field; that is, the
Senftleben effect takes place. The basis of this effect is
the dependence of cross–section of interaction of non-
spherical molecules on their orientation; that is, on
angle between the direction of the relative rate of col-
liding molecules and their moments of rotation. The
external magnetic or electric field causes precession of
magnetic or dipole moments of molecules, whence an
effective increasing of the interaction cross section
occurs and, therefore, the transport coefficients change.
As hygroscopic moisture content increases, i.e., the
amount of vapor molecules decreases when they are
adsorbed, when a polymolecular film is formed and
free space for their motion is reduced, this influence
decreases and it practically disappears when the maxi-
mal hygroscopic moisture content is achieved. In this
state the microcapillaries are filled with liquid water,
i.e., the capillary condensation moisture. Under the
influence of the magnetic force field on a moist powder-
like body, water could flow to macrocapillaries,
increasing the moisture content of the porous sample at
a relative humidity of the vapor–air medium equal to
unity. However, this does not occur. Hence, water
motion in the macrocapillaries and especially in the
capillary tubes, where the water transport rate is consid-
erably influenced by the gravitational field, the influ-
ence of inhomogeneous magnetic field must be insig-
nificant.

On the other hand, it is noted in [5] that N.A. Umov,
studying free drop outflow of diamagnetic and para-
magnetic liquids in magnetic field, has observed defor-
mation of drops depending on the value of the intensity
and gradient of the field. A change in drop formation
rate approximately satisfies the equation 

 

τ

 

0

 

P

 

 

 

≈

 

 

 

τ

 

P

 

0

 

,
where 

 

τ

 

0

 

 and 

 

τ

 

 are the time of outflow of an equal quan-
tity of drops in the absence and presence of field, and 

 

P

 

0

 

and 

 

P

 

 are their masses, respectively. In the same work
there is a reference to the works of S.G. Romanovskii,
E.A. Raskin, and A.P. Zambran, where it is noted that
capillary impregnation of quartz powder with 10%
NaCl solution has shown an increase in the impregna-
tion rate in inhomogeneous field and an influence on
kinetics of mercury capillary rise. The authors of [5]

also give results of their own experimental investiga-
tions of the phenomenon of liquid drop deformation
during outflow from the capillary in inhomogeneous
magnetic field. In [6] results of investigation and wide
practical use of magnetic treatment of water systems
are generalized and analyzed. An increase in surface
tension in water systems after magnetic treatment
within the range of 1–3 mN/m is mentioned. However,
these changes are interpreted differently by the authors.
It is noted in [7] that water is an open system actively
exchanging both energy and matter with the external
medium. For example, interaction of water and gases in
the form of their evolution or dissolution is inevitable,
since preliminary removal of gases from water by
pumping or boiling may substantially change the water
under study. Ions are always present in water, including
in distilled water. Thus, changeability of properties and
various experiments with water are specific attributes of
it. One may suppose that there are a number of reasons
for the difficulty in laboratory estimation of the change
in water properties after magnetic treatment.

It follows from the above that magnetic treatment
exerts the strongest influence on the properties of heter-
ogeneous systems; this is probably a result of a peculiar
“multiplying” action of the interphase developed sur-
face; naturally, it is preserved for a long time, and in
some cases it is irreversible [6].

The simplest model of a real moist capillary–porous
body is a cylinder capillary, wherein liquid moves, e.g.,
during water absorption. Since, among other com-
pounds, the largest and most diverse group in the earth
and the crust consists of compounds of silicon and oxy-
gen (which actively interact with water by the physical
adsorption mechanism, partially dissolving in it), a
quartz capillary tube with a diameter of 0.2 mm was
chosen as the subject of investigation. The experiments
were carried out with distilled water in equilibrium
with atmospheric gases, with a specific electric conduc-
tivity of water of 85 

 

µ

 

S/m

 

–1

 

. The tube length was 1 m.
This length was chosen because in the end, the absorp-
tion rate is very small and the influence of the force of
magnetic field on this process can be found. In order to
avoid the influence of the gravitational field on liquid
motion, the capillary tube was positioned horizontally.
The influence of the hydrostatic pressure of liquid in the
vessel on its motion in the capillary tube was avoided
by maintaining the liquid surface at the upper edge of
the vessel. The tube entry hole was placed at the same
level. The horizontal positioning of the tube was due to
its placement on the coordinate table with a micrometer
screw and control by a microcathetometer KM-6. The
position of the moving meniscus was determined by an
automatic system based on computer analysis of a pic-
ture of the liquid meniscus formed by the optical sys-
tem of television camera. This made it possible to
obtain the graphic dependences 

 

l

 

(

 

τ

 

) and 

 

dl

 

/

 

d

 

τ

 

 (

 

τ

 

) on the
monitor and in the recording. The length of the liquid
column 

 

l

 

 was fixed with an accuracy of 

 

±

 

1 mm and 0.1 s
in the time of liquid motion. The capillary tube was
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cleaned by keeping it in a chromium mixture for two
days, washing with distilled water, and drying with
compressed air. In the course of capillary rise of water
in a quartz tube cleaned in such a way, cos

 

θ ≈ 

 

0.98. The
diameter and taper of the capillary tube was controlled
by a KM-6 long-focus microscope. The diameter was
measured with an accuracy of 

 

±

 

3 

 

µ

 

m. The taper of the
tube did not exceed 10

 

–5

 

–10

 

–6

 

.
For the magnetic field obtaining a constant magnet

was used with diameters of poles of 11

 

 × 

 

10

 

–2

 

 m and a
distance between them of 7

 

 × 

 

10

 

–3

 

 m. Between them
along the diameter, the end part of the capillary tube was
placed. Its edge was in the midpoint between the poles.
The intensity of the homogeneous field 

 

H

 

 along the axis
between them was 2.16

 

 × 

 

10

 

5

 

 A/m. For obtaining a
sharply inhomogeneous field, the sliding poles were
drawn apart by 6

 

 × 

 

10

 

–2

 

 m and one of the poles was
superimposed with a taper tip with a base equal to the
pole area and a height of 3

 

 × 

 

10

 

–2

 

 m. The tube came from
the outside of the magnet, perpendicular to its axis, and
its edge was in the immediate neighborhood of the top of
the taper’s tip. Space distribution of the magnetic field
intensity was determined by the IMI-1 and Shch-30
devices; by numerical differentiation, the field gradient

 

∇

 

H

 

 was found for the specific distance at which the mov-
ing meniscus was placed. The field gradient varied from
zero outside the magnet to 2

 

 × 

 

10

 

8

 

 A/m

 

2

 

.
As it is known, a body with a magnetic moment 

 

ρ

 

m

 

in an inhomogeneous magnetic field is influenced by
the force, its component along the axis 

 

α

 

 (

 

α

 

 = 

 

x

 

, 

 

y

 

, 

 

z

 

)
being equal to

(2)

Since the magnetic moment is determined by the for-
mula

(3)

where 

 

m

 

 is the sample mass and 

 

χ

 

 is the magnetic sus-
ceptibility per sample mass unit, relation (2) at 

 

α

 

 = 

 

x

 

may be written in the form (

 

H 

 

≅ 

 

H

 

x

 

)

(4)

Hence, the mass of the water column in inhomoge-
neous magnetic field must be influenced by force (4).
Since water is diamagnetic, this force is directed
against the field gradient and must hinder the absorp-
tion process. Then the Porkhaev equation [8] for the
cross section average rate  of the meniscus motion in
inhomogeneous magnetic field will be written in the
form

(5)

where 

 

r

 

0

 

 is the capillary radius; 

 

η

 

 is the viscosity; 

 

ρ

 

 is
the water density; 

 

σ

 

 is the surface tension; 

 

θ

 

 is the wet-

Fα pm
dH
dα
-------.=

pm mχH ,=

Fx mχH
dH
dx
-------.=

vm

vm
dl
dτ
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r0
2ρ

8η
-------- 2σ θcos

r0ρl
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f m

ρ
------–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ ,= =

ting angle; and fm is the force acting from the field side
per substance volume unit:

(6)

Thus, according to (5), taking into account (6),
water in the final stage of absorption must move with
decreasing rate in comparison to the one in the absence
of field.

As follows from the figure, the rate does not
decrease; on the contrary, it increases as the meniscus
enters the region of inhomogeneous magnetic field
(curve 3). The closer the meniscus comes to the maxi-
mal value of the field gradient, the more significant its
rate increase. In the case of homogeneous magnetic
field absorption curve (2) is insignificant; however, it
coincides with the curve (1), the absence of field. This
is explained by the fact that near the space between the
poles, there always exists a field gradient, although it is
considerably less than the artificially created one. This
testifies to the special role of the field gradient in the
liquid motion rate, increasing at the final stage of
absorption. When the direction of inhomogeneous field
is changed by putting the taper tip on the other pole, the
absorption rate does not change. If the pole with the
taper tip is moved aside the capillary tube, the field gra-
dient and the absorption rate decrease, approximating
the value in the absence of field (curve 1).

Thus, the force factor does not exert a decisive influ-
ence on the water absorption rate. It is obvious that, pri-
marily, a decrease in water viscosity is such a factor,
since the values of other parameters (ρ, σ, θ) for hypo-
thetically absolutely pure water are determined by
forces of interaction between water molecules them-
selves or between molecules of water and solid phase.
The magnetic field energy is insufficient for changing
the intermolecular interaction forces. Since viscosity,
or internal friction, is caused by pulse transfer by ther-
mal motion of molecules in liquid with an inhomoge-
neous distribution of rates of its spheres, the magnetic
field cannot appreciably change the molecule thermal
rates either. However, the influence of impurities
should be taken into account. Water always contains
dissolved and microheterogeneous impurities. Even
extremely pure water that is carefully maintained, can
quickly acquire impurities, dissolving container walls
that are seemingly insoluble. Distilled water is also
contaminated, to say nothing about natural or delivered
water. For example, 1 m3 distillate contains, in addition
to ions, approximately 1 × 1010 particles with dimen-
sions of 10–8–10–7 m [6]. These impurities strongly and
differently influence the structure and, therefore, phys-
icochemical properties of water. In addition, all these
particles and bubbles carry electric charges [9]. They
also take part in thermal motion; a considerable amount
of them always move perpendicular or at an angle to the
magnetic field lines. They are influenced by the Lorentz
force, which imparts additional motion in the plane per-

f m ρχH
dH
dx
-------.=
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pendicular to vector  to hydrated ions and charged
disperse particles; therefore, at the transition from one
moving sphere of liquid into another the motion pulse
changes as well. In the magnetic field there change
hydration number of ions and particles and their diffu-
sion kinetics; that is, rate of recombination of intrinsic
and impurity ions and coagulation of particles [6, 7, 9].
These processes lead to reconstruction of supermolec-
ular structures of water [10] and, as a result, the number
of free translation molecules increases, also decreasing
viscosity.

This also stems from the fact that during motion in
the capillary, water is in a stretched state under the
influence of the capillary pressure gradient. It is appar-
ent that water with impurities under superimposed
magnetic field should be considered as a set of local
strongly nonequilibrium subsystems. Hence, one has to
abandon the approach to such a system as a continuous
medium [11] and to state that the magnetic properties of
components, especially colloidal ferromagnetic impu-
rities, play an important role in the changes of kinetic
processes.

Let us note that problems of heat exchange in MHD
flows, in channels with moving magnetic liquid, are the
most thoroughly studied, whereas problems of mois-
ture transport in macrocapillaries of solid disperse sys-
tems have been investigated insufficiently, which gave
impetus for this work.
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INTRODUCTION

The results of research devoted to the interaction of
electrical fields with the cellular structures of beet tis-
sue and their components in an aqueous medium is of
great interest both in the scientific and practical aspects
related to their possible industrial application [1].

Electroporation is used in various food technologies
dealing with the extraction of valuable and useful com-
ponents of vegetal stock, which include the plasmolysis
of cellular structures as an important stage of the pro-
cess. In the sugar industry, for example, the saccharose
extraction efficiency from sugar beet tissues depends
on the degree of the destruction of these structures. The
same refers to the completeness of the juice yield from
vegetables and fruit in the food-canning industry [2].
Intensive work is underway, devoted to the electric pre-
treatment of vegetal raw materials with the aim of
reducing time and energy expenditure during the drying
process [3].

In the sugar industry, an urgent problem arises
related to the utilization of damp pulp. Since damp pulp
reduces consumption and the pulp loses its quality in
open storages, a significant share of it remains unused.
This aggravates the ecological situation in the areas
where sugar refineries are located, and utilization of
pulp is required, leading to the additional costs. The
manufacturing of dry pulp has not become widespread
in Ukraine because of the large energy expenditures
required for the process. In this connection the study of
the drying kinetics of the pulp produced after treatment
of the beet strips in electric field is of great interest.

In the present work results are presented related to
the study of drying the desugarized parenchyma tissues
of sugar beet subjected to a pulse electric current.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The samples of parenchyma tissues of sugar beet
roots with cylindrical shape (height and diameter of
20 mm were subjected to electric treatment. A genera-
tor of sinusoidal voltage with a peak pulse was used as
a voltage source (Fig. 1).

The treatment of tissues was performed in a pulse
electric field with a strength of 500 V/cm for 2 and 6 s;
the sample was placed in a cylindrical polypropylene
cell with a diameter of 20 mm. Stainless steel elec-
trodes were connected to the end walls of the sample
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 Voltage oscillogram.
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wetted with fresh sugar beet juice using a special com-
pression unit.

A needle probe with a thermoelement was inserted
in the center of the sample through the hole in the cell
wall to control the temperature.

In the process of electric treatment, we measured the
voltage across the electrodes, the current, the duration
of treatment, and the sample temperature.

The sample conductivity was determined at 25

 

°

 

C
before and after treatment at a frequency of 1000 Hz.

The destruction of cellular structures of the vegetal
tissue due to the action of electric field was evaluated

according to the factor of the degree of destruction 

 

Z

 

,
which was calculated using the measured sample con-
ductivity before and after treatment [4]:

(1)

where 

 

σ

 

i

 

 is the conductivity of the native tissues; 

 

σ

 

 is
the conductivity of the tissues after the action of electric
field; 

 

σ

 

f

 

 is the conductivity of tissues after unfreezing of
a sample that had been cooled and stored in a freezing
chamber at –20

 

°

 

C for 12 h. It was assumed that the
greatest destruction of the cellular structure (

 

Z

 

 = 1) is
achieved at freezing.

Figure 2 shows the typical curve of the dependence
of the degree of destruction of the parenchyma tissues
under the action of modulated sinusoidal field with a
strength of 500 V/cm with the peak pulse vs. the time of
treatment.

After electric treatment, the sample was cut into five
round slices with a thickness of 5 mm. Each slice in
turn was divided into fragments 5 mm wide. For desug-
arization, the fragments of tissues were submerged for
60 min in a glass of 100 g of distilled water placed in a
thermostat at 55

 

°

 

C. Sacchcarose extraction was pre-
formed with continuous controllable stirring. The des-
ugarized fragments prepared in this way were dried
after extract separation.

The efficiency of the electric treatment on the drying
kinetics was evaluated by comparison with the drying
kinetics of samples that had not been subjected to elec-
tric field. For this, the tissue fragments identical with
the treated ones were desugarized in equivalent hydro-
dynamic conditions for 60 min at 75

 

°

 

C.
The process of convective drying was investigated

using a test bench; a schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2.

 

 Dependence of the degree of destruction of the cel-
lular structure of parenchyma tissues of sugar beet roots vs.
the duration of sinusoidal field action using a field strength
of 500 V/cm with a peak pulse.
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Fig. 3.

 

 Schematic diagram of the test bench: 

 

1

 

—drying chambers; 

 

2

 

—calorifer; 

 

3

 

—fan; 

 

4

 

—potentiometer; 

 

5

 

—control panel; 

 

6

 

, 

 

7

 

—
modules of the automated system of temperature control; 

 

8

 

—resistance thermometers; 

 

9

 

, 

 

10

 

, 

 

11

 

—sleeve valves; 

 

12

 

—psychrometer;

 

13

 

—special grates.
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The test bench includes a system of isolated air
ducts with units for heating and circulation of the heat
carrier, drying chambers, and circuits and instruments
to control the process parameters and to measure mag-
nitudes that characterize the drying process of the mate-
rial under investigation.

The drying chamber (

 

1

 

) is a rectangular metal box
with a hatch to insert the samples. The hatch and the
opposite chamber wall are supplied with transparent
glass windows that allow one to watch the material state
during drying.

The zone of preparation of the heat carrier com-
prises a three-section electric calorifer with the power
of 45 kW. An automated system for controlling the heat
carrier temperature is based on an ERT-4 electrical reg-
ulator (

 

7

 

) and TSM-50 resistance thermometers (

 

8

 

).
The circulation of the heat carrier is produced using a

centrifugal fan (3) of medium pressure. The rate is
changed by the adjustment of the speed of rotation of the
fan actuator. The ratio between the exhaust air and the
fresh air may be controlled by sleeve valves (

 

9

 

, 

 

10

 

, 

 

11

 

).
The test bench is equipped with an automated data

acquisition and processing system (Fig. 4), which is
comprised of a personal computer with Windows XP,
special application software, a channel for temperature
measurement that consists of an analog-to-digital trans-
ducer (ADT) based on an i-7018 unit, an i-7520 inter-
face (protocol converter), as well as an AD-500 auto-
mated digital balance.

The temperature of the drying agent and the studied
sample was measured during the drying process using
thermoelectric transducers (type L) inserted in needle-
like probes. The voltage from the transducers is trans-
formed into digital format using the ADT and is sent to
the computer via the interface.

The application software allows continuous acquisi-
tion of data on the drying process, performance of the
necessary computations, and drawing of plots.

Before the measurements, the test bench was
brought to the specified temperature regime and then
the investigated material was put on the balance plate
placed in the drying chamber. The needle probe with
the temperature sensor was inserted into the central part
of the fragment to be studied.

The drying process was considered ended when the
mass of the studied material remained constant. The
same temperature (80

 

°

 

C) and the rate of the drying
agent (2 m/s) were used in the experiments. To deter-
mine the content of dry substances, sample dewatering
was continued at 104–105

 

°

 

C.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The character of the drying process is most com-

pletely described by the drying curves using the water
content–time coordinates (Fig. 5), as well as by the
dependences of the drying rate and the temperature of
the material on the water content in it (Fig. 6) [5, 6].

For comparison of the kinetic curves for samples
with different initial water contents, the current water
content is usually presented in dimensionless form
(Figs. 7 and 8).

Analysis of the curves of the drying rate (Fig. 7)
shows that electric treatment leads to an increase in the
rate at all drying stages (curves 

 

2

 

 and 

 

3

 

). The sample
subjected to the action of the pulse electric field for 6 s
(curve 

 

3

 

) displays greater values of the drying rate in
comparison with the sample treated for 2 s (curve 2).
This difference is observed mainly due to a somewhat
greater initial water content, as seen in Fig. 5. However,
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Fig. 4.

 

 Schematic diagram of the automated system for the acquisition and processing of data from the drying test bench.
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the drying duration of these samples to the equilibrium
water content was practically the same (Fig. 8).

The drying of pulp is usually performed to a mois-
ture content of 8–10%, which corresponds to the equi-
librium water content in storage conditions. Measure-
ments of the drying duration of the samples to a mois-
ture content of 10% have shown that the drying time
depends hardly at all on the duration of electric treat-
ment. Thus, at a sample treatment for 2 s, the drying
duration is 32.5 min. With an increase in duration of the
electric action to 6 s, the drying time decreases by only
0.4 min. At the same time, the drying duration of the
sample that was not treated by the electric field is
37.0 min. It is clear that the electric treatment for 2 s
decreases the drying time by 4.5 min, which amounts
12.2% of the drying time of the untreated sample.

The dependence of the drying duration on the
destruction degree of the cellular structure of desug-
arized parenchyma tissues of sugar beet roots under the
action of sinusoidal field with the peak pulse was not

observed. This may be due to the action exerted by the
extraction process on the tissue structure.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations of the action of the pulse treat-
ment at an electric field strength of 500 V/cm, which
precedes the extraction of the parenchyma tissues of
sugar beet roots, on the drying kinetics of desugarized
tissues have shown that it exerts a positive influence on
the internal mass transfer, which defines the drying
kinetics.

With a proper choice of the regime and realization
of electric treatment, the drying duration may be signif-
icantly reduced. The results have shown that the drying
duration may be reduced by 11–12% when the relative
degree of destruction of the cellular structure of vegetal
tissue reaches 0.5–0.6; at the same time, the extraction
temperature decreases by 20
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 Drying curves of the samples of desugarized paren-
chyma tissues of sugar beet roots after electric treatment for
2 (
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) and 6 s (
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) without electric treatment.
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Fig. 6.

 

 Curves of the variation of the drying rate (

 

1

 

) and the
temperature (

 

2

 

) in the central part of the sample of desug-
arized parenchyma tissues of sugar beet roots during the
drying process after electric treatment in a pulse electric
field for 2 s; (

 

3

 

) drying agent temperature.
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 Curves of the drying rate of the samples of desug-
arized parenchyma tissues of sugar beet roots after electric
treatment in a pulse electric field for 2 (

 

2

 

) and 6 s (

 

3

 

);
(

 

1

 

) without electric treatment.
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 Curves of the variation of the dimensionless mois-
ture content in the drying process of the samples of desug-
arized parenchyma tissues of sugar beet roots after electric
treatment for 2 s (

 

2

 

) and 6 s (

 

3

 

); (

 

1

 

) without electric treat-
ment.
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Creation of downhole electrical hydropulse com-
plexes to restore the output of oil wells is one of the
lines of activity of the Institute of Impulse Processes
and Technologies of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine. In the course of processing, the submersible
device moves in the well along its perforated region,
generating electric discharges with the prescribed fre-
quency. The removal of paraffinic, bituminous, and
solid deposits from the surfaces of the well takes place
and its porosity in the area of the oil-bearing stratum is
reestablished.

The heavy demands imposed on the submersible
device are explained by the peculiar conditions of its
operation, such as small diameter sizes and possible
axial curvature of the well shaft, as well as high values
of the external hydrostatic head (up to 50 mPa) and
ambient temperatures (up to 373 K) at depths to 5000 m.
Improvement of borehole electrical hydropulse device
equipment lies in the reduction of mass–clearance indi-
ces and enhancement of the operating characteristics of
all its components.

In this connection, the purpose of this work is to
carry out an analysis of the level achieved in the area of
creation of high-voltage pulse capacitors of submers-

ible electric discharge devices and to evaluate the pros-
pects for increasing the specific energy content of the
capacitors used in order to upgrade the operating char-
acteristics of submersible devices.

With the aim of reducing the clearance and mass of
the submersible part, the borehole device has a block
structure; the largest portion of its length and mass is
accounted for by a capacitive accumulator of electric
power. Creation of small-sized borehole devices is pos-
sible at the expense of an increase in the specific energy
content of the high-voltage pulse capacitors used.

At present, the capacitive accumulator of electric
power is a block containing three parallel connected
high-voltage pulse capacitors for a working voltage of
30 kV and with a rated capacity of 0.8 

 

µ

 

F each. The
specifications of the existing high-voltage pulse capac-
itors for downhole devices are presented in Table 1.

A combined paper–film dielectric impregnated with
castor oil is utilized in the capacitor structures.

Comparing the performance of the IKP-30-0.8
SF 4M.05.000 and IKP-30-0.8 SF 100.05.000 capaci-
tors, we notice that the improvement of the capacitor
structure, using the SF 100.05.000 as an example, per-
mitted the capacitor specific accumulated power to be
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Specifications of high-voltage pulse capacitors for downhole devices

Capacitor type

 

W

 

sp

 

, J/dm

 

3

 

Operating conditions
Mass, kg

Maximum 
tempera-
ture, K

Overall
dimensions, mm

 

T

 

, 

 

µ

 

s

 

∆

 

f

 

, Hz

 

I

 

m

 

, kA

IKP-30-0.8 24.5 8 10 0.2 5 45 353

 

∅

 

114

SF 4M.05.000

 

H

 

c

 

 = 1440

IKP-30-0.8 31.2 8 10 0.4 5 35 373

 

∅

 

114

SF 9.05.000

 

H

 

c

 

 = 1432

IKP-30-0.8 39.1 8 10 0.25 10 28 373

 

∅

 

102

SF 100.05.000

 

H

 

c

 

 = 1128
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increased from 24.5 to 39.1 J/dm

 

3

 

, i.e., approximately
by 60%, the mass and clearance being decreased.
Moreover, the operation temperature range is widened
from 353 up to 373 K. The capacitor case structure
ensures the needed strength under the influence of an
external hydrostatic head of 50 mPa.

Solution of the problem of creating a small-sized
accumulator was attempted before [1,2] by the location
in one cylindrical case of several separate capacitors
[1]. Circular capacitors with concentric winding, cap-
sulated with epoxide resin, are connected in series in
the cylindrical case, flooded by a liquid dielectric. With
an increase in temperature inside the case, the liquid
dielectric is discharged into the environment through
the compensating device valve. The complexity of this
block of accumulators and its low operational reliabil-
ity are the shortcomings of this construction.

In [2], with the aim of simplifying the accumulator
block structure, separate capacitors, manufactured in
rectangular cases, are placed in the cylindrical casing.
The temperature change in the liquid dielectric volume
is compensated with the help of an additional thin-
walled case having a rectangular cross section. Irratio-
nal use of the power accumulator block case volume,
not permitting high quantities of specific stored power
to be ensured, is the drawback of this construction.

The further improvement of high-voltage pulse
capacitors for downhole devices was carried out with
the aim of ensuring capacitor electric reliability, struc-
ture tightness under the conditions of the external
hydrostatic pressure, and compensation of the tempera-
ture change in the volume of the impregnating dielec-
tric, leading to an insignificant growth in the specific
accumulated power in comparison with the existing
capacitor constructions for borehole devices.

Important results in the area of increasing the spe-
cific stored power of high-voltage pulse capacitors for
borehole devices were obtained due to the transition
from a paper–film dielectric impregnated with castor
oil to a working dielectric based on polymeric films
impregnated with a low-viscosity dielectric fluid [3].

Thus, TOO Geokart (Sarov, Russia) in collaboration
with AO Elkond (St. Petersburg, Russia) created pre-
production models of a high-voltage pulse capacitor for
borehole devices for a rated voltage of 35 kV and with
a rated capacity of 1.3 

 

µ

 

F. The capacitor comprises a
metal pipe 1200 mm in length and 102 mm in outer
diameter, in which cylindrical sections wound of a
three-layer film dielectric impregnated with polybutene
oil are located in series. The shortcoming of this capac-
itor is that its range of operating temperatures is from
233 to 313 K; that is, it cannot be utilized in the treat-
ment of oil wells.

Work on creation of high-voltage pulse capacitors
on the basis of a film dielectric for downhole devices
operating at an environment temperature from 373 K
with possible growth up to 398 K is being conducted at
the Institute of Impulse Processes and Technologies of
the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The cre-
ation of such capacitors necessitated a complex of the-
oretical and experimental studies on the estimation of
the prospects for increasing the specific power charac-
teristics and resource of capacitors based on film
dielectrics, on the search for and selection of dielectric
systems reliably ensuring the operation of capacitors in
accordance with the resource and operating conditions,
and on the effect of construction materials and electri-
cally stable gases on the electrophysical characteristics
of liquid dielectrics operating under the conditions of
strong electric fields. As a result, the admissible values
of the working electric intensity in the dielectric of
capacitor sections in accordance with the resource and
operating conditions have been determined, the techno-
logical peculiarities of production of capacitors with
film dielectrics have been identified, and regimes of
thermal vacuum drying and impregnation have been
selected [4–7].

As a result of the research conducted, a test speci-
men of a high-voltage pulse capacitor for a rated volt-
age of 30 kV and with a rated capacity of 1.2 

 

µ

 

F for a
capacitor case length of 1158 mm, a diameter of
102 mm, and a resource of 4 

 

×

 

 10

 

5

 

 charges–discharges
intended for operation at an environment temperature
up to 373 K and an external hydrostatic head up to
50 mPa has been created. The use of this capacitor in
the block of capacitive energy accumulators of the
existing Skif downhole electrical hydropulse installa-
tion will allow the number of capacitors to be decreased
from three to two.

In addition, construction variants of capacitors with
a similar function for a rated voltage of 30 kV with
rated capacities of 2.4 and 2.7 

 

µ

 

F and an expected
resource of from 10

 

5

 

 to 3 

 

×

 

 10

 

5

 

 charges–discharges
depending on the type of dielectric used have been
worked out. A film dielectric (a polypropylene–poly-
ethylene terephthalate or polyethylene terephthalate
dielectric) impregnated with polymethylsiloxane fluid
is used in the capacitor constructions.
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It is known that in preparation of semiconductor
devices, for semiconducting silicon purification from
quick-diffusing impurities both dissolved in bulk and
penetrating from the surface in the process of diffusion
annealing, the gettering technique is widely applied,
that is, use of region of high concentration of elements
of the III and V groups, mainly phosphorus and boron,
as well as other elements in the near-surface regions of
initial silicon plates. This leads to a significant decrease
in the content of uncontrollable quick-diffusing impuri-
ties in silicon plates and, as a consequence, to an
increase in the lifetime of minority charge carriers and
to improvement in the diode characteristics of 

 

p

 

–

 

n

 

 tran-
sitions [1–3].

It was found in [4] that rare-earth elements (REE)
deposited on a silicon surface in the diffusion annealing
process serve as a getter of quick-diffusing impurities
both available in the bulk and penetrating from the sur-
face.

In the present work, we study the possibility of getter-
ing of quick-diffusing gold impurity in silicon by virtue
of the REEs samarium and gadolinium. The choice of
samarium and gadolinium is determined by their low
coefficients of diffusion in silicon (

 

D 

 

~ 10

 

–13 

 

cm

 

2

 

 s

 

–1

 

 at

 

T

 

 = 1200

 

°

 

C) [5–7], providing shallow penetration of
samarium and gadolinium in the silicon plate bulk for
the diffusion annealing time that satisfies the require-
ments on the choice of impurity, that is, the material
being used in practice as a getter.

Two series of experiments were performed. In the
first series, which included experiments on gettering of
gold dissolved in the bulk, the samples were prelimi-
narily uniformly doped with quick-diffusing gold
impurity [8], then a metal layer of samarium or gadolin-
ium was sputtered on one of large surfaces and sub-
jected to annealing.

In the second series of experiments on gettering of
gold penetrating the bulk during heat treatment, one of
the large impurity-free silicon surfaces was sputtered

with gold first and then with samarium or gadolinium.
Control samples without gold, samarium, or gadolin-
ium, as well as samples with the surface sputtered only
with gold, were available.

Doping was carried out by diffusion in air for 2 h at
a temperature of 

 

T

 

 = 200

 

°

 

C. Silicon samples of KEF-15
brand with orientation 

 

〈

 

100

 

〉

 

 and typical dimensions of
20

 

 × 

 

10

 

 × 

 

1 mm were used for investigation. Before
sputtering of impurities of both gold and samarium, as
well as gadolinium, for removal of uncontrollable
impurities from the silicon surface, the samples were
successively washed in toluene, acetone, aqua regia,
and H

 

2

 

O

 

2

 

 : HCl mixture, and distilled water. The con-
trol samples were annealed under the same conditions.

After gold diffusion in silicon, which was carried
out in air at 1200

 

°

 

C for 2 h, the samples were washed
in HF, H

 

2

 

O

 

2

 

 : HCl, and H

 

2

 

O; such a washing usually
allows nearly complete removal of the diffusion source
remaining on the sample surfaces; thereupon a layer up
to 150 

 

µ

 

m thick was removed from the samples by
chemical etching. Then samarium or gadolinium was
sputtered on one of these surfaces, and diffusion
annealing in air was carried out at 1200

 

°

 

C for 2 h. Then
the samples again were washed in HF, H

 

2

 

O

 

2

 

 : HCl, aqua
regia, and H

 

2

 

O in order to remove an oxide layer and
nondiffusing diffusant.

The profile of charge carrier concentration was
determined by the method of etch removal of thin lay-
ers in a solution of 1HF : 40HNO

 

3

 

 and by measurement
of the conductivity and the Hall effect. Complete ion-
ization of impurities in silicon was assumed; that is, it
was considered that concentration of impurities of gold,
samarium, and gadolinium 

 

c

 

(

 

x

 

) is equal to the charge
carrier concentration 

 

n

 

(

 

x

 

) or 

 

p

 

(

 

x

 

): 

 

c

 

(

 

x

 

) = 

 

n

 

(

 

x

 

) or 

 

p

 

(

 

x

 

).

The thickness of the removed layers was determined
by weighing the sample on a VLR-20 balance and was
varied in the range of 0.1–10 

 

µ

 

m. Electric measure-
ments carried out at several points of the surface
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showed a uniform distribution of the impurity in the
sample section and absence of second phase inclusions.

The charge carrier concentration 

 

n

 

(

 

x

 

) and 

 

p

 

(

 

x

 

) was
determined by the formula

(1)

Here 

 

R

 

s

 

 is the measurable (effective) Hall coeffi-
cient, 

 

σ

 

s

 

 is the surface conductivity, and 

 

e

 

 is the electron
charge. Let us note that the formula is given in work [9]
in a more general form, taking into account difference
of the Hall and drift mobilities.

Series of investigations based on tracer atoms of gold

 

198

 

Au, 

 

153

 

Sm, and 

 

159

 

Gd were carried out too. Activation
of atoms of gold, samarium, and gadolinium was real-
ized at the Konstantinov Institute of Nuclear Physics, St.
Petersburg, Russian Academy of Sciences. Isotopes of

 

198

 

Au, 

 

153

 

Sm, and 

 

159

 

Gd were sputtered on the sample
surface. After diffusion and subsequent washings, during
layer removal, radiography was performed to control
doping uniformity. The sample activity was measured on
against a low background on an UMF-1500M with an
SBT-11 

 

β

 

-counter and on a BDBSZ-IeM with an
NaI(Tl) scintillation counter. The 

 

γ

 

-spectra of 

 

198

 

Au,

 

153

 

Sm, and 

 

159

 

Gd were identified on an AI-1024 pulse
analyzer.

The electric measurements have shown that the sili-
con samples doped only with gold (Fig. 1 (curve 

 

1

 

))
become highly ohmic under the above-mentioned con-
ditions. As is known [8], gold belongs to the group of
impurity elements characterized by high values of the
diffusion coefficient and low solubility in silicon. Gold
in 

 

n

 

-type silicon has two deep energy levels (DL) in the
bandgap: 

 

E

 

c

 

 – 0.54 eV and 

 

E

 

v

 

 + 0.35 eV [10]; the level

 

E

 

c

 

 – 0.54 eV is an acceptor compensating the initial
material at high concentrations.

For finding the reasons why the resistivity of the

 

n

 

-Si

 

〈

 

Au

 

〉

 

 sample increases, on the plates, the Schottky
barrier was created by gold sputtering in vacuum at the
substrate temperatures <100

 

°

 

C and the technique of
isothermal relaxation of current for compensated sam-
ples was applied [11].

It was found that for 

 

n

 

–Si

 

〈

 

Au

 

〉

 

 samples, dependence

 

τ

 

(

 

T

 

) coincides with that for the deep acceptor level 

 

E

 

c

 

 –
0.54 eV in the presence of gold [12] (Fig. 2). This
shows that the decrease in the charge carrier concentra-
tion in the 

 

n

 

–Si

 

〈

 

Au

 

〉

 

 samples is caused by the presence
of gold in bulk silicon.

Dependence of the resistivity and charge carrier
concentration on the profile of gold introduced into the

 

n

 

–Si

 

〈

 

Au

 

〉

 

 samples is in good agreement with the data of
[8, 13, 14], again showing the compensating role of the
gold acceptor level (Fig. 1 (curve 

 

1

 

)).
Figure 1 (curve 

 

1

 

) shows the typical distribution of
the charge carrier concentration in thickness 

 

n

 

(

 

x

 

) of one

n x( ) or p x( ) 1
e
---

dσS

dx
---------⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞
2

d
dx
------ Rsσs

2( )
-----------------------.=

 

of the Si

 

〈

 

Au

 

〉

 

 samples obtained by sequential removal
of layers. Figure 1(curves 

 

3

 

, 

 

4

 

) corresponds to 

 

n

 

(x) dis-
tributions of the Si〈Au〉 samples with layers of samar-
ium and gadolinium sputtered on the surface after pre-

10.5
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logn [n, cm–3]

x, µm
50 75 100
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11.5

12.0

10.0
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4

5

3

1
2

Fig. 1. Charge carrier concentration distribution n(x) in the
sample thickness after removal of the ~150 µm layer: (1) in
the Si〈Au〉 samples; (2) in the control Si〈Au〉 samples with-
out a layer of Sm or Gd after removal of the ~150 µm layer
and repeated annealing at T = 1200°C, t = 2 h; (3) in the
Si〈Sm + Au〉 samples after repeated annealing at T =
1200°C, t = 2 h, with samarium layer, sequential diffusion
with preliminary removal of the ~150 µm layer after gold
diffusion; (4) in the Si〈Gd + Au〉 samples after repeated
annealing at T = 1200°C, t = 2 h with gadolinium layer,
sequential diffusion with preliminary removal of the
~150 µm layer after gold diffusion; (5) in the Si〈Sm + Au〉
samples under combined diffusion; (6) in the Si〈Gd + Au〉
samples at combined diffusion.

10–3

3.5

τ, s

103/T, K–1
3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0

10–2

10–1

Fig. 2. The dependence τ(T) for a typical Si〈Au〉 sample.
The points denote experiment. The solid curve shows the
dependence for DL Ec – 0.54 eV caused by gold in silicon
[12].
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liminary removal of layers from all sides up to 150 µm
followed by thermal annealing at 1200°C for 2 h. Anal-
ysis of the n(x) distribution in control silicon samples
subjected to annealing at T = 1200°C for 2 h, taking into
account the influence of heat treatment on the electric
properties of silicon, has shown that after the first and
repeated annealing, the resistivity and charge carrier
concentration in the control samples changed insignifi-
cantly and the type of their conductivity remained
unchanged.

It is seen from the given dependences that the charge
carrier concentration in the Si〈Au + Sm〉 and Si〈Au +
Gd〉 samples considerably exceeds the one in the
Si〈Au〉 samples. This n(x) distribution may be due to
the profile of the Au compensating impurity in the
Si〈Au + Sm〉 and Si〈Au + Gd〉 samples.

Figure 3 (curve 1) shows the concentration distribu-
tion of gold in the Si〈Au〉 samples obtained by the
method of tracer atoms and sequential removal of lay-
ers. Figure 3 (curve 2) corresponds to the gold distribu-
tion in the control samples, without layers of samarium
or gadolinium, after removal of the ~150 µm layer and
repeated annealing at T = 1200°C for 2 h. The charge
carrier mobility and conductivity type in the bulk of the
Si〈Au〉 and Si〈Au + Sm〉 samples, as well as of the
Si〈Au + Gd〉 ones, after removal of the ~150 µm layer
remain unchanged as in the initial samples, in a satis-
factory agreement with the data of [13].

From comparison of the given dependences c(x), it
is seen that repeated heat treatment leads to a decrease
in the overall gold concentration in the bulk silicon and
to an increase of this concentration by a factor of 1.5–
2, apparently due to gold exodiffusion and gettering,
that is, extraction of gold atoms by the surface. Fig. 3
(curve 3) corresponds to the gold distribution in the
Si〈Sm + Au〉 samples and Fig. 3 (curve 4), to the gold
distribution in the Si〈Gd + Au〉 samples.

One can see that in the presence of samarium and
gadolinium the gold concentration in the silicon bulk
decreases significantly. When gold diffusion is realized
in combination with samarium or gadolinium, when
one of the large impurity-free silicon surfaces is sput-
tered first with gold and then with samarium or gadolin-
ium, a limited penetration of gold in the sample depth
is observed; that is, there “purification” takes place,
gettering of the silicon bulk from gold (Fig. 1 (curves 5,
6); Fig. 3 (curves 5, 6).

As is seen from Figs. 1 (curves 3–6) and 3 (curves 3–
6), gadolinium getters gold in silicon more efficiently
than samarium. On the basis of isotopes of 153Sm and
159Gd, we have found that at T = 1200°C, samarium and
gadolinium in silicon have diffusion coefficients of
~10–12 cm2 s–1 and ~3 × 10–13 cm2 s–1 and surface con-
centrations of C0 ~3 × 1018 cm–3 and C0 ~ 1019 cm–3,
respectively, coinciding with the conclusions of works
[6, 7]; the penetration depth for samarium and gadolin-
ium in our samples is about 5 µm; samarium and gado-
linium in silicon exhibit a shallow acceptor nature. The
charge carrier mobility in diffusion layers Si〈Sm〉 and
Si〈Gd〉 is ~140–250 cm2/(V s) and decreases with
increasing concentration of samarium and gadolinium
in silicon. We have not found any deep levels character-
istic of samarium and gadolinium in silicon by the
methods of isothermal relaxation of capacity and cur-
rent. The concentration of the deep level bound with
gold strongly correlates with the presence or absence of
profiles of samarium or gadolinium in the near-surface
regions of silicon; that is, the presence of these impuri-
ties in the near-surface region efficiently decreases the
concentration of the Ec – 0.54 eV deep acceptor level
caused by gold [12].

It is shown in work [15] that critical concentrations
for the appearance of the second phase inclusions in the
silicon single crystal doped with REE samarium and
gadolinium during growth are ~3.9 × 1018 cm–3 and
~2.4 × 1018 cm–3, respectively, and limits of their dop-
ing are equal to ~7.1 × 1018 cm–3 and ~1.4 × 1019 cm–3,
respectively. Using the analysis of the data of [6, 7, 15],
one may suppose that at the given temperature, gadolin-
ium impurities that in silicon have solubility values
higher by a factor of 3–4 than in samarium and a prob-
ability of the second phase inclusions in the near-sur-
face layershigher by a factor of 3, getter gold atoms
more efficiently than samarium.

Thus, our results show effective gold gettering in sil-
icon under combined or sequential diffusion of samar-
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Fig. 3. Concentration distribution of gold c(x) in silicon
(after removal of the ~150 µm layer): (1) in silicon at T =
1200°C, t = 2 h; (2) in the control Si〈Au〉 samples without
layers of Sm and Gd after removal of the ~150 µm layer and
repeated annealing at T = 1200°C, t = 2 h; (3) in the
Si〈198Au〉 samples after repeated annealing at T = 1200°C,
t = 2 h with the samarium layer, with preliminary removal
of the ~150 µm layer after gold diffusion; (4) in the
Si〈198Au〉 samples after repeated annealing at T = 1200°C,
t = 2 h with gadolinium layer, with preliminary removal of
the ~150 µm layer after gold diffusion; (5) in the
Si〈198Au + Sm〉 samples at combined diffusion at T =
1200°C, t = 2 h; (6) in the Si〈198Au + Gd〉 samples at com-
bined diffusion at T = 1200°C, t = 2 h
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ium or gadolinium in silicon, in its near-surface layers,
where there is a region of high concentration of IIIA
group elements, samarium or gadolinium, as well as in
bulk silicon. Using the radiographic method, a local
gettering was also found; that is, gold extraction from
the bulk by virtue of a layer of samarium or gadolinium
locally sputtered on a silicon surface. Layer-by-layer
radiography [16, 17] has shown that during annealing,
gold is removed from the local region under the layer of
samarium or gadolinium. Applying the method of fre-
quency dependence of the rectified current in the sam-
ples under study, it was found that under samarium dif-
fusion in silicon doped with gold, the lifetime values
for minority carriers in the bulk increase by a factor of
5–10, from the initial ones of 0.1–0.5 µs up to 1–5 µs
after gettering.

The results are explained by the gettering effect
(extraction) generated by a layer of rare-earth elements,
samarium and gadolinium, on the silicon surface, and
by the near-surface layer, where second phase inclu-
sions may be formed, that is, various silicide forma-
tions [18, 19], where the solubility of gold may have
higher values than in silicon, as well as by elastic ten-
sions appearing in the near-surface layers and silicides,
which may be sources of the motive force of gold dif-
fusion.
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The extrusion force is the most complex and impor-
tant parameter of the extrusion technological process
determining the applicability of this procedure. The
value of the extrusion force is used especially for the
development of equipment and designing tools.

The extrusion force depends on a number of parame-
ters. Among them, the following ones are the most
important: the deformation degree and rate, the flow
curve of the processed steel, friction between the tool and
material, sizes of the extended profile, the shape and
sizes of the semiproduct, the temperature variation dur-
ing the process, and physicomechanical properties and
structural inhomogeneity of the semiproduct material.

Though there are many analytical and experimen-
tally determined relationships that allow the extrusion
force to be calculated, none of them can take into
account all the influences. So, the values of the extru-
sion force obtained using these relationships are only
approximative. That is why researchers prefer to deter-
mine them by experiment.

The paper aims to determine by experiment the
total force and pressure of deformation as a function
of the punch stroke and the deformation degree at the
indirect extrusion of steel union nuts from cylindrical
semiproducts.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We used cylindrical samples of OLC 15 prepared
using chemical phosphating and lubrication with
molybdenum disulfide (Table 1).

Extrusion was performed on a hydraulic press
PH 200 using the extrusion device designed and pat-
ented by the authors (Fig. 1).

For force measurements, a load cell of 1000 kN
was used, and for the punch stroke an inductive trans-
ducer was used.

Equipment for data acquisition and processing
included

• 2100 SYSTEM tensometric amplifier;
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Table 1

 

Semiproduct Shape and sizes Phosphated semiproducts
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• movable 16-channel AT-2016 P/S data acquisition
module;

• laptop;

• ESAM (Electronic Signal Acquisition Module)
software with frequency up to 200000 acquisitions per
second.

The equipment enables one to perform both the cal-
ibration of the transducers used and data acquisition.

For determining the extrusion force as a function of
the punch stroke, the load cell was mounted inside the
extrusion device. The displacement transducer was
mounted between the fixed table and the moving table
of the press (Fig. 2).

 

Fig. 1.

 

 Extrusion device.
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Fig. 2.

 

 General view of the installation for determining the extrusion force.
(

 

1

 

) Hydraulic press; (

 

2

 

) extrusion device; (

 

3

 

) displacement transducer; (

 

4

 

) tensometric amplifier; (

 

5

 

) electronic tensometer; (

 

6

 

)
acquisition module; (

 

7

 

) laptop.

 

Fig. 3.

 

 A union nut piece.
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In the ESAM program, tests for measuring force–dis-
placement dependences were developed using calibra-
tion factors determined previously. During the punch, the
active stroke force–displacement dependences were
measured with a frequency of 100 acquisitions/s.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

After extrusion of semiproducts, union nut pieces
were obtained (Fig. 3).

Experimental data processing was performed using
Microsoft Excel; the results are presented in Tables 2
and 3, where

 

s

 

 is the extrusion punch stroke measured during
deformation;

 

ε

 

 is the conventional deformation degree calculated

as 

 

ε

 

 = 

 

 ×

 

 100 [%];

 

F

 

 is the extrusion force measured during the pro-
cess;

h0 h–
h0

--------------

 

Table 2

 

No. Punch stroke 

 

s

 

, mm Force 

 

F

 

, kN No. Punch stroke 

 

s

 

, mm Force 

 

F

 

, kN

1 0.00 1.0 17 4.00 349.4

2 0.25 18.0 18 4.25 373.5

3 0.50 35.9 19 4.50 397.3

4 0.75 54.5 20 4.75 420.7

5 1.00 74.0 21 5.00 443.4

6 1.25 94.2 22 5.25 465.5

7 1.50 115.1 23 5.50 486.6

8 1.75 136.6 24 5.75 506.8

9 2.00 158.8 25 6.00 525.7

10 2.25 181.5 26 6.25 543.2

11 2.50 204.7 27 6.50 559.2

12 2.75 228.3 28 6.75 573.5

13 3.00 252.3 29 7.00 585.8

14 3.25 276.5 30 7.25 595.9

15 3.50 300.8 31 7.50 603.7

16 3.75 325.1 32 7.75 609.0
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Fig. 4.

 

 Variation of the extrusion force vs. the punch course.
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Fig. 5.

 

 Variation of the extrusion pressure vs. the conven-
tional deformation degree.
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p

 

 is the total extrusion pressure determined as the
measured extrusion force divided by the area of the
frontal punch surface.

The variation of the extrusion force vs. the punch
stroke is shown in Fig. 4, and the variation of the extru-
sion pressure vs. the conventional deformation degree
is presented in Fig. 5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) In the case of indirect cold extrusion of union
nuts, the diagram of the force variation vs. the punch
stroke differs only slightly for different pieces.

(2) Deformation during the entire extrusion period
occurs practically at the same pressure for a given
deformation degree.

 

Table 3

 

No. Deformation
degree 

 

ε

 

, %
Extrusion

pressure 

 

P

 

, MPa No. Deformation
degree 

 

ε

 

, %
Extrusion

pressure 

 

P

 

, MPa

1 0 23 8 35 1371

2 5 158 9 40 1580

3 10 323 10 45 1774

4 15 512 11 50 1946

5 20 717 12 55 2090

6 25 933 13 60 2199

7 30 1153 14 65 2268
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INTRODUCTION

Global economic developments present new chal-
lenges for human activity. The advent of information
technologies, aerospace developments, new success in
health care, new results in biotechnology, and other sci-
ence and technology achievements are possible owing
to, among others, fundamental changes in manufactur-
ing science and possibilities to use new approaches in
product development. Laser technology born in the
middle of the last century continues to bring new chal-
lenges but also opens new horizons for scientists and
manufacturers. It is impossible to imagine now global-
ization without laser technology, as it is impossible to
imagine modern laser technology without globaliza-
tion.

The first research activities in laser-aided manufac-
turing in Ukraine dated back to 1964 and were initiated
at the Kiev Polytechnic Institute (now The National
Technical University of Ukraine KPI), at the Paton
Welding Institute, and at other institutions. There was a
splash of interest in this advanced technology in the last
two decades. The interesting feature of this process is
the appearance of a number of small private organiza-
tions, different job shops, and the development of new
R&D activity at a number of universities and research
institutes (total around 50). Along with traditional
industrial laser applications (cutting, surface treatment,
welding, cladding, marking, cleaning, etc.), some new
fields are emerging such as rapid prototyping, micro-
and nanoprocessing, and development of new types of
lasers.
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R&D ACTIVITIES

The first industrial laser system based on the ruby
laser was developed at KPI in 1964. It was installed on
the universal tool microscope of the Karl Zeiss Co. and
had an energy of only 2J per pulse (Fig. 1). Later, a
series of different pieces of equipment were developed
at the Laser Technology Laboratory of KPI based both
on more powerful ruby laser and on Nd–glass, YAG,
CO
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 and other lasers. The main research was conducted
in the development of technologies of precise micro-
hole piercing, spot welding, studying hardening effects,
surface alloying possibilities, and micro cutting and
marking.
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Abstract

 

—Started in the early 1960s, R&D development in laser technology in Ukraine is still in progress in
spite of some decline in 1990–1993 caused by drastic political and economic changes in the country. There are,
indeed, some interesting and original results in all known industrial applications. Some of them are presented
in this report. The international ties with colleagues and joint projects with copartners from different countries
are becoming common practice. The significant intellectual potential and gained research and industrial expe-
rience serve as a basis for more than 40 years of academic activity in laser technology in the country. Graduates
of the Laser Technology and Materials Science Department of the Kiev Polytechnic Institute (engineers, mas-
ters, PhD holders) are quite successful in their career both in Ukraine and in different countries of the world.
Collaboration within the framework of the European Union as well as with different institutions in North Amer-
ica and Asian countries is increasing quite rapidly.
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First Ukrainian industrial laser system based on ruby laser
for precise hole piercing, developed at LTL (KPI) in 1964.
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At other institutions, some pieces of industrial laser
systems manufactured in the former Soviet Union
eventually appeared together with self-made experi-
mental setups.

 

Laser hole piercing.

 

 The main problem in laser hole
piercing was to get high quality and precision of the
hole, which was dependent mainly on the amount of
molten phase in the erosion products. To lessen this
effect or to avoid the molten phase entirely, shorter
pulses were used. Over the last two decades, the evolu-
tion was drastic—from milliseconds to microseconds,
then to nanoseconds and picoseconds, and finally to
femtoseconds.

 

Laser welding.

 

 This research is done to a large
extent at the Paton Welding Institute, using mostly
powerful CO

 

2

 

 lasers. At LTRI, we are involved in
studying joining of very delicate components like elec-
tronic device parts and different parts of medical instru-
mentation, which have gained wide popularity in recent
years.

Promising results were achieved in joining parts
made from plastic, ceramic, and composite materials. A
good example of high efficiency of such joining is laser
welding of diamond composite cutting segments to the
steel body of disk saw for cutting stones without water
cooling. Besides the latter advantage, the implementa-
tion of such joining process produces a significant sav-
ings of silver, used for traditional brazing of segments.

 

Laser hardening.

 

 For improvement of laser hole
piercing, the great problem was to control the heat-
affected zone (HAZ) and to make it minimal. The study
of this zone demonstrated the ability to vary the param-
eters and dimensions of the zone in a wide range. The
studied phase transformation phenomena and other dif-
ferent metallurgical effects in this zone brought to life
the new applications of laser technology: welding, sur-
face hardening, surface alloying, cladding, shock hard-
ening, glazing (amorphization), etc.

The development of different hardening technolo-
gies created new possibilities to form regions with
unique properties locally in the component and thus to
improve the quality of the whole product. Thanks to
laser processing, the wear resistance of cutting tools,
moulds, dies, and different machine components
increased by a factor of 3–6.

 

Cutting and material shearing. 

 

The first cutting
applications were mainly connected with manufactur-
ing small slots in different parts, with sharing brittle
materials (like diamond crystals) using the scribing
mechanism, with shearing silicon plates for solar ele-
ments using high-frequency pulse lasers, etc. The fun-
damental research of the cutting process with support-
ing gas helped to better understand the mechanism of
material removal and of high-quality edge formation.

 

3D object forming.

 

 Thanks to information technol-
ogy integration into laser processing, it became possi-
ble to develop the new technology of forming 3D

objects based on the principle of biological growth
taken from nature. Known as rapid prototyping, this
technology dispenses with moulds, dies, and other tra-
ditional expensive tools to manufacture components
with complicated shape at very high productivity. Hav-
ing started first from manufacturing components from
polymer materials using stereo lithography, this tech-
nology now came to a new stage—the possibility to
create components from metal, ceramic, or different
composite materials.

The research was carried out by studying the influ-
ence of different working conditions on sintering qual-
ity, on crack formation, etc. Two schemes of process
realization were developed and corresponding laser
industrial systems were manufactured.

On the basis of research results in laser sintering, the
technology of manufacturing thin diamond cutting
tools has been proposed and is currently under more
detailed investigation.

 

Micro- and nanomachining.

 

 Thanks to information
technology integration into laser processing, it became
possible to develop the new technology of forming 3D
objects based on the principle of biological growth
taken from nature. Known as rapid prototyping, this
technology dispenses with moulds, dies, and other tra-
ditional expensive tools to manufacture components
with complicated shape at very high productivity. Hav-
ing started first from manufacturing components from
polymer materials using stereo lithography, this tech-
nology now came to a new stage—the possibility to
create components from metal, ceramic, or different
composite materials.

 

Marking and engraving.

 

 This technology became
widespread for many fields of industry thanks to very
high productivity and quality of the process. A unique
application is marking inside a material transparent to a
laser beam using 3D laser scanning.

 

Sheet material deformation.

 

 The possibility to con-
trol the heating process and thus the resulting thermal
deformation of sheet material by using laser irradiation
enabled the development of the new technology for
forming components of complicated shape from sheet
metal, plastic, or other materials. It became possible to
deform the material according to the given program
without any traditional mechanical deforming tech-
nique using only a scanning laser beam.

In addition to these research activities, the possibil-
ities to use laser heat treatment to increase the rigidity
of thin sheet components is also being studied.

 

Combined or hybrid processing.

 

 Taking into
account that the laser itself is a very low efficiency
energy transformer, different ways of additional energy
supply into the working zone were proposed. The most
efficient was the direct electric energy addition to the
concentrated laser energy. Depending on the method of
this additional energy supply, different techniques were
developed:
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• Electrolaser hole piercing;

• Arc-augmented laser welding;

• Laser cladding with electromagnetic agitation;

• Laser alloying in electromagnetic field;

• Laser-electrochemical processing;

• Plasma-laser processing.

Additional mechanical energy is applied to stimu-
late plastic deformations to control the thermal stressed
material state:

• Laser ultrasonic hardening;

• Laser plastic deformation hardening, etc.

 

Process simulation.

 

 This stage of laser technology is
quite well represented. Different models were success-
fully developed based mainly on heat conduction the-
ory and presenting the “heat history” of the irradiated
materials. Different limitations are considered making
these models quite adequate for the simple cases of
laser processing. For complicated cases when process-
ing is connected with evaporation, explosion, plasma
formation, ablation mechanism, etc., such physical
models do not “work” properly and cannot be used at
the industrial level.

Mathematical statistical models based on experi-
mental results were developed for industrial use, but
they are usually adequate only for some specific factor
space and may not always be extrapolated to more com-
plicated working conditions.

LASERS IN INDUSTRY

The developed technology and equipment are quite
widely used at different plants—Arsenal, Bolshevik,
AVIANT (Kyiv), Malysheva Plant, Tractor Plant
(Kharkiv), AvtoKraz (Kremenchug), and many others.
At these plants, the Soviet made CO

 

2

 

 lasers and
Nd:YAG lasers are mainly used for component weld-
ing, hardening, cladding, material cutting, etc.
Recently, more than 60 new industrial laser systems
have been bought by companies from foreign manufac-
turers—Trumph, Bistronic, Rofin Sinar, etc. A number
of small private organizations and different job shops
have appeared in the market in the last few years which
specialize in sheet material shearing, welding, compo-
nent restoration by cladding, marking and engraving,
etc.

Different types of industrial laser systems are
widely used in industry to manufacture precise holes in
the range of a few microns up to 1–2 mm in diameter
with very high productivity.

Among nontraditional applications, one should be
mentioned connected with treatment of highly radioac-
tive materials—the study of opportunities to use a
robotic laser system to disintegrate the Object Shelter
of the Chernobyl Atomic Station.

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

From the very beginning of the laser era, activities
on the development of academic programs in laser tech-
nology were initiated at KPI. Thus, at KPI, the first
graduates of this course received their engineering
diploma in 1966–1967 from the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Department. This course has the official status of
the new specialty named “Technology and Equipment
for Laser Processing” and created in 1984. The corre-
sponding academic program started first in the FSU and
in Ukraine at KPI in Kyiv and at the Bauman Institute
in Moscow.

In recent years, the academic program has been
adapted to the Bologna Agreement concept, the main
goal of which is the integration of the national educa-
tion systems into the European and global one.

From that time up to now, more than 1000 engineers
and masters (from both Ukraine and 32 other countries)
in laser technology have graduated from KPI. In the last
decades, 27 PhD theses and 6 Dr. Sci. theses from
researchers from different countries have been success-
fully defended at KPI as well.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION
AND INTEGRATION INITIATIVES

The international collaboration in the field of laser
technology has improved significantly over the last
decade. Different mechanisms are involved in stimulat-
ing such moves. Besides bilateral agreements on scien-
tific collaboration between Ukraine and different coun-
tries, there are a number of direct ties between univer-
sities and laser centers (for example, the LTRI has such
agreements with Okayama University, Japan; Ohio
State University, USA; Zhezhiang University, China;
etc.). A number of projects are financed by NATO, by
different institutions of the EU (INTAS, EUREKA,
etc.), and by the Scientific and Technological Center of
Ukraine (STCU). By the way, the STCU is sponsoring
projects financed either from three combined sources—
United States, Canada, and EU—or from separate
sources. LTRI developed the STCU project no. 2379
“Laser 3D Prototypes Forming from Powder Metal and
Ceramic Materials,” financed by the United States,
Canada, and EU in 2005 (copartners from United
States, Canada, Netherlands, Italy). The technology
and laser industrial system was recommended for com-
mercialization in 2005. In 2006, another STCU project
(no. 3350) was approved with financing from the EU:
“Development of New Design Medical Stents and
Their Manufacturing Using Laser Radiation” (copart-
ners from United States, Canada, Netherlands, Bel-
gium, and Portugal).

It is obvious that globalization goes parallel with the
integration process. We witness such integration in
every field of human activity, in different regions, in
America, in Europe, and in Asia. Ukraine as a country
located in the very geographical center of Europe is try-
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ing to be integrated in the European community and
supports different integration initiatives.

Prof. V. Kovalenko (NTUU) and Prof. A. Grab-
chenko (KhNTU) was invited by EU officials as coor-
dinators from Ukraine to develop the National Manu-
Future Technological Platform. On the basis of results
achieved and experience gained in advanced technol-
ogy R&D activity, such ManuFuture Technological
Platform of Ukraine was developed recently and pro-
posed for integration in the EU ManuFuture Platform.
Laser-aided manufacturing is considered as a key tech-
nology of this concept.

In spite of chronic financial problems, experts in
laser technology from Ukraine are beginning to partic-
ipate quite regularly in different international profes-
sional institutions, such as LIA, CIRP, IEEE, LEOS,
LAS, etc., and their events: ICALEO, ISEM, CIRP
General Assemblies, etc. I would like to stress that the
ICALEO event is usually considered to be a real global
congress in laser technology.

Ukrainian experts are quite active as referees in the
LIA’s 

 

Journal of Industrial Laser Applications

 

 and as
contributors to the 

 

LIA Handbook of Laser Materials
Processing

 

.
A few international laser conferences have been

organized in recent years in Ukraine. One of them is
becoming traditional—International Conference on
Laser Technology in Welding and Material Processing
(LTWMP), organized by the Paton Welding Institute
and by the LTRI. They were held in Katcively, Crimea,
in May 2003 and 2005 and attracted experts from more
than 16 different countries. The 3rd LTWMP will be
held in 2007.

One of the initiatives directed to the further develop-
ment of integration processes is the concept proposed
by LTRI on the development of the virtual enterprise to
increase the efficiency of use of industrial laser sys-
tems. Such an e-enterprise may improve the competi-
tiveness of different small and medium plants using
unique and expensive industrial laser systems.

PROBLEMS

Permanent efforts are directed to the achievement of
the highest quality and productivity of processing at the
lowest possible cost.

This may be achieved by
• better understanding of laser beam interaction

with processed material;
• full control of all parameters involved in the pro-

cess;
• adequate process simulation and optimization of

all working conditions;
• development of process monitoring devices and

fully adaptive systems for processing;

• reducing the maintenance costs of laser industrial
systems;

• using efficient devices, instrumentation, and
methodology for express measurement of the process-
ing results;

• improving the academic programs for the younger
generation of specialists studying laser technology and
other nontraditional processing;

• wider development of interdisciplinary studies,
intensifying the international collaboration.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Research, industrial, and academic activity in
laser technology in Ukraine has the obvious trend to
globalization.

(2) Ukraine has significant potential in laser tech-
nology for participation in integrated international
R&D projects.

(3) The gained academic experience and industrial
and scientific potential of the laser community of
Ukraine may be used for a wider integration into the
global economy.

The paper was presented at the laser technology
summit meeting “GARELAM—Global Application,
Research, and Education in Laser-Aided Manufactur-
ing,” held in the American Academy of Sciences in
Washington, DC, USA, in July 2006.
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